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ABSTRACT
The past two decades have witnessed tremendous advances and breakthroughs in
quantum information science and technology, due mainly to the use of quantum
physical resources such as coherence and entanglement. The formalization of the
concept of universal quantum computing by D. Deutsch in 1985 has matured into
commercial initiatives that aim to accelerate the physical implementation of a prac-
tical quantum computer. So far, such quantum technology has been pushed forward
as information processors that are mainly on superconducting quantum bits (qubits)
based. Other developments make use of quantum states of photons in conjunc-
tions with other quantum registers based on electrons, atoms, molecules, artificial
systems, between others. Although in any case, multiple qubit technologies are
still under intense research and developments and the temperature and size of the
quantum register are essential issues. However, all possible physical implementa-
tion of quantum information processing devices have in common the fundamental
properties of quantum systems: interference, coherence, and entanglement.
In this thesis, we concerned the study of quantum coherence and entanglement
in qubits (encoded on the polarisation basis) and quantum materials (operating at
room temperature) to analyze the role of quantum correlations and decoherence
for information processing purposes. The current research is divided into two
main parts, the first one begins with the analysis of the influence of a birefringent
medium over the entanglement of a photonic qubit state. We employ a polarisation
maintaining fiber (PMF) as a decohering environment to test the theoretical model
in which the symmetry of the coupling between the qubit and environment defines
the death and revival of the information correlations. This finding establishes a tool
to keep the entanglement independent of the fiber length employing the symmetry
properties of the physical system.
Additionally, to demonstrate that the entanglement is not the only crucial factor in
information schemes, we employ the prisoner’s dilemma game (in a two parameters
strategy space and extended up to three) to evidence that quantum advantages in
this protocol are by the quantum superposition instead of the entanglement of the
physical system. Here we also pose an experimental setup with photons to verify
our findings with photonic qubits.
The second part of the thesis examines a novel nanomaterial which could serve up
va bridge to the interaction of photons and electrons toward a physical representation
of photonic qubits conditioned by external registers (as electrons or ions). The
first stage in this direction considers the implementation of single photon emitters.
However, previous to it is necessary to recognize the photophysical capabilities of the
Perovskites as structure selected. As a complement, the novelty of this nanostructure
allow us to give answers to some open questions in this characterization direction
in the frame of this research.
TheMA-halide (methylammonium-halide) perovskites are structurally composed by
small domains which ranging from nano to micrometer sizes presenting strong pho-
toluminescence intermittency (blinking). We attribute this response to the Auger-
nonradiative recombination of additional electrons photogenerated in a trap-filling
process due to defects or ion movement. We verified this through the application
of an absorbing layer (quencher) of charges of PCBM (Phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester) resulting in considerably decreases in blinking. We also provide a
novel technique for real-time observation of the ion movement effect over this ma-
terial. Additionally, this behavior indicates appropriate conditions for the existence
of a few emitters which are useful in quantum protocols and become a motivation
to analyze and explain this phenomenon. Then, we prepare two chemical composi-
tions of inorganic Perovskites with a high structural order to explore the necessary
conditions to produce single emitter with this material. We visualized the sam-
ples through electron microscopy, and both systems were spectrally characterized
decreasing dilutions up to observe emission intermittency. We verified the nonclas-
sical behavior of the emission employing a Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer by
measuring the degree of the second-order coherence correlation function. Finally,
but not less important, the additional information presents the laboratories imple-
mented during this doctoral research and the prototype of signals counting device
to analyze temporal coincidences in correlated photonic events.
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RESUMEN
Las últimas dos décadas han sido testigos de tremendos avances y desarrollos en
la ciencia y tecnología de la información cuántica, debido principalmente al uso de
recursos físico-cuánticos, tales como la coherencia y el entrelazamiento. La formal-
ización del concepto de computación cuántica universal por D. Deutsch en 1985 ha
madurado hacia iniciativas comerciales que apuntan a acelerar la implementación
física de una computadora cuántica práctica. Hasta ahora, dicha tecnología cuántica
se ha impulsado como procesadores de información que se basan principalmente en
bits cuánticos (qubits) superconductores. Otros desarrollos hacen uso de los estados
cuánticos de los fotones en conjunción con otros registradores cuánticos basados
en electrones, átomos, moléculas, sistemas artificiales, entre otros. Aunque, para
cualquier caso, las tecnologías de qubit múltiples aún están bajo intensa investi-
gación y desarrollos en los que la temperatura y el tamaño del registrador cuántico
son cuestiones esenciales. Sin embargo, toda posible implementación física de dis-
positivos de procesamiento de información cuántica tiene en común las propiedades
fundamentales de los sistemas cuánticos: interferencia, coherencia y entrelaza-
miento.
En esta tesis, tratamos el estudio de la coherencia cuántica y el entrelazamiento
en qubits (codificados en base a la polarización) y los materiales cuánticos (que
operan a temperatura ambiente) para analizar el papel de las correlaciones cuánticas
y la decoherencia para fines de procesamiento de información. La investigación
actual se divide en dos partes principales: la primera comienza con el análisis de
la influencia de un medio birrefringente sobre el entrelazamiento de un estado de
qubit fotónico. Empleamos una fibra que mantiene la polarización (PMF) como
un entorno de decoherencia para probar el modelo teórico en el que la simetría
del acoplamiento entre el entorno y el qubit define la muerte y reactivación de
las correlaciones de información. Este hallazgo establece una herramienta para
mantener el entrelazamiento independiente de la longitud de la fibra empleando las
propiedades de simetría del sistema físico.
Como complemento, para demostrar que el entrelazamiento no es el único factor
crucial en los esquemas de información, empleamos el juego del dilema del pri-
sionero (en un espacio de estrategia de dos parámetros y extendido hasta tres) para
demostrar que las ventajas cuánticas en este protocolo son debido a la superposición
cuántica en lugar del entrelazamiento del sistema físico. Aquí también presentamos
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una configuración experimental con fotones para verificar nuestros hallazgos con
qubits fotónicos.
La segunda parte de la tesis examina un nuevo nanomaterial que podría servir de
puente para la interacción de fotones y electrones hacia una representación física
de qubits fotónicos condicionados mediante registros externos (como electrones o
iones). La primera etapa en esta dirección considera la implementación de emisores
de fotones individuales. Sin embargo, antes de esto es necesario reconocer las
capacidades fotofísicas de las Perovskites como estructura seleccionada. Como
complemento, la novedad de esta nanoestructura nos permite dar respuestas a al-
gunas preguntas abiertas en esta dirección de caracterización en el marco de esta
investigación.
Las perovskitas de MA-haluro (metilamonio-haluro) están estructuralmente for-
madas por pequeños dominios que van desde tamaños de nano a micrómetros y que
presentan una fuerte intermitencia de fotoluminiscencia (Blinking). Atribuimos
esta respuesta a la recombinación noradiativa de Auger de electrones adicionales
fotogenerados en un proceso de relleno de trampas ocasionadas por defectos o
móvimiento de iones. Esto lo verificamos mediante la aplicación de una capa
absorbente (quencher) de cargas de PCBM (fenil-éster metílico del ácido butírico
C61), lo que resultó en una disminución considerable del parpadeo. También pro-
porcionamos una técnica novedosa para la observación en tiempo real del efecto
del movimiento de iones sobre este material. Adicionalmente, este comportamiento
indica condiciones adecuadas para la existencia de pocos emisores que son útiles
en protocolos cuánticos y se convierten en una motivación para analizar y explicar
este fenómeno. Luego, preparamos dos composiciones químicas de perovskitas
inorgánicas con un alto orden estructural para explorar las condiciones necesarias
para producir un emisor cuántico con este material. Visualizamos las muestras a
través de microscopía electrónica, y ambos sistemas se caracterizaron espectral-
mente para disminuir las diluciones hasta observar la intermitencia de la emisión.
Se verificó el comportamiento no clásico de la emisión empleando un interferómetro
Hanbury-Brown y Twiss mediante la medición del grado de función de correlación
de coherencia de segundo orden. Finalmente, pero nomenos importante, la informa-
ción adicional presenta los laboratorios implementados durante esta investigación
doctoral y el prototipo de un dispositivo de conteo de señales para analizar las
coincidencias temporales en eventos fotónicos correlacionados.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In den letzten beiden Dekaden wurden sehr große Fortschritte und Durchbrüche
auf dem Gebiet der Quanteninformationstechnologie erzielt, was auf die Aus-
nutzung quantenphysikalischer Eigenschaften, wie zum Beispiel Kohärenz und Ver-
schränkung, zurückzuführen ist. Im Jahr 1985 entwickelte D. Deutsch das formale
Konzept eines universellen Quantencomputers, das mittlerweile von kommerziellen
Initiativen aufgegriffen wurde mit dem Ziel, die physikalische Implementierung
eines funktionsfähigen Quantencomputers voranzutreiben. Bislang werden haupt-
sächlich supraleitende Quantenbits (Qubits) als Grundlage für den Prozessor eines
Quantencomputers eingesetzt. Alternative Entwicklungen nutzen Quantenzustände
von Photonen aus in Verbindung mit Quantenregistern, die auf Elektronen, Atomen,
Molekülen, etc. basieren. Da die Arbeitstemperatur und die Größe der Quanten-
register wesentliche Gesichtspunkte für die weitere Entwicklung sind, werden solch
unterschiedliche Ansätze für die Implementierung von Quantenprozessoren weiter
intensiv untersucht. Trotz dieser verschiedenen physikalischen Implementierungen
basieren alle Ansätze auf den fundamentalen Eigenschaften von Quantensystemen,
d.h. auf Interferenz, Kohärenz und Verschränkung.
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Untersuchung von Quantenkohärenz und Ver-
schränkung von Qubits (hier die Polarisationszustände von Photonen) und von
Quantenmaterialien (bei Raumtemperatur), um die Rolle von Quantenkorrelatio-
nen und Dekohärenz für die Quanteninformationsverarbeitung besser zu verstehen.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird analysiert, wie ein doppelbrechendes Medium die
Verschränkung eines photonischen Qubits beeinflusst. Eine polarisationserhaltende
Faser stellt hier eineUmgebung bereit, die Dekohärenz induziert. Damit konntenwir
ein theoretisches Modell testen, in dem die Symmetrie der Wechselwirkung zwis-
chen dem Qubit und der Umgebung die Vernichtung und das Wiederaufleben von
Informationskorrelation bestimmt. Durch das Ausnutzen dieser Symmetrie konnten
wir zeigen, dass die Verschränkung unabhängig von der Faserlänge erhalten wer-
den kann. Ergänzend dazu konnten wir anhand des Gefangenen-Dilemma-Spiels
demonstrieren, dass Verschränkung von Qubits nicht der einzige wesentliche Faktor
in Quanteninformationstechnologien ist, sondern dass auch Quantensuperposition
einen Vorteil in der Quantenversion des Gefangenen-Dilemma-Spiels bietet. Im
Rahmen dieser theoretischen Arbeit entwickelten wir auch einen Vorschlag für die
experimentelle Umsetzung dieses Spiels mit Hilfe photonischer Qubits.
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Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde ein neues Material – Nanostrukturen so genan-
nter (metallorganischer) Perovskite – untersucht, das eine Brücke zwischen pho-
tonischen und elektronischen Realisierungen von Qubits schlagen könnte. Der
erste Schritt in dieser Richtung ist die Implementierung einer Einzelphotonen-
quelle basierend auf diesen neuen Materialien. Zunächst wurde aber ein tief-
eres Verständnis der photophysikalischen Eigenschaften dieser hier untersuchten
Methylammonium-halid Perovskite entwickelt und einige diesbezüglich offeneFragestel-
lungen beantwortet.
Filme ausMethylammonium-halid Perovskiten sind strukturell ausDomänen kleiner
Einkristalle aufgebaut, deren Größe von Nanometern bis zu einigen Mikrome-
tern reicht. Diese Domänen zeigen starke Photolumineszenz-Intermittenz, die auf
nicht-strahlendeAuger-Rekombinationmit zusätzlichen photogenerierten Ladungen
zurückzuführen ist. Dieser Effekt konnte durch das Aufbringen eines "Quencher"-
Films aus dem C60-Derivat PCBM verifiziert werden. Durch Elektronentransfer
zum PCBM wird die Dichte der Ladungen im Perovskit-Film reduziert, was die
Intermittenz signifikant reduziert. In diesem Zusammenhang entwickelten wir auch
einen neuen Ansatz, um die Bewegung von Ionen im elektrischen Feld im Perovskit
in Echtzeit zu verfolgen.
Das Auftreten der Intermittenz in Perovskit-Filmen war ein klarer Hinweis, dass
Perovskit-Nanostrukturen grundsätzlich als Einzelphotonenquelle in Frage kom-
men und für Quantenprotokolle eingesetzt werden können. Daher untersuchten
wir dieses Phänomen an zwei chemisch unterschiedlichen anorganischen Perovskit-
Nanokristallenmit hoher strukturellerOrdnung. Basierend auf elektronenmikroskopis-
chen und spektralenMessungen, reduziertenwir dieKonzentration derNanokristalle,
bis wir auch in diesem System Intermittenz beobachten konnten. Das nicht-
klassische Verhalten der Emission wiesen wir durch die Messung der Kohärenz-
Korrelationsfunktion zweiter Ordnung durch ein Hanbury-Brown-Twiss Interfer-
ometer nach.
Den Abschluss dieser Arbeit bildet die Beschreibung der Messplätze in neuen La-
boren an der Universidad del Valle in Cali, die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit realisiert
wurde. In diesem Zusammenhang wurde auch ein Prototyp eines Photonenzählers
entwickelt, der zum Nachweis zeitlicher Koinzidenzen bei korrelierter Photonene-
mission dient.
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C2 Schematics of the pulse shaping process followed by the input in a
given channel. a) Graphical description of the stages followed by the
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1C h a p t e r 1
BACKGROUND
1.1 Quantum Information
Information is physical, and as such, its manipulation, its storage, and its reading
convey physical processes. Since the physical world is described ultimately by
the fundamental laws of quantum theory, the basics of information theory and
computer science appear naturally linked to quantum mechanics [1, 2]. The first
approach to this statement seems to be a seminal theoretical work in 1935 by
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen-EPR [3] which considered a particular quantum state
in a two-particle Hilbert space. The particles appear related in some weird fashion-
or verschränkung, a term used by Schrödinger and translated from German to
English as “entanglement”- that implies an incomplete description of the reality
by the wave-function of quantum mechanics or the impossibility of a simultaneous
reality for both particles giving rise to the so-called “EPR paradox”. In fact, from
the information theory point of view, this would imply an infinite speed for the
information transmission [4–6].
Later in 1959 in a celebrated talk [7], Richard Feynman would introduce the concept
of miniaturization within the scope of manipulating information in the scale of
angstroms. And over two decades later [8], Feynman provided a description of
information quantities in the frame of the quantum mechanics, allowing the use of
the phenomena of quantum superposition within a novel information scheme. This
description gives an advantage over the classical counterpart of the information, as
first formalized by David Deutsch in 1985 in his quantum computing seminal work
[9].
In 1964 John Bell [10], confronting the main argument proposed by the EPR paper,
established a theorem that settled the discussion raised by EPR on the realism and the
non-locality implied by the quantum theory. In the language of information theory
[2], we introduce quantum states that represent a two-state system, the so-called
quantum bits or “qubits”. If |0〉 and |1〉 denote the fundamental and excited state
of a qubit (two-level) system, respectively, the Bell states (or “EPR pairs”) stated in
2Bell’s theorem [10] denote the set of four maximally entangled quantum states [2]:
|Ψ±〉 ≡ |00〉 ± |11〉√
2
, |Φ±〉 ≡ |01〉 ± |10〉√
2
.
Clauser and collaborators [11] were the first to achieve a formal description of
Bell’s theorem, a form of Bell inequalities that proposed a method to evaluate the
relationship between realism and locality.
Over a century ago, the fundamentals of quantum physics were established, but
their interpretation, from the information/thermodynamics point of view, goes back
only three decades. The non-locality, a conceptual cornerstone of quantum physics,
proposes the interaction capability between spatially separated systems, without
any intermediate mechanism [10], in clear contrast with the original EPR argument
[3]. This concept has been precisely the physical resource that has allowed the
development of protocols for quantum computing and communication, which are
of fundamental interest to problems that appear irresolvable from the classical
point of view, and propose a paradigm for the development of the future quantum
technologies [2]. Such a development of novel technologies for the processing
of quantum information has made possible the implementation of counterintuitive
protocols such as quantum teleportation [2, 12] and quantum cryptography [2, 13,
14]. In this sense, these protocols require the control of the initial quantum state of
the system under study in which, moreover, it is crucial to understand and model the
dynamics to predict the state after interactions within the protocol. In this scheme of
thought, a helpful tool to evaluate and quantify the dynamics followed by photonics
and molecular systems are the quantum information correlations.
Findings in quantum optics take photons as robust candidates for the physical real-
ization of qubits, because they are charge-less, can be guided for long distances using
optical fibers, and can address the matter with great precision [15]. Furthermore, the
polarisation of a photon beam is a quantum mechanical two level system which can
be controlled and measured [16]. However, the inconvenient inability to completely
isolate the physical system from its environment makes necessary to consider the
decoherence processes which contribute to the deterioration of the quantum com-
puting tasks [17]. Through the dynamics of classical [18], quantum correlations
[19], and entanglement [20], the interactions involved in such process can be re-
vealed. The understanding of the dynamical processes followed by these quantities
opens up new perspectives in the search for efficient quantum information process-
ing and novel quantum materials to optimize the robustness of the communication
and measurement protocols.
3Quantum entanglement [3, 21–23], and, in general, quantum correlations, reveal
physical properties as manifestations of purely quantum features of multipartite
systems. These correlations have received a great deal of attention within the sci-
entific community because they are at the core of the physical implementation of
quantum protocols and quantum nanotechnology development, which involve trans-
disciplinary features like quantum optics, molecular and atomic physics, condensed
matter, quantum information science, and some branches of engineering [24], to
name a few.
The Swedish Academy also acknowledged the importance of these quantum control
processes, and in 2013 the Nobel Prize for Physics went to S. Haroche and D. J.
Wineland, for their “ground-breaking experimental methods that enable measuring
and manipulation of individual quantum systems" [25]. Haroche and Wineland
designed and demonstrated the control of individual photons and atoms (qubits) in
systems allocated within optical cavities and ion traps. These experimental advances
opened the path in the search for the physical realization of controlled quantum
systems with direct applications to information theory. However, the impossibility
to reach the perfect isolation of the quantum system from its environment induces a
process of decoherence [26] whichmodifies the correlation dynamics in a non-trivial
way [15, 21, 26, 27].
After the physical demonstration of entangled photons emitted by atomic cascades
[28], a couple of (now celebrated) experiments demonstrated the violation of Bell
inequalities [29, 30]. In this context, two main facts marked the last two decades
of the twentieth century [31]. First, the violation of the Bell inequalities was
demonstrated experimentally, not only for internal variables like the spin of particles
but also for external variables like the position, momentum, energy and time [30,
32, 33]. Second, a new kind of photons source based on the spontaneous parametric
down conversion (SPDC) process was employed [34]. These advances in quantum
optics were, in some way, away from the information theory developments until
1985, when Deutsch traveled through the laws of quantum mechanics to create a
robust vision of the Church-Turing thesis [2].
Currently, in the experimental realization of quantum protocols and algorithms
achievements in the field of quantum information are used, e.g., the accomplishment
of the quantum key distribution between a satellite and a station on earth [35].
However, it is necessary to increase the control of the quantum systems to use it as
the computing hardware. The success of this goal depends on the stability of the
4controlled quantum systems, and the capacity to prepare the desired quantum state,
in this direction, different physical systems have been explored, e.g., metallic bulk
materials [36], defect-centers in diamonds [37], superconducting flux and charge
quantum circuits [24], trapped ions and quantum dots [24], just to cite but a few.
1.2 Motivation
The current developments in quantum information have been limited by challenges
such as scalability or information lost. In this research, we explore features of losing
coherence and correlations as the causes of the problems above-mentioned, and the
needed of the entanglement as an essential resource in quantum communications.
Concisely, the general aim of this doctoral project is to evaluate experimentally
by means of single-molecule spectroscopy for organic photoactive perovskites
and by quantum tomography for entangled photons, decoherence mechanisms
and the suitability of such nanostructure and photonic qubits for quantum
information processing.
Quantum decoherence processes have been widely studied theoretically [38]. Ex-
perimentally, the dynamics of decoherence has been studied using different physical
systems such as molecular magnets [39], single trapped ions [40], and photons [15,
16]. In photonics systems, in particular, it has been possible to demonstrate the
existence of decoherence-free subspaces [41] and to simulate decoherence channels
characterized by amplitude [42], and phase damping [43]. All these studies use
the polarisation of photons to track the processes of decoherence induced by the
coupling of the frequency or space variables with the environment [44].
Quantum correlations apart from entanglement (e.g., quantum discord) can be
crucial in the performance of quantum computing tasks [45]. In this context, com-
putational protocols like the “deterministic quantum computation with one pure
qubit” (DQC1) proposed by Knill and LaFlamme [46] involve mixed states and
have the quantum discord as an essential feature in the speed up of quantum com-
puting processes. However, it is plausible to prove in some scenarios that even in
the absence of discord and entanglement, the quantum properties as the quantum
superposition offers advantages over the classical computing analog [47]. This last
suggests further alternatives to the search of reliable quantumcomputer hardware [2].
In this sense, this thesis searches specifically:
51. To verify theoretically the importance of the physical resources as the en-
tanglement and coherence in the control of quantum information tasks for
physical bipartite systems as photons pairs.
2. To investigate experimentally novel physical representation of qubits as organic-
inorganic perovskites due to its well defined geometry and highly efficient
electronic structure.
1.3 Synopses of thesis chapters
This doctoral research plan is two-fold and addresses two complementary physical
aspects developed resolving some questions through the chapters. Each chapter is
self-content regarded to the theoretical descriptions. However, Chapter 1 briefly
describes the photons and nanostructures as qubits with a general description about
both the experiments already performed, and the physical capabilities of the per-
ovskite structures that made this material as a candidate for a novel quantum system
to be explored in the quantum information sense.
The Part I is focussed on the understanding of photon correlations and composed
by Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In this first part, in the Chapter 2, we propose an
all-optical setup that allows the experimental exploration of the dynamics control of
correlations under decoherence, and the basic quantum information tasks to digging
deeper into the answer to: can be the photon correlations controlled through the
symmetry of the environment coherence?. The Chapter 3 in the same line explores
the nonlocality properties considering a particular scheme of “game theory” called
the Prisoners’ Dilemma through the analysis of information correlations. There,
we verify that the advantages offered by the quantum attributes are not due to
entanglement but the quantum superposition [47].
The first step for a novel physical representation of qubits comprises finding proper
material able to control the dynamics of a quantum system (electrons) through the
interaction with another one (photons). In this respect, an alternative to the above
approach mentioned is to identify and use atomic, molecular or nanostructured
systems that can serve as building blocks for quantum hardware [24, 48]. This
situation motivates the Part II: coherence and correlations in perovskite systems,
of the present doctoral research which consists of Chapters 4 and 5. We propose
the use of organic-metallic and full-metallic halide perovskite systems due to the
well defined geometric structure as an alternative to address the scalability problem
in quantum information protocols. These system has been studied in the research
6group of Prof. Dr. Richard Hildner associated to Prof. Dr.Jürgen Kühler’s research
group at the University of Bayreuth (EPIV-Experimental Physics IV- Lehrstuhl für
Spektroskopie weicher Materie) [49–53]. Chapter 4 answers the question: why
the perovskite structures exhibit photoluminescence intermittency at interacting
with coherent light?. Additionally, we explore the dependence of the light-matter
interaction process with external electric fields, constituting the first step toward the
understanding of interacting photon-electron systems. Finally, Chapter 5 defines a
protocol for the production of single photon emitters with the perovskite structure,
answering questions such as: could be used the blinking an indicator of single
emitters?. What are the parameters to control the single emission?.
1.4 Thesis contributions
We published the following articles during the development of this thesis: [47, 52,
53]. Although the additional content has been prepared to be submitted and helpfully
published: [54–56]. This thesis has contributed to the “Quantum information
theory” as follows:
• It evaluates the use of the coherence as a physical resource to keep the physical
system without losing the quantum state information.
• It confirms that the entanglement is not the essential correlation in a particular
quantum algorithm.
• It gives physical insight into the photophysical behavior of photon-electron
interaction in a Perovskite structure.
• It evaluates the material ability as single photons emitter through the degree of
second-order coherence g2(τ) to produce quantum physical systems employed
in quantum information tasks.
1.5 About source employed
This thesis discusses the coherence and correlation problems in photonic qubits
and searches a discrete way to create them in an electro-active physical system
(perovskites). This document is the summary of researchworks previously published
as in Chapter 3 and 4 most of the used content comes from the published papers.
Chapter 3 uses the information published in [47] developed at “Universidad del
Valle”, and Chapter 4 is a mixture of [52, 53] wrote at “Universitaet Bayreuth”.
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Figure 3.2 The Bloch sphere representation of a qubit. Any qubit |ψ⟩ admits a
representation in terms of two angles θ and ϕ where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π. The
state of any qubit in terms of these angles is |ψ⟩ = cos(θ/2)|0⟩+ eiϕ sin(θ/2)|1⟩.
requires |r0|2 + |r1|2 = 1. We can thus parametrize the values of r0 and r1 in
terms of one parameter θ so that
r0 = cos(θ/2), (3.11)
r1 = sin(θ/2). (3.12)
The parameter θ varies between 0 and π. This range of θ and the factor of two
give a unique representation of the qubit. One may think to have θ vary between
0 and 2π and omit the factor of two, but this parametrization would not uniquely
characterize the qubit in terms of the parameters θ and ϕ. The parametrization
in terms of θ and ϕ gives the Bloch sphere representation of the qubit in (3.2):
|ψ⟩ ≡ cos(θ/2)|0⟩+ sin(θ/2)eiϕ|1⟩. (3.13)
In linear algebra, column vectors are not the only type of vectors—row vectors
are useful as well. Is there an equivalent of a row vector in Dirac notation? The
Dirac notation provides an entity called a “bra,” that has a representation as a
row vector. The bras corresponding to the kets |0⟩ and |1⟩ are as follows:
⟨0| ≡ [ 1 0 ], (3.14)
⟨1| ≡ [ 0 1 ], (3.15)
Figure 11: Fundamental units of classical and quantum information: a) classical
“bit” represented as the geometrical res lts after taking all the po sible values
for α and β and plot it as the vector (α1, β1). In similar way, b) the qubit plot
with all possible values of parameter θ and φ in the vector rep es ntation |ψ〉 ≡
cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)|1〉, this sphere is known as the Bloch sphere in quantum
mechanics [58].
1.6 Qubits and physical systems
The current chapter presents some fundamental concepts in quantum information
to contextualize this document. Establishing first, the definition of a qubit and its
formalism, after including a brief explanation of the locality and non-locality of
quantum states, and finally closing this conceptual clarification with some consid-
erations from other authors about the creation of states in photonic and molecular
systems.
A bit is a primary unit in the classical computation and information scheme. In
probability theory, it is possible to describe a “bit” as the state with probability p of
equaling 0, and 1−p of being 1. Now, considering the bit as a vector (α, β) in which
α2 +β2 = 1, the complete set of this vectors form a circle, shown in the Fig.11 [57].
If we encode the classical bit into the simplest quantum system, a two-level system,
we obtain:
0→ |0〉, 1→ |1〉. (1.1)
So far, we have used the Dirac notation to describe the fundamental states of a
two-level system and the quantum theory establish that the above states are not the
only possible states for these systems. Because, the linearity of the quantum theory
8it allows arbitrary superpositions of the above two states. Then, using the inherited
features from the two-level systems with the rules of linear algebra in a Hilbert
space, this superposition can be expressed as follow:
|ψ〉 ≡ α|0〉+ β|1〉 =
[
α
β
]
(1.2)
A subtle change to consider is the introduction of probability amplitudes instead of
probabilities. This allows that α and β can be now complex numbers but not only
real positives. Preserving this perspective, suppose the probability amplitudes as
complex numbers in the following way:
α = r0e
iφ0 , β = r1e
iφ1 . (1.3)
Factoring out the phase eiφ0 from both α and β, we achieve a physically equivalent
to the state (1.2). Because, at the moment to measure any of those states we get the
same physical result, and now reads:
|ψ′〉 ≡ r0|0〉+ r1ei(φ1−φ0)|1〉, (1.4)
where |ψ〉 = |ψ′〉 because of the equivalence mentioned above. Defining φ =
φ1 − φ0, ∈ [0, 2pi], and recalling the constraint |r0|2 + |r1|2 = 1, it is possible to
parametrise the values of ri in terms of one parameter θ arising from r0 = cos(θ/2)
and r1 = sin(θ/2). Getting finally the general form of a qubit:
|ψ〉 ≡ cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)|1〉. (1.5)
In this sense, drawing all the possible values for θ and φwe arrive to the geometrical
representation of a qubit as shown in Fig.11. A special mention here is that the
definition arose so far, is a quantitative concept, hence, any physical two-level
system could be, in principle, use as a qubit. However, in order to achieve the
physical realization, additional requirements have to be fulfilled. The first point to
accomplish by the physical qubits is to be controllable, i.e., the system should allow
being prepared in the wanted initial state, freely evolve as the user needs, and be
enabled to measure the output final quantum state after the evolution. The second
aspect to consider, pose the existence of external interactions acting as unitary
operators over the evolution of the system following a computational logic, known
as logic gates [2]. Following these statements, other authors explored through
different physical systems that could fulfill the mentioned requirements. Some of
the first systems to be tested were the photons, entangling the first pair with high
9intensity in 1995 by P.Kwiat et al. [59]. This system offered stability and versatility
to create quantum states with different degrees of entanglement [60], and to probe
the entanglement features [41–43, 61–65]. Also, it allows testing various quantum
protocols such as teleportation [66], cryptography [67], factorization algorithm [68],
multipartite state prepared employing up to 10 entangled qubits [69], and quantum
key distribution [70, 71]. Currently, this is the ideal system to probe novel ideas about
quantum information. However, the main difficulty to address is the scalability, in
the sense of generating as many controllable and differentiable quantum states as the
amount of processed information requires it. In this way, also has been researched
QED Cavities [72–76], NMR systems [77–82], optical lattices and Bose-Einstein
condensates [83, 84], and quantum dots [85, 86]. Even ion traps which due to
the degree of control realized by David J. Wineland et al. and Serge Haroche et
al. awarded the Nobel prize in 2012 [87, 88]. Because the central objective of
the current chapter is not digging deeper into the detail about the qubits physical
realization, hence, the principal achievements in this direction were introduced with
some of the corresponding references, suggested as further readings.
1.7 Local and nonlocal quantum states
Most of the protocols in quantum information require multipartite systems, then
whole states of quantum systems will depend on the subsystem states and even
more on the correlations between each part of the quantum set. The nonlocality
concept was implicitly introduced by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen in their famous
EPR paper [3], and formalized time after by J. Bell in 1964 [10] in the form of
an inequality independent from any physical theory [89]. This inequality was able
to demonstrate the nonlocality of the two-level states as presented in Appendix
A.1. Complementary, an extensive method posed by Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt
(CHSH) defined an inequality for any set of dichotomic variables, and if the principle
of local causes is valid, it establishes an upper limit to the correlation of distant events
[11, 89], the formal description of this tool is given in Appendix A.
Then, any state ρwhich violate these inequalities will be considered as nonlocal else
will be local. In such a way, it is known that the nonlocality for multipartite pure
states is equivalent to the entanglement [90–92],i.e., every nonlocal state as the states
of Eq. 1.1 is entangled, known as the EPR’s states or Bell’s states. Nonetheless,
this is not fulfilled by the mixed states as the entangled local states, in the following,
some examples of this kind are presented:
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Werner states
The first class of Werner states to consider is the calledWerner-Isotropic The name
isotropic is related with the two-qubit version of this state proposed by Werner in
1989 [93] which reads:
ρWI(p) = p|ψ−〉〈ψ−|+ (1− p)
4
1, (1.6)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and |ψ−〉 := 1√2(|01〉 − |10〉). This is a mixture state which
combines a maximum entangled part with a non-entangled mixture in such a way
that a parameter p defines the amount of entanglement, if p = 0 we get the pure
entangled state |ψ−〉 but else if p = 1 results a diagonal state different from the unity
only by a scalar. This state was also proposed for a bipartite system bigger than
two-level is the so-called two-qudit1 Werner state defined as:
ρdW (p) =
p
d(d− 1)2Panti +
(1− p)
d2
1, (1.7)
with 1− 2d
d+1
≤ p ≤ 1, and Panti := 12
(
1−∑dij |i〉〈j| ⊗ |j〉〈i|). Those states were
posed as an explicit example to demonstrate that a classically correlated quantum
system does not satisfy the generalized Bell’s inequalities and currently constitutes
a new family of states known as mixed entangled local states[93].
These states in its two-qubit version are called as Werner-Isotropic states and will
lead to:
ρW I(p) = p|ψ−〉〈ψ−|+ (1− p)
4
1, (1.8)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and |ψ−〉 := 1√2(|01〉 − |10〉).
Werner-like states
Isotropic states
Time after following the assumptions of Werner and defining the generalised state
for singlet, M. Horodecki & P. Horodecki proposed the isotropic states defined as
[94]:
ρdI(p) = p|ψd〉〈ψd|+
(1− p)
d2
1, (1.9)
considering 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and |ψd〉 := 1√2
∑d
i=1 |ii〉.
1qudit is a physical system compose by two systems of d-levels each one.
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Hirsch states
In 2013 Hirsch, Quintino, Bowles and Brunner [95] analysed the two-qubit state
which holds:
ρF (p, q, σ) = p|ψ−〉〈ψ−|+ (1− p)
[
qσ + (1− q)1
2
]
⊗ 1
2
, (1.10)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, |ψ−〉 := 1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉), and σ is an arbitrary
one-qubit state. This kind of states may be thought as a general form of the Werner-
Isotropic states, see eqn.1.8. The importance of those states lies in that the amount of
entanglement and nonlocality of these states will depend on the selected parameters.
Nevertheless, under some considerations raised in the appendix A, it is possible to
activate the nonlocality using different techniques which some of it were applied to
the quantum game in the Chap. 4.
1.8 The Physical representation of qubits: experimental preparation of quan-
tum states
The wide spreading of novel methods of the qubits states preparation can be divided
commonly by its physical representation. Henceforth, the current section will
examine the physical qubit systems from photons to molecular structures, describing
the significant achievements which define a breakthrough in the preparation of these
quantum states.
Photons
In 1995 P. Kwiat et al. [59] proposed using a nonlinear β − BBO (Beta Barium
Borate, Ba(BO2)2) type II crystal to achieve the preparation of the all Bell states
characterized through the violation of the Bell inequalities. Time after in 1999 the
same author [60] modified the posed scheme changing a crystal type II for a two-
type I crystal geometry in which the optical axis of both crystals was perpendicular.
This modification increased the correlations number and optimized the value of
the inequalities violation. The proposal of P. Kwiat et al. popularised the use of
non-linear media for the entangled photon preparation in polarisation basis in the
research community (see fig. 12).
These techniques propel the preparation of complicated states like the Werner state
as reported by Zhang et al. employing the parametric down-conversion phenomenon
in 2002 [61]. This last include an additional nonlinear crystal, type I BBO, on the
UV beam before the two-geometry crystal to prepared the bell state with the non-
converted light. A novel direction here was the use of photon’s decoherence through
12
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FIG. 2. Schematic of one method to produce and select the
polarization-entangled state from the down-conversion crystal.
The extra birefringent crystals Cl and C2, along with the half
wave plate HWPO, are used to compensate the birefringent
walk-off effects from the production crystal. By appropriately
setting half wave plate HWP1 and quarter wave plate QWP1,
one can produce all four of the orthogonal EPR-Bell states.
Each polarizer P1 and P2 consisted of two stacked polarizing
beam splitters preceded by a rotatable half wave plate.
TABLE I. The four EPR-Bell states, the associated coinci-
dence rate predictions, and the measured value of the parame-
ter S.
EPR-Bell state C(81, 02) S'
~p+) sin2(01 + 02)
sin'(~t —|12)
cos (81 —02)
) cos (01 + 02)
'Data for the ~@—) states were taken with a single compen-
sating crystal, data for the ~P —) states with a compensating
crystal in each path (see text).
—2.6489 ~ 0.0064—2.6900 ~ 0.0066
2.557 ~ 0.014
2.529 ~ 0.013
S =E(01,02) + E(0', , 02) + E(01,02) —E(01,02),
(3a)
and E(91,02) is given by [28]
unwanted laser fluorescence. Our 3 mm long BBO crystal
(from Castech-Phoenix) was nominally cut at Hz~ =
49.2' to allow collinear degenerate operation when the
pump beam is precisely orthogonal to the surface. The
optic axis was oriented in the vertical plane, and the
entire crystal tilted (in the plane containing the optic axis,
the surface normal, and the pump beam) by 0.72, thus
increasing the effective value of 0&~ (inside the crystal)
to 49.63'. The two cone-overlap directions, selected by
irises before the detectors, were consequently separated by
6.0 . Each polarization analyzer consisted of two stacked
polarizing beam splitters preceded by a rotatable half
wave plate. The detectors were cooled silicon avalanche
photodiodes operated in the Geiger mode. Coincidence
rates C(01, 02) were recorded as a function of the polarizer
settings 01 and 02.
In our experiment the transverse walk-off d (0.3 mm)
was small compared to the coherent pump beam width
(2 mm), so the associated labeling effect was minimal.
However, it was necessary to compensate for longitudinal
walk-off, since the 3.0 mm BBO crystal produced 6T =
385 fs, while r, [determined by the collection irises and
interference filters (centered at 702 nm, 5 nm FWHM)]
was about the same. As discussed above, we used an
additional BBO crystal (1.5 mm thickness) in each of the
paths, preceded by a half wave plate to exchange the roles
of the horizontal and vertical polarizations.
Under these conditions, we attained a maximum coin-
cidence fringe visibility (as polarizer 2 was rotated, with
polarizer 1 fixed at —45 [26]) of (97.8 ~ 1.0)%, indi-
cating the high quality of the source. Appropriately ori-
enting the wave plates in path 1, we produced all four
EPR-Bell states and observed the expected correlations
(Table I, Fig. 3).
As is well known, the high-visibility sinusoidal coinci-
dence fringes in such an experiment imply a violation of
a suitable Bell inequality. In particular, according to the
inequality of Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH)
[27], ~S ~ ~ 2 for any local realistic theory, where
C(| 1~ ~2) + C(~1 ~2 ) C(~1 ~2 ) C(~l t 2)
C(01 02) + C(~1 ~2 ) + C(~1 02 ) + C(~1 02)J J J J . (
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FIG. 3. Coincidence fringes for states (a) ((H1, V2) ~
[V1,H2))/V2; (b) (~H1, H2) ~ [V1, V2))/~2. The difference in
the counting rates for the two plots is due to different collection
geometries.
The measured value of 5 is a figure of merit for the
quality of the actual entangled state produced from the
crystal. Therefore, for each of the four EPR-Bell states
we took extensive data for the settings [29] 01 = —22.5,
01 = 67.5', 01 = 22.5', 01 = 112.5', and 02 = —45,
0& = 45; 0z = 0', 02 = 90 . The CHSH inequality
was strongly violated in all cases; see Table I.
For one of the Bell inequality measurements (P+), a
larger collection iris allowed us to accumulate the statistics
necessary for a 102 standard deviation violation in less
than 5 min. In particular, we were able to use elliptical
collection irises (1.5 m from the crystal) with a horizontal
opening of 3 mm, and a vertical opening of 10 mm, and
still see visibilities of 95%. Therefore this source is more
planes; i.e., the first !second" crystal’s optic axis and the
pump beam define the vertical !horizontal" plane. With a
vertically polarized pump beam, due to the type-I coupling,
down-conversion will only occur in crystal 1, where the
pump is extraordinary polarized—the resulting down-
conversion light cones will be horizontally polarized. Simi-
l rly, with a horizontally polarized pump, down-conversion
will only occur in the second crystal, producing otherwise
identical cones of vertically polarized photon pairs. A 45°-
polarized pump photon will be equally likely to down-
convert in either crystal !neglecting losses from passing
through the first", and these two possible down-conversion
processes are coherent with one another, as long as the emit-
ted spatial modes for a given pair of photons are indistin-
guishable for the two crystals #19$. Consequently, the pho-
tons will automatically be created in the s ate HH!ei%VV .
% is determined by the details of the phase matchi g and the
crystal thickness, but can be adjusted by tilting the BBO
crystals themselves !but this changes the cones’ opening
angles", by imposing a birefringent phase shift on one of the
output beams, or by controlling the relative phase between
the horizontal and vertical components of the pump light.
Figure 1!b" shows the experimental setup used to produce
and characterize the correlated photons. The &2-mm-diam
pump beam at 351.1 nm was produced by an Ar! laser, and
directed to the two crystals after passing through: a disper-
sion prism to remove unwanted background laser fluores-
cence; a polarizing beam splitter !PBS" to give a pure polar-
ization state; a rotatable half-wave plate !HWP" to adjust the
angle of the linear polarization; and a second, tiltable wave
plate for adjusting %. The nonlinear crystals themselves were
BBO (8.0"8.0" .59mm), optic axis cut at 'pm#33.9°.
For this cut the degenerate-frequency photons at 702 nm are
emitted into a cone of half-opening angle 3.0°. For most of
the data presented here, interference filters !IFs" centered at
702 nm #full width at half maximum !FWHM" (5 nm$ were
used to reduce background and select only these !nearly"
degenerate photons; the maximum transmission of these fil-
ters was &65%.
The polarization correlations were measured using adjust-
able polarization analyzers, each consisting of a PBS pre-
ceded by an adjustable HWP !for 702 nm". After passing
through adjustable irises, the light was collected using 35-
mm-focal-length doublet lenses, and directed onto single-
photon detectors—silicon avalanche photodiodes !EG&G
No. SPCM’s", with efficiencies of &65% and dark count
rates of order 100 s$1. The outputs of the detectors were
rec ded directly !‘‘singles’’" and in coincidence, using a
time-to-amplitude converter and single-channel analyzer. A
time window of 7 ns was found sufficient to capture the true
coincidences. Typical ‘‘accidental’’ coincidence rates were
negligible !%1 s$1".
Figure 2!a" shows data demonstrating the extremely high
degree of polarization entanglement achievable with our
source. The state was set to HH$VV; the polarization ana-
lyzer in path 1 was set to $45°, and the other was varied by
rotating the HWP in path 2. As expected, the coincidence
rate displayed sinusoidal fringes with nearly perfect visibility
(V#99.6&0.3% with ‘‘accidental’’ coincidences subtracted;
98.8&0.2% with them included", while the singles rate was
much flatter (V%3.4%) #20$. We believe this to be the high-
est purity entangled state ever reported. The collection irises
for these data were both only 1.76 mm in diameter—the
resulting collection efficiency !the probability of collecting
one photon conditioned on collecting the other" is then
&10%.
To experimentally verify that we could set % by changing
the ellipticity of the pump light, the quarter-wave plate !zero
order, at 351 nm" before the crystals was tilted about its optic
axis !oriented vertically", thereby varying the relative phase
between horizontal and vertical polarization components
#21$. Figure 2!b" shows the coincidence rate with both ana-
lyzers at 45°. For %#0, ) the states HH&VV are produced.
Just as with the previous type-II source #12$, the other two
FIG. 1. !a" Method to produce polarization-entangled photons
from two identical down-conversion crystals, oriented at 90° with
respect to each other; i.e., the optic axis of the first !second" lies in
the vertical !horizontal" plane. !b" Experimental setup to pump and
characterize the source.
FIG. 2. !a" Measurements of the polarization entanglement. The
polarization analysis of photon 2 was varied, while that of photon 1
was at $45°. The rate at detector 2 !squares, right axis" is essen-
tially constant; i.e., the photons are individually nearly unpolarized,
while the coincidence rate !circles, left axis" displays the expected
quantum-mechanical correlations. The solid curve is a best fit, with
visibility V#99.6&0.3%. !b" Coincidences as the relative phase %
was varied by tilting the wave plate just before the crystal; both
photons were analyzed at 45°. The solid curve is the calculated
phase shift for our 2-mm-thick zero-order quartz quarter-wave
plate, adjusted for the residual phase shift from the BBO crystals
themselves.
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Figure 12: Illustration of the techniques posted by P. K iat et l. in the preparation
of entangled st tes. Left: reparation setup of the four B ll’s states using a type
II on inear BBO crystal rep int from [59]. Right: (a) Detail of the two-crystal
geometry, and (b) preparation scheme of the four Bell’s states using a two-type I
nonlinear BBO crystal geometry reprinted from [60].
BBO crystal, which is the same as that proposed by Kwiat
and co-workers in Refs. !21,22" to produce polarization-
entangled photons in such a state. The down-converted light
beams produced by the first BBO were reflected by four
reflectors and passed through the second BBO crystal to be
mixed with the down-converted bea s produced in the sec-
ond BBO. Note t at the reason that the pump was set in a
single line instead of a single frequency is to decrease the
coh rent length #about 4 cm in our experiment$ of the pump
light and avoid the interference between the down-converted
light beams from the two BBO crystals.
At the end, the biphoton polarization state is measured
tomographically !22,23" by quarter-wave plates, HWPs, and
PBSs. We use 16 analyzer settings as listed in Table I. The
photons are detected by using silicon avalanche photodiodes
#EG&G, SPCM-AQR$ operated in the Geiger mode. Each
detector is preceded by a small iris #the diameter is 1.5 mm$
to define the spatial mode, a narrowband interference fi ter
ce tered at 702 nm #Andover, 050FC46-25/7022 !24"; fu l
width at half maximum is equal to 4.62 nm$ to reduce back-
ground and define the bandwidth of the photons, and a col-
lection lens. The detector outputs are recorded in coincidence
with a time-to-amplitude converter and a single-channel ana-
lyzer, leading to an effective coincidence window of 5 ns.
The resulting rate of accidental coincidences is less than
1 s!1, which can be neglected compared with the typical
rate of the true coincidences, which is about 300 s!1.
We also test whether the states produced by this setup
violate the CHSH inequality. This inequality shows that !S!
%2 for any local realistic theory, where
S"E#&1 ,&2$#E#&1! ,&2$#E#&1 ,&2!$!E#&1! ,&2!$, #3$
E(&1 ,&2) is given by
C#&1 ,&2$#C#&1! ,&2!$!C#&1! ,&2$!C#&1 ,&2!$
C#&1 ,&2$#C#&1! ,&2!$#C#&1! ,&2$#C#&1 ,&2!$
,
and C(&1 ,&2) is the coincidence r te of two detectors when
the polarization analyzer angles are set in &1 and &2. In this
experiment, we selected the settings &1"!22.5°, &1!
"67.5°, &1!"22.5°, &1!!"112.5°, &2"0°, &2!"90°, &2!
"45°, &2!!"135°.
We can adjust the intensity proportion #it can be uned by
adjusting th position of the reflectors$ between the down-
converted light f om wo BBO cryst ls to obtain Werner
states with different coefficients x. Two output states have
been produced in this experiment; for one of them the CHSH
inequality is violated, while for the other, it is not.
The tomographic results are shown in Table I.
From the data in the third column of Table I we can obtain
the density matrix of the first output state directly, however,
it is not non-negative definite !23". We have used the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation !23" to construct a non-negative
definite density matrix,
'1"" 0.4169 0.0203#0.0022i 0.0094!0.0237i !0.3476#0.0296i0.0203!0.0022i 0.0531 !0.0122!0.0527i !0.0163#0.0005i0.0094#0.0237i !0.0122#0.0527i 0.0559 !0.0134!0.0191i
!0.3476!0.0296i !0.0163!0.0005i !0.0134#0.0191i 0.4741
# . #4$
FIG. 1. Experimental setup to pro uce the biphot n Werner
state.
TABLE I. Settings for measuring biphoton Stokes parameters.
H, V, and D are horizontal, vertical, and diagonal (45°) linear po-
larizations, respectively. R #L$ is right #left$ circular p larization.
The data in the third column are for state '1 #counted over 100 s$
and the data in the sixth column are for state '2 #counted over 100
s$.
Analyzer Analyzer Coinc. Analyzer Analyz r Coinc.
in rm 1 in arm 2 c unt in arm 1 in arm 2 count
H H 31369 H H 10136
H V 3945 H V 3298
H D 18528 H D 6159
H L 18090 H R 5695
V H 4180 V H 3365
V V 35625 V V 8867
V D 18312 V D 5725
V L 18557 V R 5532
D H 17745 D H 6546
D V 17872 D V 5891
D D 5257 D D 3829
D L 21335 D R 5210
R H 19677 R H 6688
R V 20088 R V 4788
R D 20565 R D 5085
R L 5930 R R 7272
ZHANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 062315 #2002$
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Fig. 1: (Color online) Experimental setup of generating tunable Werner states. Part (a) Bell-state preparation: a pulsed laser is
frequency doubled into 390 nm, and then focused onto a piece of sandwich-type BBO crystal, genera ing polarization-entangled
photon p irs at 780 nm, where the LiNbO3 and YVO4 crystals are used for spatial or temporal compensation, respectively.
Part (b) Sagnac interferometer nd depolarization channel: one photon of th photon pairs is sent into a Sagnac interferometer.
After passing through a depolarization channel (YVO4+ HWP +LiNbO3), it is then sent into a single-photon detector (APD);
the other photon is directly detected by an APD. Two pieces of interference filters (IF10 and IF3) are placed at each side
to depress the sp ctral width and reduce the background nois . C-BBO: sandwic -type BBO+HWP+BBO combination;
QWP: quarter-wave plate; HWP: half-wave plate; PBS: polarzing beam splitter; BS: beam splitter; CL: collimation lens; IF10:
interference filter with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 10 nm; IF3: interference filter with a FWHM of 3 nm; APD:
single-photon detector; UQD: multi-channel logic.
usually represented by a POVM with four elements [18]:
M0 =
√
1− 3p4 σ0, Mj =
√
p
2 σj for j = 1, 2, 3, where σj are
the Pauli operators.
It should be noted that for a POVM, there are an
infinit number of equivalent Krauss operator represen-
tations. The output of a depolarized channel can be con-
sidered as a weighted mixture of two parts, the input one
and the completely mixed one,
ρo = pρi + (1− p)I
2
. (2)
In ref. [17], a half-wave plate (forming an angle θ with
its fast axis) can control the probabilities p = cos2(2θ)
and 1 − p in two output ports of the Sagnac-like inter-
ferometer with a polarization beam splitter (PBS). The
second output is completely depolarized by a multi-mode
fiber. A 50/50 beam splitter (BS) recombines the two
parts, and the resulting photon is eﬀectively depolarized
with the parameter p.
The complete depolarization can also be performed
by two cascaded completely dephasing maps, E1
with th Krauss operators |0⟩ ⟨0|, |1⟩ ⟨1|, nd E2 with
|+⟩ ⟨+|, |−⟩ ⟨−|, where |±⟩ = 1√
2
(|0⟩ ± |1⟩). A qubit will
be completely dephased when the two orthogonal bases
re entangled with an ancilla whic is traced out. In prac-
tice, a photon is easily dephased by a birefringent medium
when the diﬀerence between the optical paths of two or-
thogonal bases is much larger han the photon’s coherent
length lc.
With the controllable depolarization channel [19], an ar-
bitrary Werner state can be generated from the maximally
entangled state,
ρw = p|ψ−⟩⟨ψ−|+ (1− p) I4/4, (3)
Table 1: Detailed experimental data.
p State Concurrence Fidstd Constd
fidelity
0.992 0.9930 0.9665 ±0.0005 ±0.0023
0.983 0.9933 0.9515 ±0.0014 ±0.0045
0.952 0.9901 0.9015 ±0.0009 ±0.0077
0.863 0.9761 0.7254 ±0.0033 ±0.0099
0.730 0.9942 0.5803 ±0.0016 ±0.0147
0.589 0.9953 0.3736 ±0.0013 ±0.0122
0.371 0.9941 0.0478 ±0.0012 ±0.0141
0.210 0.9962 0 ±0.0008 0.0130
0.065 0.9958 0 ±0.0009 0.0137
0.010 0.9950 0 ±0.0009 0.0135
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 is the purity parameter. The Werner
states are known to be entangled if and only if p > 1/3,
violate the Bell inequality when p > 1/
√
2, certify their
steerability as p > 1/2 [7,20]. I4 is the 4 × 4 identity
matrix and |ψ−⟩ = (|HV ⟩ − |V H⟩)/√2 is the maximally
entangled state.
The schematic of our experimental setup is shown in
fig. 1, which mainly consists of two parts, one is a
Bell-state preparation and the other is a depolarizing
channel. I the first part, th maximally entangled pho-
ton pair is prepared by the SPDC process. At the be-
ginning, a mode-lock d Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser with a
pulse length of less than 100 fs and the center waveleng h
at 780 nm, is frequence-doubled into ultraviolet pulses
at 390 nm by a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal cut for
c llinear type-I phase-matching. Then the 390 nm laser is
pumped on a sandwich-type BBO crystal and generates
14002-p2
Figure 13: The preparation of Werner states with photons. Left: setup employed in
t e preparation of a Werner-Isotropic state eprinted from[61]. Right: experime t l
arrangement used by Liu et al., the system co prises (a) Be l’s states preparat o ,
(b) the Sagnac-like i terf rometer and (c) the graphical indication of the optics
employe .
quartz plates as a tool in the creation of polarisat on quantum states of light as shown
in Fig. 13. Currently, additio al optical syst ms as the Sagnac-like interferometer,
and a True-zero order half-wave plate between the two- BBO crystal geometry, and
the high power of pulsed lasers affords the production of a tunabl Werner-Isotropic
state as the reported by Liu et al.[96], see Fig.13.
Since 2010 combinations of th s experimental strategies have been used to char-
acterize the coh rence of photons [43, 65, 97] it differe t theoretical methods,
see Fig. 14. Thos chara ter zati ns have defined a mech ism to ac ieve th
preparat on of Bell diag nal states whi h combines all the Bell basis [98]:
ρab =
1 + k
2
(
λ+|Φ+〉〈Φ+|+ λ−|Φ−〉〈Φ−|
)
+
1− k
2
(
λ+|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ λ−|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|
)
,
(1.11)
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tion processes, as has been shown earlier 37,38 , the prepared state 
becomes 
 
rAB b d= 〉〈 + 〉〈− − − −| | | |,Φ Φ Ψ Ψ
 
where  b is determined by the relative power between these two pump 
beams and  b  +  d  =  1. Th ereaft er, the photon in mode  A with frequency 
distribution  f ( ω ) passes through the dephasing channel, which is 
simulated by quartz plates ( Q ), with the optic axis set to be horizon-
tal and with a thickness of  L . Th erefore, the decoherence parameter 
k w tw w= ∫ f i( )exp( )d  imposes on the off -diagonal elements of  equa-
tion (5) , where  τ  =  L ∆ n / c , with  c representing the vacuum velocity of 
the photon and  ∆ n is the diff erence between the indices of refraction 
of  H and  V . In this case, we obtain  p  =  1  −  | κ | in  equation (1) . 
 An unbalanced Mach – Zehnder device in the dotted pane, 
which further separates the photon into long and short paths, is 
inserted into mode  B to prepare another input state. Th e long path 
in the dotted pane contains a HWP with the optic axis set at 45 ° and 
another HWP with the optic axis set as horizontal. Th e time diff er-
ence between these two paths is much larger than the coherent time 
of the photon and less than the coincidence window of the logic 
circuit (at about 3  ns). As a result, the prepared state becomes 
 
where  R is the eff ective total refl ectivity of the two partial refl ect-
ing mirrors in the dotted pane. Th e photon in mode  A then further 
passes through the dephasing channel. Finally, the evolved state 
is reconstructed by tomography. Quarter-wave plates, HWPs and 
polarization beam splitters are used in each mode to set the usual 
16 measurement bases 39 . Th ese two photons are detected by single-
photon detectors equipped with 3  nm (full width at half maximum) 
interference fi lters. 
 Figure 2 shows the correlation dynamics of input state (5) with 
 b  =  0.75 in the phase-damping channel. Th eoretically, the minimum 
(5)
(6) of conditional entropy  S Al( )r  in mode  A is obtained by projecting 
the photon in mode  B onto | l 〉  =  cos θ | H 〉  +  sin θ e  i φ  | V 〉 , with optimiza-
tion over the angles  θ and  φ . In our experiment, we measured  S Al( )r  
as a function of  θ with  φ  =  0 in diff erent thicknesses of quartz plates, 
as shown in  Fig. 2a . We found that the minimum value of  S Al( )r  is 
obtained with  θ  =  45 ° at about  L  <  138 λ 0 and  θ  =  0 ° at about  L ! 138 λ 0 
( λ 0  =  0.78  µ m is the central wavelength of the photon), which agree 
well with theoretical predictions (solid lines) 23 . Th is implies that 
there is a sudden change in behaviour in the decay rate of  C accord-
ing to  equation (3) . Th e dynamics of total correlation ( I ), classical 
correlation ( C ) and quantum correlation ( Q ) are shown in  Fig. 2b . 
We fi nd that  C (black squares) decays monotonically at  L  <  138 λ 0 
and then remains constant at  L ! 138 λ 0 , which agrees with  Fig. 2a . 
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 Figure 1  |  Experimental setup. Ultraviolet (UV) pulses are divided into two 
parts by the ultraviolet polarization beam splitter (UV PBS). The relative 
power between them can be changed by a half-wave plate (HWP1). Entangled 
photon pairs are prepared by spontaneous parametric down conversion by 
pumping the two adjacent crystals ( β -barium borate, BBO). Quartz plates 
(CP) are used to compensate the birefringence of down conversion photons, 
both of which then pass through half-wave plates (HWP2 and HWP4) with 
the optic axes set at 22.5 ° . The photon in mode  A further passes through a 
half-wave plate (HWP3) with the optic axis set as horizontal to prepare the 
required mixed state. The dephasing environment is simulated by quartz 
plates ( Q ) with thickness  L . An unbalanced Mach – Zehnder device in the 
dotted pane with the refl ective part further passing through two half-wave 
plates (HWP) is inserted into mode  B to prepare another initial mixed state. 
Quarter-wave plates (QWP), half-wave plates (HWP) and polarization 
beam splitters (PBS) are used in each mode to set the detecting bases for 
implementing state tomography. Single-photon detectors equipped with 
interference fi lters (IF) are used to detect the photons. 
 Figure 2  |  The correlation dynamics of input state (5) with  b  =  0.75. 
( a ) The values of conditional entropy  S ( ρ  l   A  ), with photons evolving in 
different thicknesses of quartz plates ( L ), as a function of the measurement 
angle  θ in mode  B . ( b ) The dynamics of correlations. Green upward-
pointing triangles, black squares, red dots, blue stars and magenta 
downward-pointing triangles represent experimental results of  I ,  C ,  Q , 
 En and Rn, with the green solid line, black solid line, red dashed line, blue 
dotted line and magenta dotted line representing the corresponding 
theoretical predictions. Non-entanglement quantum correlation ( D ) 
is further compared with  C in the inset (the  x axis represents the total 
thickness of quartz plates and the  y axis denotes different kinds of 
correlations). Purple dots represent the experimental results of  D and the 
purple dotted line is the corresponding theoretical prediction. Error bars 
correspond to counting statistics.  λ 0  =  0.78  µ m. 
r = 〉〈 + − 〉〈 + 〉〈+ + − − + +dR b R bR| | ( ) | | | |Φ Φ Φ Φ Ψ Ψ1
+ − 〉〈− −d R( ) | |Ψ Ψ1
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Figure 14: Decoher nce analysis with photons. Left: Experimental setup for the
analysis of the information c rrelati ns in Bell diagonal states, as eq. 1.11, in
which the environment is simulated by a set of Quartz plates (Q) reprinted from
[43] . Right: proposed experiment for the control of coherence under the action of
a en ironment coupled to t e photons in a Bell diagonal state reprinted from [98].
where k is the decoherence parameter, λ+ is a quantity arbitrarily determined by
th relative power between the paths created by the Wollaston prism in Fig.14
which follows λ+ + λ− = 1, and the Bell states in the polarisation basis |Φ+−〉 =
(1/
√
2)(|HH〉 ± |V V 〉), and |Ψ+−〉 = (1/
√
2)(|HV 〉 ± |V H〉).
These experimental ideas suggest the feasibility to expand these procedures to a
large number of qubits. I 2016 ere prepared16 photons in a maximum entangled
tate [69], even more considering th Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) states of
photons could serve as the persp ctives in high r dimensions [99].
Through d fferent techniques, the confirmation of th se stat is perfo ed in which
e can find the violation of the Bell’s inequalities [59], the homody e techniques,
and the quantum tomography[100].
Nanostr ctured materials
Natural quantum states in molecules
Kasha’s rule establishes that the fluorescence emission comes from the lowest ex-
cited state of a given excited band in a molecule [101]. This assumption allows
c nsidering fewer energy levels in a model of molecular photophysical behavior.
Hence, nsidering a coup e of non-interactin rganic dim rs with transition dipole
mom nts ~µ1 and ~µ2. The total hamiltonian of the imer readsHT = H1 +H2, where
the subindex 1 and 2 corresponds to the monomer 1 and 2, respectively. The ground
14
state (|Ψg〉) and the excited state wave functions (|Ψ1〉, |Ψ2〉) of the system holds:
|Ψg〉 = |01〉 · |02〉, (1.12)
|Ψ1〉 = |11〉 · |02〉,
|Ψ2〉 = |01〉 · |12〉
Here the Hamiltonian in basis of the wavefunctions of the excited state, |Ψ1〉, |Ψ2〉,
is diagonal. Nevertheless, including an interaction potential (V ) between the
monomers we arrive at the coupled system in which the new Hamiltonian holds
H ′ = HT + V , and is not anymore diagonal in the excited state basis, but in a new
coupled system basis can be written as:
|+〉 = cos θ
2
|Ψ1〉+ sin θ
2
eiψ|Ψ2〉 = cos θ
2
|1102〉+ sin θ
2
eiψ|0112〉 (1.13)
|−〉 = − sin θ
2
|Ψ1〉+ cos θ
2
eiψ|Ψ2〉 = − sin θ
2
|1102〉+ cos θ
2
eiψ|0112〉
where the θ = tan−1
(
2|V12|
E1−E2
)
, and V12 = |V12|e−iψ. Where the Ei are the eigenen-
ergies in the basis of the excited states, in the interaction frame the new eigenenergies
are now:
E± =
1
2
(E1 + E2)±
√
1
4
(E1 − E2)2 + |V12|2 = Em ±
√
∆2 + |V12|2 (1.14)
here Em = 12 (E1 + E2) and ∆ =
1
2
(E1 − E2). Effectively, the coupling regime
is now identified by the ratio |V12|
∆
and is divided in two main regimes. On the one
hand, the weak coupling, |V12|
∆
 1, reduce the excited states to the proper states of
any of the monomers showing a localized excitation in the monomer 1 or 2, in the
following way:
|+〉 =
(
|Ψ1〉+ e−iψ
∣∣∣∣V12∆
∣∣∣∣ |Ψ2〉+ · · ·) ≈ |Ψ1〉 (1.15)
|−〉 =
(
−e−iψ
∣∣∣∣V12∆
∣∣∣∣ |Ψ1〉+ |Ψ2〉+ · · ·) ≈ |Ψ2〉
E± = Em ±∆ ·
(
1 +
1
2
∣∣∣∣V12∆
∣∣∣∣2 + · · ·
)
≈ E1,2
On the other side, the strong coupling, |V12|
∆
 1, gives rise to a delocalisation of the
excitation on both monomers and the simplest case, for iso-energetic energy levels
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(∆ = 0, Em = E1 = E2), defines the exciton states as:
|+〉 = 1√
2
(|Ψ1〉+ eiψ|Ψ2〉) = 1√
2
(|1102〉+ eiψ|0112〉) (1.16)
|−〉 = 1√
2
(−|Ψ1〉+ eiψ|Ψ2〉) = 1√
2
(−|1102〉+ eiψ|0112〉)
In recent years various chromophores and photoactive molecules have been charac-
terized finding of high photo-stability and fluorescence quantum yield [49, 50, 102–
105]. Such properties let the molecular systems become a promising candidate for
the study of quantum coherence control and information processing. Systems as the
Perylene Bisimide (PBI) dimer have a short distance, 2.2 nm, between themonomers
(subunits 1 and 2, see Fig. 15) yielding a reasonable dipole-dipole coupling strength
which results in natural entanglement and correlations making it amenable to the
implementation of quantum information protocols [106]. Such macromolecular
quantum registers are suitable to overcome the scalability problem by the tunable
size of the molecular structure through chemical synthesis controlling the dipolar
interaction length.
The molecular quantum states are quantifiable by the absorption and fluorescence
emission through spectroscopic techniques [107]. And we will identify a single
molecular signal if we guarantee that: (i) only one molecule, in the irradiated
volume, is in resonancewith the laser, and (ii) the signal of themolecule is larger than
the produced by the background signals [108].The latter condition holds although
the fluorescence signal represents a small fraction of the incident light because the
photons emitted are red-shifted in regard to the excitation energy, this shift is known
as the Stokes shift [109]. Therefore, employing optical filters in the excitation band
the signal of the single molecule will be detected with high a signal-to-noise ratio.
A brief explanation of the first condition begins with the extinction cross section of
a single two-level emitter [110]
σ =
3λ2
2pi
γ0
γhom
, (1.17)
where λ is the illumination wavelength , γ0 the natural linewidth, and γhom the
homogeneous width of the transition. Then, if γ0 ≈ γhom, a condition which can be
satisfied for an emitter embedded in a well-defined matrix at very low temperatures,
the cross section is approximately λ2/2 which is comparable to the area of a beam
focused to the diffraction limit with high numerical aperture objective.
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Figure 15: Molecular structure of PBI dimers. Left: two PBI chromophores are
covalently linked through a bridge of tetrakis(propyloxy)-calix[4]arene [50]. Right:
|01〉 and |02〉 are the ground singlet states of subunits 1 and 2, respectively. |11〉,
and |12〉 denote their corresponding excited states. If the dipole-dipole interaction
(V ) between the subunits is zero, then the subunits 1 and 2 (the branches of the
dimer) will be uncoupled. However, if V 6= 0, the dipole-dipole coupling generates
a dimer energy structure that can be mapped into an effective four level system
“C” that allows energy selectivity (e.g., for quantum logic gating), with ground
state |Ψg〉 = |0102〉, upper doubly excited state |Ψe〉 = |1112〉, and entangled states
|−〉 = 1√
2
(−|1102〉+ eiψ|0112〉), and |+〉 = 1√2 (|1102〉+ eiψ|0112〉). νi denotes
the transition frequencies of subunits 1 and 2, and νc is associated to the energy
scheme of the interacting subunits.
The fundamental properties of quantum control on quantum states of physical sys-
tems pave the way to the implementation of quantum information protocols and can
be accessible through the employment of photons and molecules as shown before.
However, the definition of a qubit system which consider a mixture of the physical
systems presented before is not a straightforward process. In the current research
some insights are given in this direction opening a perspective for hybrid physical
qubits.
Induced quantum states in molecular systems
In 2002, Hettich et al. [111] showed how to address two single Terrylene molecules
separated by a distance of 12 nm; the molecules were close enough to effectively
interact with each other via the resonant dipole-dipole coupling which in turn pro-
duced an energy level shift between the excitation levels of the pair, Fig. 16. The
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Figure 16: Molecular entangled system reprinted from [111]. Left: Electronic
structure of the dipole-dipole interaction between themolecules 1 and 2, the notation
has been modified to keep the coherence in the present chapter. Right: Excitation
spectrum for a range of laser intensities tunable in frequency.
system was exposed to a simultaneous two-photon excitation process which allowed
the experimental verification of a nonlinear optical effect. The demonstration of the
dipole-dipole coupling opened the possibility of generating entangled states [2] be-
tween such single molecules. The use of photoactive organic molecules near enough
to interact by means of the resonant dipolar coupling is an interesting prospect for
the implementation of quantum logic [2]. Here, it is possible to characterize the
molecular interaction in terms of decay rates of the coupled system, in the following
way:
We assume two interactingmolecules separated by a distance | ~r12|, with the transition
dipole moment for each molecule ~µi = 〈|0i| ~Di|1i〉, where ~Di is the dipole operator,
|1i〉 and |0i〉 are the excited and ground state of the individualmolecules, respectively.
The dipole-dipole interaction energy hδ12 of the system is given by
hδ12 =
3h
√
γ1γ2
8pi(k0nr12)
[(µˆ1 · µˆ2)− 3(µˆ1 · rˆ12)(µˆ2 · rˆ12)] , (1.18)
where δ12 corresponds to the static dipole-dipole interaction potential, γi the spon-
taneous emission rate, h is the Planck’s constant, n is the refraction index of the
medium and k0c = 2piν0 ≡ pi(ν1 + ν2)/2, where νi is the transition frequency. An
inter-molecular coupling in this way could be considered like a four-level system
with |Ψg〉 = |0102〉 (the ground state), |Ψe〉 = |1112〉 (the upper state), and |−〉 and
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|+〉 (the intermediate superpositions) as defined before by diagonalising the new
Hamiltonian. The appropriate calculations lead to the decay rates for each energy
level, and are given by:
γI = (cos
θ
2
)2γ1 + (sin
θ
2
)2γ2 − 2(sin θ
2
cos
θ
2
)γ12, (1.19)
γJ = (sin
θ
2
)2γ1 + (cos
θ
2
)2γ2 + 2(sin
θ
2
cos
θ
2
)γ12,
γU = γ1 + γ2,
here γ12 is the incoherent cross-damping rate and if k0r1  1 goes to γ12 =√
γ1γ2(µˆ1 · µˆ2). With this decay rates we can characterise the transitions of the
system under study and it is possible to calculate the steady-state density matrix
from the complete master equation.
This experiment offered an possibility to obtain entangled states in the molecular
regime. However, the fundamental condition to visualise these states, the inter-
molecular distance ∼ 12 nm, could not be repeated and poses a serious drawback
for one of the conditions of a reliable quantum computational scheme, the scalability.
Perovskites Structures
Trihalide perovskite semiconductors are a novel class of materials which attracted
the attention of the scientific community due to the great ascend of the photovoltaic
power conversion efficiency in just the 2012 year [112, 113].
The implementation of hardware for quantum information requires four fundamen-
tal conditions: i) the representation of a quantum information unit isolable from
the interaction with the environment, ii) the preparation fiducial initial state, iii) the
construction of a universal set of logical quantum gates, and iv) the capability to
measure the final output. The first condition involves the production of pure quan-
tum states reliable through the building of controllable single photon sources[70,
71]. The basic strategy consists of the quantum control over the two-level system.
In systems as Quantum dots (QDs) in a microcavity[114–116] and three-level atom
in an optical cavity[117], the coupling of the photons is mediated by an atom, hence
increasing the atom-field coupling is profitable. Other physical arrangements as
the fluorescence from a single nitrogen-vacancy[118], the emissions from defects
in Silicon Carbide [119], molecules trapped in solids[120], QDs in silicon photonic
circuits[121], excitons at oxygen defects in carbon nano tubes[122], or highly diluted
organic molecules [123] have limited quantum yield which reduces the number of
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qubits. In this sense, The perovskites structures are outstandingmaterials with quan-
tum Yields ∼ 100% [124–127] at room temperature, and the fluorescent emission
is controllable through homogenous electric field due to the movement of the ions
[53]. The coherence time (τQ) of these nanostructures are around the microseconds
(10−6 seconds), and the operational times (τOp, time needed to perform a logical
operation) is around the nanoseconds (10−9 seconds [128]) resulting in a number of
logical operations of ∼ 103 [2] able to the implementation of quantum information
processing protocols with this perovskite structure.
Currently, this material has led the third-generation of solar harvesting systems and
recent breakthroughs in perovskites formation have contributed to increasing the
efficiency of this material up to 22.7% [129]. This perovskite material is the result
of the crystallization of organic halide and metal halide salts forming the ABX3
structure in which A and B are the organic and metallic cations together bound to
X the halide anion, see Fig. 17. After the formation, the polar binding between
the metal and halide ions determines the crystal cell size and the band structure in
which the overlap between the orbitals defines the energy gaps [104, 130].
These conditions limit the metal to choose (metal ions as Cu, Ge, Ni, have been
demonstrated [131, 132]) which form the structure because it requires a metal
with the appropriate configuration in their outer orbitals and adequate valency. An
outstanding capability of the organic-inorganic trihalide perovskite structures is the
tunability of the emission and absorption band through the substitutions of the cation
and the anion. The methylammonium (Ma) lead trihalide combination with stoi-
chiometryMAPbXmY3−m exhibits an emission range from 390 to 790 nmwhile the
formamidinium (FA) lead trihalide structure (FAPbImBr3−m) shows an absorption
edge tuneable as shown in Fig. 17. This characteristic is not restricted only to the
inorganic-organic structures, also through halide compositions and quantum-size
adjusting the metal halide perovskites have an spectra tuneable entirely in the visible
range from 410 to 700 nm [102].
In general, these structures have a low Urbach energy (< 16 meV) which means an
ordered microstructure [133], Stokes shift smaller than 20 meV [104], high charge-
carrier mobilities ∼ 30 cm2V −1s−1, long diffusion lengths ∼ 10 µm [134], and
low trap density ∼ 1014 cm−3. All those characteristics belongs to the Pb-based
perovskites, however a big discussion arise about the toxicology issues that bring
the use of this compound. Then, the lead-free structures principally based on Tin
(Sn) have impulsed a new research tendency [135–138].
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Figure 17: Perovskite molecular structure reprinted from [104, 105]. Left: Per-
ovskite crystal structure ABX3 and the possible combinations for the Ma-based
structure. Right upper: variation of the emission spectra correlated with the halide
composition changes. Right lower: Absorption tunability for the FAPbIyBr3−y.
The MASnI3 has a bandgap in the range from 1.2 to 1.3 eV which allows the
harvesting of light in a broader range than the counterpart made of lead but with a
shorter diffusion length of ∼ 30 nm [139]. Nevertheless, the Sn-based perovskites
are unstable and highly degradable in the air which is inconvenient for room temper-
ature applications. Currently, organic-inorganic perovskites with alternative metal
ions as Cu, Ge, Ni, among others, have been demonstrated [131, 132].
All those characteristics already described show that the MAPbX3 have an elec-
tronic dynamics as a direct band semiconductor.
Assuming a small exciton binding energy, the photon absorption with quantized
energy above the exciton resonance will create: an electron-hole pair with total
momentum µ ≈ 0, or an exciton with whole momentum µ 6= 0 called a geminate
exciton formation, as shown in Fig. 18 lower part. The kind of processes depend
on the amount of excitation energy, under low fluences with carrier densities typical
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of photovoltaic conditions (n0 ≈ 1013 − 1015cm−3), the monomolecular processes
as trap-assisted recombination or geminate recombination are inefficient with low
recombination coefficients at first order (k1 ≈ 10µs−1) [140]. At higher carrier
densities, n0 ≈ 1016 − 1018cm−3, bimolecular (nongeminate recombination) and
trimolecular (Auger processes) effects are more probable, see Fig. 18 upper part.
Themonomolecular annihilation of two Coulombically bound charges originates the
geminate recombination, by another way, the bimolecular recombination of two free
charges is the responsible for the nongeminate recombination. However, this last
process has a recombination constant (k2 = 10−10cm3s−1) four orders lower than
determined by the electron-hole annihilation (Langevin rates). Nevertheless, the
Auger rates are large (k3 ≈ 10−28cm6s−1) similar to the strongly confined colloidal
quantum dots of CdSe.
InMAPbI3 material, the exciton binding energy (Eb) at room temperature have the
same order than the thermal energy Eb ∼ kBT increasing up to 2− 3kbT changing
the anions to Br or Cl. This condition benefits the prevalence of free carriers over
the bound excitons which in turn favors the usage of this materials as the active layer
in multi-junction solar cell architectures [143]. But if we alter the electronic density
of states through the reduction of the dimensionality [142, 144], the bound excitons
will be favored.
For our interest, the exciton productionwill define the behavior of the perovskites as a
two-level system. In that sense, the necessary conditions to achieve it involve photons
with energy slightly above the Eb, low energy fluences, reduced dimensionality
(quantum dots) in such a way that the Auger recombination suppress emissions
from biexcitons and other higher-order multiexcitons [145], and to consider the
temperature effects on the structural changes which affect the Optical properties as
has been reported [146]. Therefore, perovskite materials are a strong possibility to
correlate photons and electrons within a quantum computational system becoming
a candidate to solve the scalability problem in the quantum information protocols
(increasing the number of accessible qubits states) controlling the system electro-
optical response, and exploring detection arrangement to interact controlled with
the qubit system.
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Figure 18: Perovskite molecular photoexcitation dynamics reprinted from [141,
142]. Upper: photoexcitation process due to pulsed excitation and thermal equilib-
rium in perovskite structures for the occurrence of free charge carrier and hole pair
(e − h) in a two body diagram, or geminate bound exciton (X) in a single-particle
diagram, drawing the conduction band (CB), valence band (VB), and e − h pair
ground state (GS). Lower: Scheme for the photoexcitation dynamics under pulsed
excitation and thermal equilibrium showing the predominance of the free carriers
over the excitons a t = 0 to achieve a population equilibrium at t = ∞ between
them.
Part I
Coherence and Correlations in
Photonic Qubits
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C h a p t e r 2
DECOHERENCE ENVIRONMENT SYMMETRY DEPENDENCE
ON ENTANGLED BIPARTITE PHOTONIC QUBITS
2.1 Introduction
Quantum systems are ubiquitous in nature—after all, we live in a world that is ulti-
mately ruled by the laws of quantum physics. Such systems of course comprise the
primary atoms, molecules and photons, biomolecular complexes, and, interestingly,
man-made complex nanostructures such as arrays of artificial atoms and organic
multichromophoric networks, to cite but a few. In particular, photons have appeared
to be ideally suited to quantum technology development such as commercially
available quantum key distribution systems, large-scale secure networks, enhanced
measurement and lithography [147], and even quantum information processors[24,
48, 148]. For example, an experimental demonstration achieved the encoding of
quantum information by means of 100-photon Schrödinger cat states [149]. These
outstanding developments owe their success to the fact that photons are chargeless,
can be guided over long distances at high-speed transmission (e.g., using optical
fibers), and because photons do not interact with each other, which translates into
highly desirable low-noise properties. This said, usually the external control of such
photonic systems is performed via a radiation-matter coupling through systems like
atoms or molecules[2, 24, 48, 111].
In addition, due to the photons have to pass through birefringent medium, differ-
ent authors have demonstrate that the coupling with the frequency modes of the
environment causes decoherence effects showed theoretically [41, 150–152] and
experimentally [41, 43, 62]. Then, the understanding and control of decoherence
are necessary steps in the development of robust experimental protocols of quantum
information. Also, if this verification is complemented with the behaviour of corre-
lations of a quantum information system (Entanglement, quantum discord, mutual
information and classical correlations), it is possible to determine the efficiency of
the physical system as resource for the quantum computation. In this way, coher-
ence control of physical systems in the quantum regime is of utmost importance
in the design and implementation of quantum information tasks. Thus, the present
article will serve as evidence of the experimental production, the detection and
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characterisation of entangled quantum states under controlled decoherence through
homogeneous birefringent media. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the coherent
control over the entangled states as a kernel for quantum information processing.
Here, we encode quantum information in the polarisation states of photons to prepare
and demonstrate quantum entanglement and nonlocality of photonic qubits under
decoherence. A polarisation maintaining fibre (PMF) acts as a qubits noisy channel
and output states are measured by applying a quantum tomography protocol. The
PMF introduces decoherence in a similar way to a birefringent crystal and allows
a controlable noise scenario to test how the symmetries due to collective and inde-
pendent qubit-environment coupling affects the original input quantum states. We
model the PMF and quantify measured output states with fidelities greater than 92%.
We identify optical conditions (e.g. fiber’s rotational angle) for the implementation
of a decoherence-free subspace for different entangled states and interaction optical
paths longer than 1 m.
2.2 Birefringent media as decoherent environment for photons
In 2010 S. Luo et al. showed that symmetry of quantum states and the operation of
the decoherent environment define the behavior of the correlations in the quantum
system [150, 151] finding an area where the classical correlations are lower than
the quantum ones. Specifically, a statistical mixture of Bells states prepared as
ρ = dR|Φ+〉〈|Φ+| + b(1 − R)|Φ−〉〈Φ−| + bR|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+| + d(1 − R)|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|,
where the coefficients b and d depend on the relative power between two polarisation
species in the creation process and accomplish that b + d = 1, and R is the total
reflectivity of two partially reflecting mirrors involved in the experimental setup
described in [43]. This experiment found the appropriate thickness of quartz plates
as decoherence environment to increases the value of the quantum correlations over
the classical ones, at L = 78λ0, with λ0 as the central wavelength of the photonic
quantum state.
The coupling of the polarisation modes with the frequency of photons gives account
about the modification of the photonic state by the media. A single photon state
which considers these variables can be written as:
|Ψ〉 =
2∑
j=1
cj|γj〉 ⊗
∫
dωA(ω)|ω〉 (2.1)
where |γj〉 corresponds to the polarisation modes and A(ω) is the amplitude of
the photons distribution around ω with
∫
dω|A(ω)|2 = 1. In the biphoton case,
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we use a non-linear crystal to produce Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion
(SPDC) which in turn produces spatially separated and entangled photon pairs.
These converted photons have frequencies ω+ = ω0
2
+  and ω− = ω0
2
− , with
ω0 as the central frequency of the pump photons in the SPDC process and  as a
perturbation fraction, in such a way that ω+ +ω− = ω0. If any of these photons pass
through a birefringent medium is expected the decreasing of the coherence values
in the density matrix of the whole system, this phenomenon is called decoherence.
For photons in a Biphoton-state can be calculated by considering the coupling with
the proper frequency before entering the birefringent environment as:
ρω(0) = |Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)| (2.2)
=
∑
i,j,k,l
cijc
∗
kl|γij〉〈γkl| ⊗
∫ ∫
|A(ω+)|2|A(ω−)|2 × |ω+〉|ω−〉〈ω˜+|〈ω˜−|dd˜,
the subindex ω in the density matrix means that is considered the coupling frequency
in this expression, and the argument (0) corresponds to the size of the birefringent
medium crossed. The action of the medium with birefringence ∆n and thickness
L is modeled by an operator Uˆ(L) which acts over each path of the setup in the
following way [41](see fig. 21):
Uˆ(x1)|γi〉 = eiϕi(x1)|γi〉
Uˆ(x2)|γj〉 = eiϕj(x2)|γj〉 (2.3)
where x1 and x2 are the thickness of the birefringent medium on path one (1) and
two (2) of the experimental arrangement, respectively, and ϕi(x1) = (nix1)ω/c is
a dimensionless parameter which gives account about the ratio between the phase
and the group velocity into the environment considering c as the speed of light in
the vacuum. Hence, the total operator will be Uˆ(x1, x2) = Uˆ(x1) ⊗ Uˆ(x2) and
performing a frequency-insensitive measurement, the result is:
ρ(x1, x2) =
∑
i,j,k,l cijc
∗
kl|γij〉〈γkl|
∫
d|A(ω+)|2|A(ω−)|2
× ei(ϕi(ω+,x1)+ϕj(ω−,x2)−ϕk(ω+,x1)−ϕl(ω+,x2)) (2.4)
For anisotropic media, the refraction index of a material is a spatially-dependent
quantity, i.e., rotations over the optical axis affect its value. In the same way, this
change in the refraction index affects the frequency of photons within a birefringent
environment. Additionally, rotations over the optical axis produce coherence de-
creasing in the whole state of the photonics system, but under certain restrictions,
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this modification is reversible. With the model described here, each part of the sys-
tem can be to the same decoherence or collective decoherence exposed. For this, we
should need to rotate the crystals of each subsystem keeping a difference of pi/2 be-
tween their rotating angles. In such a way, the photons in a birefringent environment
are a useful prototype for the analysis of decoherence in quantum systems. In this
research, we use the birefringent properties of an optical polarisation-maintaining
fiber (PMF) as a decoherent environment toward the study of control parameters on
photons non-maximally entangled. In general, the PMF avoid the loss by dispersion
of the polarisation states even if the fiber is bent like a long and flexible homoge-
neous crystal. This behavior is due to the introduction of stressed material cylinders,
generally Quartz or compositions of modified glass [153], near to the kernel of the
fiber. The insertion of this cylinders produces a strong birefringence related with
the symmetry of the refractive index profile.
2.3 Experimental Methods
The actual experiment involves two principal steps. The first stage consists of the
production of entangled photon pairs around 810 nm with a non-collinear source.
In this step, we employ a continuous wave laser of GaN (405 nm) pumping two
non-linear crystals of Beta Barium Borate (β − BBO, type II) of 2 mm thickness
as shown in the Fig.21a. Due to the nonlinear process inside the crystal, the group
velocity of the ordinary and the extraordinary polarization components are different
producing a walk-off delay (δτ = L( 1
u0
− 1
ue
)) and displacement (d = L tan γ),
with L as the crystal length, the u0 and ue are the ordinary and extraordinary group
velocities respectively, and γ the angle between the ordinary and extraordinary
component [59]. Nevertheless, we compensate this walk-off employing a BBO
with the half size in both optical paths. The crossing section of the polarization
cones of the light converted is directly observed with a long time exposure CCD
camera (STF-series). This cones crossing site defines the position of mechanical
diaphragms to align the tomography optics and the fiber couplers (FC) connected
to the detectors toward 5m multimode fibers (MMF) as in Fig.21b. the minimum
exposure time to observe the entangled photons was 15 min, then each movement
of the camera or the mechanical diaphragms were in time steps of 15 mins which
increase the time of each experimental test.
We Include a filter with a double coating at 405 nm in the detection pathwhich allows
only the cross of photons at 810 nm, and the undesired counts can be reduced. This
source produces photons in a quantum state like |Ψ+12〉 = cosα|H1V2〉+sin β|V1H2〉
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Figure 21: (a). Experimental arrangement of the double crystal setup employed
in the production of entangled photon pairs through the spontaneous parametric
down conversion process; the compensation plate (CP) is a BBO with the total half
size, the pump laser of GaN is drawn in false color as well the output paths. (b)
Experimentally the converted light is focused on a fiber coupler (FC) system to
decrease the losses. (c) Sketch of the experimental setup used for the production of
the input state and the inclusion of the PMF as a decoherence environment on the
entangled photons paths. A continuous wave laser GaN (405 nm) pumps two non-
linear BBO (Beta Barium Borate) type II Crystals to produce an entangled single
photon source. The photons passing through the paths 1 and 2 are directed toward
the detectors, after the plane mirrors M1 and M2. The tomography is performed
using a Quarter-Wave Plate (QWP), a Half WavePlate (HWP), a polarisation Beam
Splitter (PBS), and an Interference Filter (IF) of 10 nm Wideband on each optical
path [100].
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[60] due to the spontaneous parametric down-conversion process (SPDC), here the
subindex “1” and “2” are related with the spatial way of the photons, see sketch on
Fig. 21c. The parameters α and β depend on the experimental phase induced within
the crystals.
The verifications of the prepared quantum state are performing through the exper-
imental scheme proposed by D. F. V. James et al. [100], known as “quantum
tomography”. This protocol requires two Quart wave-plates (QWP), two half-wave
plates (HWP), two polarized beam splitter, two interference filter (IF), and two
Avalanche Photodiode (APD). In our experiment, we obtained the projections on
the polarisation basis through rotations of a quarter wave plate (QWP, λ
4
) and a half
wave plate (HWP, λ
2
). This light is then filtered by a polarising beam splitter (PBS,
50/50) and an interference Filter-IF (FWHM, 10 nm) at 810 nm on each photon’s
path, see the tomography square in sketch on Fig.21c. Afterward, the coincidences
between single photons are counted and stored in a computer through a lab-made
counting module. Finally, we produce sixteen (42 = 16) measurements correspond-
ing to all the polarisation basis and their combinations (horizontal polarised |H〉,
vertical polarised |V 〉, diagonal polarised |D〉, and circularly right polarised |R〉).
In our case, we arrange the measurement in such a way that the rotation of the
wave-plates can be cycle performed as shown in the tab 21.
Each of the sixteen measurements gives a Stokes parameter (Si,j) to reconstruct the
quantum state of the system as ρˆ = 1
2n
∑3
i1,i2,i3,··· ,in
Si1,i2,i3,··· ,in
S0,0,···,0
σˆi1 ⊗ σˆi2 ⊗ · · · σˆin
as shown in [100]. 1 Finally, we use an algorithm on the experimental data
to compute the Stokes parameters and reconstruct the quantum state [100]. Af-
ter this process, we obtain a sixteen components vector for the input state as:
(n1 = 0.0125, n2 = 0.2625, n3 = 0.0, n4 = 0.725, n5 = 0.4, n6 = 0.225, n7 =
0.0875, n8 = 0.3, n9 = 0.2, n10 = 0.2375, n11 = 0.2875, n12 = 0.1375, n13 =
0.3125, n14 = 0.2875, n15 = 0.1125, n16 = 0.0875). The second part of this ex-
periment consisted of the inclusion of two optical polarisation-maintaining fiber
(PMF) of the same length (1 m) before the tomography process placed simultane-
ously on both photons line as shown in the Fig. 21c. In our experiment we have
used a PMF with a birefringence2 of ∆n = 3.5 × 10−4 that induces a retardation
length of ≈ 432λ0, where λ0 is the center wavelength of the down-converted light.
After the PMF inclusion we obtained the measurement set (n1 = 0.312977, n2 =
1Here is possible to modify the conventional scheme using four (4) instead of two (2) detectors
to perform fewer measures to obtain the quantum state of the system
2specification belongs to panda fiber PM780-HP by Thorlabs.
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Figure 22: The fidelity of the input state with the calculated output after the state
passes through the birefringent environment. Here, the pi/2 after the name of the
states symbolizes the collective decoherence, and the 0 describes the non-collective
decoherence environment. a) All four Bell’s states in a collective decoherence
environment. b) the |Ψ±〉 states in both the collective and the non-collective sur-
roundings. c) the |φ±〉 states in both decoherence scenarios.
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Table 21: Tomography measurement order, H and Q hold for Half wave-plate and
Quart wave-plate respectively. The subindex 1 and 2 are related to the optical path
measured. The values under each wave-plate symbol are the axial rotation angles
for each device in degrees, and the measurement bases are horizontal (H), vertical
(V), diagonal (D), right rotational (R), and left rotational (L).
Order H1 Q1 H2 Q2 Measurement basis
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 VV
2 22.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 RV
3 45.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 HV
4 0.0 0.0 45.0 0.0 VH
5 22.5 0.0 45.0 0.0 RH
6 45.0 0.0 45.0 0.0 HH
7 22.5 45.0 0.0 0.0 DV
8 22.5 45.0 22.5 0.0 DR
9 22.5 45.0 45.0 0.0 DH
10 22.5 45.0 22.5 45.0 DD
11 0.0 0.0 22.5 45.0 VD
12 22.5 0.0 22.5 45.0 RD
13 45.0 0.0 22.5 45.0 HD
14 0.0 0.0 22.5 90.0 VL
15 22.5 0.0 22.5 90.0 RL
16 45.0 0.0 22.5 90.0 HL
0.221374, n3 = 0.290076, n4 = 0.175573, n5 = 0.244275, n6 = 0.290076, n7 =
2.17557, n8 = 2.33588, n9 = 2.16031, n10 = 2.17557, n11 = 2.93893, n12 =
3.10687, n13 = 2.96183, n14 = 3.32061, n15 = 1.31298, n16 = 2.39695).
2.4 Results and Discussions
We control the collective change of the environment employing the coupling of the
polarisation with the frequency modes in which the physical system (“ the twin
photons”) is lead. The initial conditions for the rotational angle of the birefringent
environment define the nature of the decoherence. Hence in a bipartite system, if
both parts of the system are exposed to symmetrical rotations we have a collective
decoherence otherwise it will be a non-collective or independet coherence scenario.
We consider the calculation of the fidelity to evaluate the decoherence effects. This
quantity was defined by William Wootters to quantify the similarity of quantum
states for pure states is F = Tr(ρoutρin), and F =
[
Tr
(√
ρinρout
√
ρin
)1/2]2 for
other quantum states [154]. We calculate the fidelities for the maximally entangled
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states in a collective decoherence environment employing the model before posed,
as shown in Fig. 22a. In this graph, the fidelity is a function of the rotational angle
around the propagation axis (in both arms). And as can be seen, the |ψ−〉 state is
not affected by changes in the birefringence surroundings. This find was observed
before by P. Kwiat et al. and described as a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) for
the |Ψ−〉 state [41].
If we take only two Bell’s states instead of all four, e.g. |Ψ±〉, but considering
the different scenarios for the decoherence environment. It is possible to confirm
that |Ψ−〉 is not any more decoherence-free within a non-collective environment
(|Ψ−〉, 0), as shown in the Fig.22b. In opposite way, the non-collective scenario is
convenient to enhance the DFS behavior of the |φ+〉 state as shown for “|φ+〉, 0”
in Fig. 22c. This performance shows the emergence of a DFS dependence on the
matching of the symmetry of the environment and the quantum state of the system.
In short, if the quantum state and the environment share the same symmetry, then
this first will be DFS. In this sense, we can suggest that the |Ψ−〉 shares the same
symmetry with the collective decoherence environment as well as the |φ+〉 with the
non-collective decoherence surrounding.
So far, the analysis considers the parameters employed by P. Kwiat et al. in their ex-
periments, and only onmaximally entangled states. However, it is interesting to iden-
tify the behavior of non-maximally entangled states and its correlations. Weprepared
experimentally the non-maximally entangled state ρExInp = 0.0125ρ(HH,HH) +
0.0ρ(HH,HV )+0.06875ρ(HH,V H)−0.10625ρ(HH,V V )+0.0ρ(HV,HH)+0.2625ρ(HV,HV )+
0.24375ρ(HV,V H)+0.04375ρ(HV,V V )+0.06875ρ(V H,HH)+0.24375ρ(V H,HV )+0.725ρ(V H,V H)+
0.05ρ(V H,V V )−0.10625ρ(V V,HH) +0.04375ρ(V V,HV ) +0.05ρ(V V,V H) +0.0ρ(V V,V V ),
shown in the tomography of Fig. 23a, and employed the PMF as a decoherence
medium (1mof length) in a non-collective configuration. Then, the experimental in-
put was transformed into the state in the tomography in the Fig.23b. Further, making
use of the model already tested, the output state was calculated. We performed the
calculation considering the following experimental parameters: retardation length
432λ0, central wavelength λ0 = 810 nm, central frequency ω0 = 4.65 × 106 GHz,
and supposing a Gaussian beam shape in each photon path, obtaining the result
shown in the Fig. 23c with a 92% of fidelity with the experimentally prepared
state. By way of comparison, the total decreasing of the off-diagonal elements in
the density matrix was observed, in the calculation of the behavior of the |Ψ+〉 state
after passing through a 1 m of decoherence medium, see Fig. 23d. The fidelities
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Figure 23: The experimental result of the quantum tomography is shown in (a) for
the input state and (b) for the final state after the PMF. (c) The theoretical simulation
of (b) achieves a 91.8% with the model here presented. (d) Here is shown the
simulation of the |φ+〉 (maximally entangled state) behavior after the decoherence
interaction with the environment.
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between the experimental input (output) and calculated output, are presented in the
table 22. As a matter of facts, we found a good accuracy in the description of the
PMF as a tool of controlled decoherence over photons, which is supported by the
fidelity between the calculated and the experimental output state which is 0.92.
Table 22: A summary of the fidelities calculated, the FExin−Exout is the fidelity of
the final experimental state against the initial experimental one, the FExin−Cout is
the fidelity of the experimental input state with the theoretical output expected state,
and the FExout−Cout is the fidelity of the final experimental state against the final
calculated one.
State FExin−Exout FExin−Cout FExout−Cout
ρExin 0.46 0.56 0.92
Repeating the analysis performed previously (Fig. 22) but now on the experimental
state, We estimated the fidelities as a function of the rotational angle of the environ-
ment to evaluate the effects of the experimental input, see Fig. 24a. Here, it is clear
that no matter the value of the rotational angle the fidelity does not reach a value
higher than ∼ 0.58 at a fixed length (1 m) after the PMF environment, the state
is not any more recoverable as the original input in a collective and non-collective
scenario. We evaluate the entanglement in the Wooters metric [20], it means, the
amount of information extractable from the measurement of only one part of the
system, the quantifier of quantum entanglement used here is the Entanglement of
Formation E (EoF). The maximum amount of information extractable of the state of
a whole system, measuring only one of its parts is quantifiable through the mutual
information [155]. In the quantum case this expression is given in terms of the
von Neumann entropy and is represented by, I(ρAB) = S(ρA) + S(ρB)− S(ρAB).
However, if we assume a generalization of the classical measure of correlations, con-
sidering a complete unidimensional set of projections acting locally on a subsystem
B [19], appears another way to obtain the mutual information, which is not equiva-
lent in general to I(ρAB) and define as J(ρAB){ΠBj } = S(ρA)− S(ρA|{ΠBj }), where
the conditional entropy is given by S(ρA|B) ≡ S(ρA|{ΠBj }) =
∑
j pjS(ρA|ΠBj ), with
probabilities pj = Tr(ΠBj ρABΠBj ), and the density matrix after the measurements
on B is ρA|ΠBj =
ΠBj ρABΠ
B
j
tr(ΠBj ρABΠ
B
j )
[19, 156, 157]. The minimal difference between the
two versions of the mutual information is called the Quantum Discord D. Com-
plementary, the classical correlation (by Henderson & Vedral [18]) introduced a
quantity which gives the account of the maximum classical information that is pos-
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sible to be extracted from the subsystem A when a set of positive operator valued
measurements have been carried out on the subsystem B. These quantifiers will
give us the information about the quantumness of the information contained in the
physical system.
The calculation of the quantum information correlations described above, for a fixed
angle (0 rad), as a function of the environment length shows that the classical
correlations remain constant. However, the entanglement and the other quantum
correlations decrease totally, for the experimental input at 100λ0 ∼ 0.23m. Initially,
the experimental input has a value of 0.32 for E while the concurrence (C˜) was 0.26.
After the quantum system passes through the PMF the entanglement for the output
state has been decreased to 0.0024, and the concurrence to 0.032. Nevertheless,
we calculated the correlations for the experimental input depending on both the
environment length and the rotational angle. In the non-collective decoherence
environment, an angular position (0.94 rad) in which the E (Eof) is constant and
as high as the initial value (0.32) emerge, as shown in Fig. 24c. Around this value,
we observe a symmetric organization similar to a Gaussian distribution which offers
a non-zero region for the entanglement useful for the implementation of protocols
such as teleportation. Furthermore, just changing the environment to a collective
decoherence a bowl shape is present in the behaviour of the entanglement and two
angle values, 0 rad and 1.57 rad, keep the value of the E (Eof) as high as the
maximum available due to the characteristics of the state. However, the values in
the bounds of the bowl shape are not the same, the first maximum has the same
value as the original maximum input and is allocate at 0 rad, while the other end at
1.57 rad has a value of about 0.21 for E (Eof), as shown in the Fig. 24d. Despite
the existence of the entanglement is not completely crucial to achieve advantages,
with quantum states over their classical counterparts, as has been theoretically and
experimentally suggested [47, 150, 151], this demeanour open the possibility to
implement conditions of death and revival of correlations, just changing the angular
position of decoherence environments like the PMF. This evidence suggests the
PMF as a useful tool to transport and control quantum information codified in
polarisation basis, and even to integrate protocols of superactivation in which the
control of correlations will require.
2.5 Conclusions
We show here that the physical behavior of a PMF corresponds with a long birefrin-
gent crystal which could be a useful device to control coherence on photonic qubits.
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Figure 24: This plot shows the computed fidelities and correlations for the generated
experimental input state in different scenarios: a) fidelities for both the collective
(pi/2) and independent (0) environments, and b) quantum correlations as a function
of the retardation length for the non-collective decoherent environment with fixed
rotational angle (0 rad); the total, classical, and quantum correlations (quantum
Discord), and the entanglement of formation (EoF) E . The latter is plotted as a
function of the rotational angle and the retardation length for c) independent and d)
collective environments.
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It is important to remark that the quantum characteristics of the system counted
by the quantum correlations, including entanglement, survive for the different sce-
narios (collective and non-collective) of decoherence without a critical dependence
of the retardation length. However, the survival characteristic occurs only in the
specific range of angles which depends on the symmetry of the environment. In this
sense, the precise control of this angles will guaranty an efficient tool to control the
decoherence which could be implemented together with protocols to enhance the
robustness of the quantum state of interest. Experimentally we verify the accuracy
of the model for a non-maximally entangled bipartite state of photons. Nevertheless,
the experiment about the constant rotation of the PMF fiber has not been achieved
yet due to the difficulty of controlling the rotation of both ends of the PMF fiber at
the same time without inducing torsion in the material.
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C h a p t e r 3
QUANTUM PROTOCOL: QUANTUM GAMES WITH PHOTONS
3.1 Introduction
Game theory is a well established branch of mathematics whose formalism has a vast
range of applications from the social sciences, biology, to economics. Motivated
by quantum information science, there has been a leap in the formulation of novel
game strategies that lead to new (quantumNash) equilibrium points whereby players
in some classical games are always outperformed if sharing and processing joint
information ruled by the laws of quantum physics is allowed. We show that, for a
bipartite non zero-sum game, input local quantum correlations, and separable states
in particular, suffice to achieve an advantage over any strategy that uses classical
resources, thus dispensing with quantum nonlocality, entanglement, or even discord
between the players’ input states. This highlights the remarkable key role played
by pure quantum coherence at powering some protocols. Finally, we propose an
experiment that uses separable states and basic photon interferometry to demonstrate
the locally-correlated quantum advantage.
In 1944, von Neumann developed a formal framework of game theory [158], namely
of understanding the dynamics of competition and cooperation between two or more
competing parties that hold particular interests. In another seminal work, twenty
years later, Bell discovered the intrinsic, fundamental nonlocal character of quantum
theory [10], the fact that there exist quantumly correlated (entangled) particleswhose
measurement gives results that are impossible in classical physics—the so-called
violation of Bell inequalities [11, 29]. Such Bell nonlocality and entanglement
turned out to be of key relevance in the development of quantum information science
and technology [2]. In fact, quantisation protocols for strategy games exemplify a
physical process whereby entanglement or nonlocality are used as a fundamental
resource [77, 159–171]. This establishes a connection between game theory and
quantum information and, as such, introduces the existence of certain advantages
over the foregoing classical results [77, 159–171], and extends the set of cases
that find solution to the interaction formalism [158, 172, 173] into the quantum
realm [159, 160]. Such quantum features are reflected, e.g., in the increase of
efficiency and payoffs, emergence of new equilibria, and novel game strategies which
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are simply not possible in the classical domain [164, 169–171]. These achievements
signalled an interest about the nature of such a quantum advantage, and introduced
questions related to the properties of physical systems and themathematical structure
that underlies the novel game strategies [77, 161–165]. Advantages of different kind
became evident when quantisation rules were applied to different sort of games, and
most of these scenarios pointed out quantum entanglement as a precursor of such
effects [159, 160, 166–171]. Furthermore, Bell nonlocality has been recently shown
Figure 31: Some quantum properties for two-qubit Werner-like states. The
schematics highlights locality (for the joint correlation), entanglement, CHSH-
nonlocality, k-copy nonlocality, activation of nonlocality through tensoring and local
filtering, and discord, for the Werner-like states ρW -l(p) = p|ψ 〉〈ψ| + (1−p)4 1 ⊗ 1,|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ i |11〉), 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. These states can lead to a PD game advantage
in the whole p-region.
to provide an advantage when deciding conflicting interest games [161–163]. In
this regard, and mostly inspired by strategies of this sort, the activation of quantum
nonlocality has been put forward [174, 175]. In particular, k-copy nonlocality or
superactivation [176], and activation of nonlocality through tensoring and local
filtering [177], although seminal for protocols based on nonlocality (e.g., quantum
cryptography), are ultimately limited by the presence of entanglement [174]. This
said, here we explore other kind of correlations that highlight local states as a
possible resource for introducing a quantum advantage (see Fig. 31, shaded region).
In particular, we ask whether there is, beyond entanglement or nonlocality, another
underlying fundamental quantum feature as quantum coherence that warrants the
emergence of the above-mentioned advantages. This consideration is also motivated
by a recent experimental demonstration of a zero-sum game that exhibits a quantum
gain for players that do not share entanglement [165].
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Table 31: Payoff matrix for the PD game. The first (second) entry in the parenthesis
denotes Alice’s (Bob’s) payoff. In the classical game, the strategy (C,C) defines a
Pareto optimal (joint maximum gain), and (D,D) a Nash equilibrium.
Alice\Bob C D
C (3,3) (0,5)
D (5,0) (1,1)
The Prisoners’ Dilemma
The Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD) game is a celebrated bipartite non-zero sum game
in classical game theory [172, 173] whereby two parties, say Alice (A) and Bob
(B), have to decide between two strategies in an independent way: to defect (D)
or cooperate (C). The retribution to the players decision is conditioned to the pair
of choices, as shown in TABLE 31. The classical PD game reveals the existence
of a set of strategies from which unilateral movement of the players diminishes
their payoff—a Nash equilibrium (NE)— and a set of strategies whereby the players
simultaneously do best—a Pareto optimal [172]. The dilemma arises due to the
choice problem between the equilibrium and the optimal gain.
The PD sum game has been extended to the quantum domain by Eisert et al. [160],
who proposed the use of initial maximally entangled states and unitary opera-
tors to define a strategy of purely quantum character that removes the decision
dilemma [160]. Thus, the interaction between players can be cast in a quantum
circuit that generates, via the action of a two-qubit operator Jˆ (δ), an initial state of
the form:
|ψin(δ)〉 = cos δ
2
|00〉+ i sin δ
2
|11〉 , (3.1)
where δ ∈ [0, pi/2]. Here, the possible outcomes of the classical strategies C and
D are assigned to the computational basis states |0〉 and |1〉, respectively, and the
strategy space of each player has a Hilbert space structure that couples through a
tensor product. In Fig. 32(a), the operator Jˆ (γ) = exp{iγDˆ⊗Dˆ/2} generates input
entangled states[160]. After that, the players execute, unilaterally, their movements
acting with the unitary parameterised operator (i = A,B),
Uˆi(θi, φi) =
(
eiφi cos θi
2
sin θi
2
− sin θi
2
e−iφi cos θi
2
)
, (3.2)
particularly, Cˆ = Uˆ(0, 0) and Dˆ = Uˆ(pi, 0) reduce to the classical strategies.
Finally, an operator that destroys the entanglement generated by Jˆ (δ) is applied
before projecting the output state onto the usual 4-dimensional space basis, giving
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rise to a probability distribution above the four possible classical states, from which
the expected payoff for each player is determined. The unitary operator Eq. (3.2) was
introduced as a tool in the quantisation of non-zero sum games in [160], the so-called
two-parameter strategy set. However, it was pointed out that such an operator defined
a set of strategies that did not consider the natural counterstrategy of the quantum
strategy Qˆ (see Results), and hence did not represent a general conclusion for other
quantisation formalisms [178]. Such an observation was addressed in [179], and
incorporated to account for generalised two-parameter strategies in [180–182], also
to consider the presence of dephasing [183], and for multiplayer quantum games
[14,33]. In spite of this restriction on the strategic space defined by the strategy Qˆ
[160], Eq. (2) has been used as the starting point in more elaborated constructions
that allow for the analysis of game behaviour in the quantum domain [180–182].
In this chapter, we analyse the PD game and demonstrate that local, and even
further, separable quantum input states suffice to achieve an advantage over any
classical strategy. This result is in contrast with previous approaches to quantum
games that consider entanglement or Bell nonlocality as required resources for
achieving a quantum advantage [159–162, 169]. Our finding is two-fold: First, we
show that neither nonlocality nor entanglement can be regarded as the underlying
fundamental properties responsible for the PD quantum advantage: we find purely
discord-correlated states (zero entanglement) that also achieve such an advantage.
Second, we show, by extending the set of Werner-like (W-l) states ρW -l(p), that there
exist (non-zero discord) input states for which the discord does not play any role
at reaching this advantage. We also provide an optical setup that implements the
locally-powered game strategy, and perform numerical experiments that demonstrate
our findings. The analysis here presented is performed (although not limited) for
the case of a two-parameter strategy set. In Discussion we address its extension to
a more general three-parameter strategy set.
Local quantum correlations as a resource in the PD game.
In contrast to the use of entangled states as a strategy for ‘quantising’ the PD
game (Fig. 32(a)) [160, 169], we explore a different feature and use the following
input states (Fig. 32(b)) as the feeding resource for performing the quantum PD
game:
ρin(p, δ) =
(1− p)
4
I+ p |ψin(δ)〉 〈ψin(δ)| , (3.3)
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Figure 32: Quantum Prisoners’ Dilemma setup and classification of input
correlations. (a) Eisert et al. two players game protocol [160], (b) our setup
uses a source of input ρin ≡ ρin(p, δ) (e.g., Werner-like) states, one qubit gates to
represent the players’ moves, and the measuring process (dashed rectangle). The
measurement is taken as the projection onto the basis generated by J˜ ≡ J˜ (δ) in the
usual 4-dimensional basis, (c) quantum correlations of input ρW -l(p) states: discord
D (solid-black), entanglement of formation E (dashed-blue), and CHSH-nonlocality
(doubly-dashed green).
where I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix, and p ∈ [0, 1] acts as a control of the sta-
tistical mixture ρin(p, δ), and allows a direct comparison with the protocol of
Fig. 32(a) [160]. In Fig. 32(b), themeasurement process ismade in a basis controlled
by the same δ parameter, which allows the control of the degree of correlations that
is ‘destroyed’ in the final step of the protocol, just before the projection onto the
usual basis; i.e., the quantum operator J˜ ≡ J˜ (δ) inside the dashed rectangle of
Fig. 32(b) is defined such that J˜ = Jˆ †in the same way as the entangling operator
of Fig. 32(a) [160].
Every separable (non-entangled) state is local. However, there exist entangled states
which are also local. For general two-qubit states of the form ρ := pρ′+ (1−p)
4
I, 0 ≤
p ≤ 1, being ρ′ an arbitrary two-qubit state, a locality bound has been reported [184].
In our protocol, we identify ρ′ = |ψin(δ)〉 〈ψin(δ)| such that ρ ≡ ρin(p, δ), and hence
the locality bound reads pL ≈ 0.6009; i.e., entangled states with p ≤ pL are local
(see the full local-entangled (LE) region, yellow area in Fig.32(c)). Furthermore,
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we also account for the set of local, but separable (LS) states (see the blue Region
in Fig. 32(c)).
In what follows, we first specialise to W-l states ρin(p) := ρin(p, pi/2) ≡ ρW -l(p)
as inputs, and the correlation parameter δ is fixed to pi/2 for the initial state, and
only varied at the measurement. We then generalise our results to input states
ρin(p, δ), and consider the δ parameter being varied at both the input state and the
final measurement process. For comparison, we also compute metrics to quantify
quantum correlations such as discord D, entanglement of formation E , and CHSH-
nonlocality; see Methods section for definitions.
3.2 Theoretical Results
Quantum local PD payoffs for the Werner-like states.
The quantum properties of the states ρin(p) are shown in Fig. 32(c), where several
distinctive regions can be identified: local-separable (0 ≤ p ≤ pE = 1/3), local-
entangled (1/3 < p ≤ pL ≈ 0.6009), and entangled-nonlocal (p ≥ pNL = 1/
√
2)
states (see Methods section). Furthermore, the W-l states also highlight quantum
correlations at zero entanglement (p ≤ 1/3) [93], which are captured here by means
of the discord [19, 156, 157]. Building on this, we take an approach that is not based
on entangled [160] or nonlocal [161, 162] input states. Instead, we choose local-
separable ρin(p ≤ 1/3) input states (E = 0, Fig. 32(c)), while the players’ quantum
moves remain ruled by Uˆi, to test whether a quantum strategy based on such states
removes the choice problem in the PD game. We calculate the corresponding PD
payoffs for the W-l input states; for player A this reads:
piA[θi, φi, p, δ] =
9
4
− p
4
{
f(θAB) + g(θAB) sin (φA + φB) + (3.4)
4 sin δ
[
f 2
(θAB
2
)
cos 2(φA + φB)− g2
(θAB
2
)
+
5
2
(
∂ θB
2
g
(θAB
2
))2
cos 2φB − 5
2
(
∂ θA
2
g
(θAB
2
))2
cos 2φA −
g(θAB)
(3
4
sin (φA − φB) + ∂φBg(φAB)
)]}
,
with f(θAB) := cos θA cos θB and g(θAB) := sin θA sin θB. Player B’s payoff is
obtained from equation (3.4) by exchanging indexes A and B (i = A,B). In
Fig. 33, we plot the players’ payoffs as function of their strategies. We obtain a
payoff distribution for which the solution criteria can be evaluated in order to find
equilibrium strategies [172]; the classical solution criteria remain valid in the quan-
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Figure 33: Players payoffs and Nash inequality for the quantum PD game. (
a) Alice and ( b) Bob’s payoff functions for the initial mixed-separable-discorded
state ρin(p = 1/3) as function of the strategy space; (Qˆ, Qˆ), with Qˆ = Uˆ(0, pi/2),
is the quantum strategy that removes the dilemma. ( c) The left-hand-side value in
equation (3.5), ∆piA, is plotted as a function of the players strategies and the mea-
surement parameter δ. The Nash inequality takes positive values almost anywhere
the surface, except at the red region below the black curve; e.g, for the particular
strategy (Dˆ, Qˆ), the inequality is not satisfied for δ < δ∗ = arcsin(1/7). Since p is
just a global factor in equation (3.5), this behaviour holds even for input states with
zero entanglement.
tum context, and thus we introduce a (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy, with Qˆ = Uˆ(0, pi/2), that
removes the choice problem in the PD game [160]. This result arises ‘naturally’ by
fixing δ = pi/2 and p = 1 at both the input state and the measurement stage of our
protocol. A thorough examination of the payoff functions, equation (3.4), reveals
that whilst p controls the magnitude of the players’ payoff, δ modifies the shape of
their distributions. This demonstrates that our local input state (p ≤ 1/3) keeps
unaffected the equilibrium properties of the quantum version of the PD game as
shown in Fig. 33(a) and (b) for the particular case p = 1/3 and δ = pi/2. We then
ask what happens to the Nash Equilibrium if both p and δ are modified at a given
time, for which we next compute the corresponding Nash inequality.
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Nash equilibria of the game.
In a finite game of normal form {N, {Si}ni=0, {pii}ni=1}, a strategy chain s∗ is NE
to the i-th player if and only if pii(s∗i , s∗−i) ≥ pii(si, s∗−i), ∀si ∈ Si, where Si is the
strategy space of player i, and pi denotes the payoff function. We evaluate this
criterion with respect to the quantum strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ), and for player A we obtain
∆piA := piA(Qˆ, Qˆ)− piA(si, Qˆ) (3.5)
= p
[
sin δ
(
1 + cos2
θA
2
cos 2φA +
5
2
sin2
θA
2
)
+
cos θA − 1
4
]
≥ 0.
Note that piA(Uˆ , Uˆ) ≡ piA(θi, φi, p, δ). We reach the same result for ∆piB. This
inequality does not depend on the value of p, and hence it holds even for zero
entanglement input states; since we are interested in the quantum case, p = 0 is
discarded. Thus, δ becomes a crucial factor when deciding whether this Nash
inequality is satisfied. We highlight the novelty of the result equation (3.5): the
quantum advantage, here reported, does not require neither the maximal entangle-
ment condition δ = pi/2 (nor any E > 0 at all), nor that of nonlocality to be fulfilled;
instead, the quantum strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ) is a NE when the player A moves its strategy
from Cˆ to Dˆ, for sin δ ≥ f(θ) = (1 − cos θ)/(11 − 3 cos θ). For the specific
strategy (Dˆ, Qˆ), the critical value δ∗ is given by sin δ∗ = f(pi) = 1/7, as explicitly
shown in Fig. 33(c). For clarity, in Fig. 34(a) we plot the player A’s payoff for the
particular (Qˆ, Qˆ) (brown-upper) and (Dˆ, Qˆ) (blue-lower) strategies, in terms of the
entanglement δ and mixing p parameters. The vertical-dashed line on the p = 1
plane marks the critical δ∗ at which the dominant strategy, i.e., the strategy giving a
NE, changes. Hence, two regions arise for any p > 0: i) δ ≥ δ∗ = sin−1(1/7), the
quantum strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ) is the NE and Pareto optimal such that the choice dilemma
is removed as can be seen for piA in Fig. 34(b); ii) δ < sin−1(1/7), the game does not
present a strict NE but two at (Qˆ, Dˆ) and (Dˆ, Qˆ), the payoff for player A is greater
when choosing the former rather than the latter strategy, as shown in Fig. 34(c) (the
opposite arises for player B–not shown). This asymmetry implies again a choice
problem in the game such that the dilemma is not removed in this region. Figures
34(b) and (c) have been obtained for p = 1/3, and show that the advantage over any
classical strategy is still achieved for separable states.
We stress that the quantum advantage in the PD game, here reported, is not a
consequence of entanglement at the input state of the game. In general, as long as
ρin(p) can be generated, the quantum solution for removing the prisoners’ dilemma
is achieved. This means that, for these particular input states, the quantum advantage
in the non-zero sum game has been extended to a more general kind of quantum
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Figure 34: Nash equilibrium analysis for the Werner-like initial state: ( a)
Player A’s payoffs for (Qˆ, Qˆ) (brown-upper), and (Dˆ, Qˆ) (blue-lower) strategies as
functions of both the entanglement δ and the mixing p parameters. The black-solid
curve at p = 1 shows the behaviour of the Nash equilibrium before and after the
critical point δ∗ = sin−1(1/7) (vertical-dashed line). Strategies space profile for
player A payoffs with ( b) δ = 0.2 > δ∗, and ( c) δ = 0.05 < δ∗ for the mixed input
state ρin(p = 1/3).
correlations, beyond entanglement, here quantified by the quantum discord. This
is indeed emphasized, as mentioned above, by the quantum properties displayed by
the states equation (3.3), as plotted in Fig. 32(c) for δ = pi/2. Indeed, for p ≤ pL,
ρin(p) is local; furthermore, if the resource states p ≤ 1/3, then the input states are
local-separable and not related whatsoever to either entanglement or nonlocality.
In Fig. 32(c), we also find that discord is present in the whole p-region 0 < p ≤ 1.
This said, a new question arises: how essential is quantum discord as a resource
for the quantum advantage here reported? To address this question, we extend our
analysis to input states with a more general structure, as given by ρin(p, δ).
Generalisation to input states ρin(p, δ).
If we now control the input state degree of correlations by varying δ in equation (3.3),
Nash inequality holds as follows: for the strategy (Dˆ, Qˆ) (or equivalently, for
(Qˆ, Dˆ)), ∆piA := p2 (−3 + 5 cos 2δ1) ≥ 0, and for the strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ), ∆piA :=
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Figure 35: Payoffs for general states ρin(p, δ): ( a) the control of the initial state
correlations, and J˜ (δ) imply thresholds at δ1 = sin−1
√
1/5, and δ2 = sin−1
√
2/5,
( b) strategies reaching the Nash equilibrium in the regions defined by δ1 and δ2.
p
2
(1− 5 cos 2δ2) ≥ 0. Three regions arise, as indicated in Figs. 35(a) and 35(b),
by means of δ1 = sin−1
√
1/5, and δ2 = sin−1
√
2/5. The payoff for the players
in the (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy will be constant in the same way that for the (Dˆ, Dˆ) strategy.
This behaviour is crucial for values greater than δ2 because the Nash equilibrium is
reached, and the dilemma is removed. The key parameters δ1 and δ2 obtained here
for the considered mixed states coincide with those reported by Du et al. [169] for
just pure states. This is because p only affects the size but not the shape of the payoff
functions. For example, by computing the Nash inequality for A’s payoff in the
(Qˆ, Qˆ) and (Dˆ, Qˆ) strategies, p holds as a global parameter and does not affect the
bounds of the inequality. Finally, we show that by considering theW-l states ρin(p)
and just controlling the degree of correlations in the final operator J˜ (δ), we reach the
quantum advantage which removes the game dilemma for δ values smaller than those
reported before [169], and, crucially, δ∗ < δ2, even for separable states. For the sake
of completeness, we analyse the quantum advantage in the PD game, i.e., the two
regions defined by the δ2 bound, from which the quantum (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy removes
the dilemma, in terms of the quantum properties of the input ρin(p, δ) states. We plot
the entanglement of formation (Fig. 36(a)), non-locality given by CHSH inequality
violation, k-copy nonlocality (SA) [176], and activation through tensoring and local
filtering [177] (NL Act.) (Fig. 36(b)), and quantum discord (Fig. 36(c)), all of them
as functions of the correlation δ, and mixing p parameters (see the Methods section
for definitions). We distinguish two principal regions in Fig. 36: Region I (δ ≥ δ2,
and p ≤ pL, upper left rectangles) in which it is possible to find local-entangled
states, and more interestingly, separable states which are able to remove the choice
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Figure 36: Quantum properties of the input states ρin(p, δ) and quantum
advantage bound. As a function of δ and p, we plot: ( a) Entanglement of
Formation (E): the blue area represents the set of separable and therefore local
states, and all the states p ≤ pL ≈ 0.6009, as depicted by the vertical line p = pL,
are also local (for the joint correlation) [184]; these allow the identification of the
local-entangled (LE) region of states, ( b) non-locality (NL) properties: CHSH
inequality violation, k-copy nonlocality or superactivation (SA) of non-locality
(green-solid area), and activation of non-locality (NL Act.) through tensoring and
local filtering (cyan-solid area), and ( c) quantum discord (D): the Region I (δ ≥ δ2,
p ≤ pL, upper left rectangles) spans non-zero discord states that even though local,
allow a quantum advantage; the Region II (δ < δ2, p > pL, lower right rectangles)
portrays non-local and local non-zero discord states for which the choice dilemma is
not removed. The bound δ ≥ δ2 = sin−1
√
2/5, for which the quantum advantage
holds, is depicted by a horizontal red-dashed line.
dilemma as they admit the quantum (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy to be the NE and Pareto optimal
(see Fig. 35). This implies that there exist local quantum states that can be seen as a
powering resource for performing quantum strategies that outperform any possible
classical strategy in a PD game. In Region II (δ < δ2, and p > pL, lower right
rectangles), there are states with different nonlocal properties (Fig. 36(a) and (b))
admitting no quantum advantage for removing the choice dilemma in the PD game.
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It is worth pointing out that the nonlocal properties here analysed are bounded by
entanglement, i.e., all of them cover sets of states smaller than or equal to the one
representing the entangled states. On the other hand, Fig. 36(c) clearly shows that
even for some discord-correlated states, the dilemma is not removed in this region,
hence explicitly showing the existence of non-zero discord states that exhibit no
quantum advantage. Thus, discord on its own cannot be regarded as a fundamental
measure (beyond entanglement) that underpins the quantum advantage.
Figure 37: Experimental setup to demonstrate the local quantum advantage
in the PD game. Dashed boxes: ( a) protocol that generates the input states starting
from |V V 〉: a Werner state is created and successive applications of an X and
a pi-phase gates lead to ρin(p) (equation (3.3)), ( b) the individual action of the
players on each qubit, UˆA and UˆB, ( c) implementation of the quantum operations
pi/2-phase shift, C-NOT, e−i δ2Y · Z, C-NOT, pi/2-phase shift (Y and Z are the
usual Pauli gates), ( d) the standard tomography protocol to reconstruct the final
state which gives the players payoffs, ( e) expected tomographies and player A’s
payoffs for separable (p = 1/3), local-entangled (p = 1/2 ≤ pL), and non-local
(p = 0.85 > pNL = 1/
√
2) input states; δ = pi/2, and chosen strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ).
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3.3 Experimental proposal for demonstrating the locally-correlated quantum
advantage.
The described quantum PD game based on local input states can be experimentally
tested, e.g., by optical means. In Fig. 37 we give a setup that uses an optical
encoding of horizontal (|H〉) and vertical (|V 〉) polarisation states as qubits. The
experimental process is divided into four main steps: preparation of the initial state
(Fig. 37(a)), setting the players’ strategies (Fig. 37(b)), tailoring a quantum operation
on the output state (Fig. 37(c)), and detection of the game’s result via quantum state
tomography (Fig. 37(d)). In Fig. 37(a), a laser beam is sent, through a linear polariser
defining the input, to the first nonlinear crystal (BBO-β barium borate type I) as |H〉.
After the first BBO crystal the state holds |V V 〉, we then use a couple of half-wave
plates (HWP) rotated azimuthally θ = pi/8 to apply a Hadamard gate to each qubit
such that |V 〉 is transformed into 1√
2
(|H〉 − |V 〉), and hence a superposition of all
basis states is generated [61]. Sequentially, a birefringent environment (a set of
quartz or BBO plates) is applied to each photon path and tuned to the maximum
decoherence, which only affects the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix [41,
54, 61], thus setting the state ρ1 = I/4. After the first BBOcrystal, the non-converted
remaining light is transformed into 1√
2
(|H〉+ |V 〉) by a HWP and pre-compensated
through a quarter-wave plate (QWP), then directing it to a second set of BBOs which
comprises a couple of crystals with mutually-perpendicular optical axes to create a
maximally entangled state [64]. By combining the rays that passed through the first
and second BBOs, the Werner state ρ = p|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−| + 1−p
4
I is produced, where
|Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|HV 〉 − |V H〉) is a Bell basis state. We next apply a σx-gate to the
upper path through a HWP with θ = pi/4 as a rotating angle, thus transforming
|Ψ−〉 into the |Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|HH〉+ |V V 〉) Bell state. Then, a pi/2-phase shift gate is
applied to the lower path using a QWP with θ = 0 and hence producing ρin(p, pi/2)
(equation (3.3)), the input state of our quantum PD game. Here, p can be tailored
by allowing control of the intensity ratio between the converted light in the first
BBO and the converted light in the second BBOs [61]: 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 could be tuned
by adjusting the rotation angle of a linear polariser with respect to its optical axis
located on the unconverted path just after the first BBO; p can then bemeasured from
the total irradiance (IT ) after the second conversion, and the partial irradiance (IP )
of the light converted in the first BBO, as p = IT−IP
IT
. Thus, the local ρ(p = 1/3)
input state can be achieved by setting IP = 2IT/3.
Figure 37(b) implements the actions of the players (operator Uˆi in equation (3.2)) by
means of a set of wave plates, where the phaseφ corresponds to the retarding angle of
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each plate, i.e., φ = pi for a HWP, and φ = pi/2 for a QWP. The angle θ corresponds
to the perpendicular rotation of the centre half wave plates, referred to their optical
axis. In Fig. B1, we use a special kind ofwave plate that does not have a defined angle
φ, the so-called tunable wave plate (TWP), which allows us to generate 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi.
In Fig. 37(c) we start from the output state ρout (Fig. 32(b)) generated in the previous
step. To test the NE inequality, equation (3.5), we apply a phase gate by means of
a QWP on the lowermost path, and resort to the use of a quantum Controlled-NOT
gate which comprises a set of three partially polarised beam splitters (PPBS) [185–
188], where the two PPBS1s completely transmit the photons with |H〉 and 1/3 of
the |V 〉 polarisation, while the PPBS2 completely reflects |V 〉 and 1/3 of the |H〉
polarisation. Then, a HWP with θ = − δ
4
acts as a controller of the δ parameter
over the control output of the first C-NOT gate (uppermost path), and additionally,
a symmetrical arrangement of another C-NOT, and a QWP(θ = 0) completes the
quantum operator J˜ (δ). Finally, the measurement process is depicted in Fig. B1(d);
a standard quantum state tomography protocol [100], which requires a set of 16
measures is performed in order to obtain the final state of the system and the result
of the game.
In Fig. 37(e), we have performed a numerical experiment in order to obtain the
Alice’s payoffs based on the local-separable ρin(p = 1/3), local-entangled ρin(p =
1/2), and the non-local ρin(p = 0.85) states, for the (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy. In so doing, we
have considered the following feasible experimental parameters: laser wavelength
λ = 351 nm, converted central wavelength λ0 = 702 nm, retardation length 153λ0
and 306λ0, spectral bandwidth ∆λ = 10 nm, and birefringent plates with a constant
difference of pi/2 between them for their rotation angles. These simulations are in
excellent agreement with the result that is obtained by simply following the abstract
circuit of Fig. 32(b). We would like to stress that the main contribution of this
work is that the “prisoner’s dilemma quantum advantage" is achieved in the three
different considered scenarios, regardless the nonlocal or entanglement features of
the considered quantum input states. Thus, the mentioned experiment is currently
a proposal. This said, it is amenable to experimental demonstration with currently
available quantum optics and Information technologies (e.g., see appendix B for a
description).
3.4 Discussion
Purely local and/or separable input quantum states have been harnessed as a resource
in the PD game, and we have shown that such a strategy gives a clear advantage
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over the original bipartite non-zero sum game that makes use of just classical
resources. In particular, we have also shown that neither entanglement nor any
nonlocal property is strictly required at the input of the game in order to achieve a
quantum (Qˆ, Qˆ) strategy that removes the PD dilemma and hence outperforms any
classical strategy. First, our results have been explored for Werner-like states with
known nonlocal properties, but also extended to a more general class of correlation-
parameter-dependent states (equation (3.3)). Second, we have shown that within
the set of discord-correlated states, there exist some states for which the PD choice
problem is not removed, thus implying that quantum discord is neither a necessary
condition for achieving the above-described quantum advantage. These results
point out the interesting and relevant role played by separable quantum states (and
therefore locality) when designing quantum strategies that outperform those based
on classical resources, and suggest that such a key resource actually arises from basic
quantum interference mechanisms, i.e., quantum coherence, whose description as a
physical resource is a rapidly growing conceptual development [189].
Even though we have focused in the PD version in which both players choose their
strategies from the particular set of two-parameter strategies (Eq. (2)), we next
demonstrate that our findings can be extended to more general scenarios [180, 181,
183]. In the case of a three-parameter set of strategies, it is known that there is no
pure strategy being a Nash equilibrium because for every strategy of Alice, there
exists a counterstrategy available for Bob [178]. However, it is possible to have a
mixed strategy Nash equilibrium that is non unique [180]. If we assume that Alice
and Bob can carry out the following set of strategies [180, 183]
U(θ, φ, ψ) =
(
eiφ cos (θ/2) ieiψ sin (θ/2)
ie−iψ sin (θ/2) e−iφ cos (θ/2)
)
, (3.6)
they can reach a mixed equilibriumwhen Alice choosesU(0, 0, ψ) andU(0, pi/2, ψ)
with the same probability, and Bob chooses U(pi, φ, 0) and U(pi, φ, pi/2) with the
sameprobability [180, 183]. Despite the lack of uniqueness of the above equilibrium,
a unique equilibrium can be found by applying the local point effect [190]. However,
our main aim is to show that our findings can be extended to this scenario and that
the major analysis on the role of quantum (e.g. Bell non-local, entangled local, or
just local) correlations holds. For doing so, we demonstrate that the optimality of
the mixed quantum strategies with respect to the classical strategies behave in the
same way as for the case of the two-parameter strategy considered above.
Assuming that Alice and Bob choose the aforementioned quantum mixed strategies
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and apply them to our initial input state ρin(p, δ), Alice’s payoff becomes:
piA(M
Quan
A ,M
Quan
B ) =
1
4
(9− 4p− 5p cos (2δ)) , (3.7)
whereMQuanA = {12 , 12 , U(0, 0, ψ), U(0, pi/2, ψ)} and
MQuanB = {12 , 12 , U(pi, φ, 0), U(pi, φ, pi/2)}. Now, assuming that Alice decides to
play the classical mixed strategyMClassA = {12 , 12 , Cˆ, Dˆ} instead of the above quan-
tum mixed strategy, while Bob keeps his quantum movement, it is straightforward
to show that the inequality ∆piA = piA(MQuanA ,M
Quan
B ) − piA(MClassA ,MQuanB ) ≥ 0
leads to
p
4
(
1− 3 cos2 δ) ≥ 0. (3.8)
This comparison between the quantum mixed strategies and the classical one shows
that the new payoff inequality does not depend on the input state parameter p.
Hence, our findings regarding the actual role played by quantum (local or non-local)
correlations in game behaviour remain valid for this more general scenario. Finally,
we remark that a description of the focal equilibrium available in the considered
three-parameter strategy is beyond the scope of this work and is left as a further
development for the interested reader.
The simulated experiment for computing the tomography of the final states of the
game, as well as their associated payoff functions (Fig. B1), show that our find-
ings are amenable (although not restricted) to being tested with current photonics
technology, as the involved optical devices follow well established, achievable lab-
oratory parameters. We stress that since our PD protocol makes use of disentangled
states as captured by equation (3.3), their optical generation, via the component
ρ′ = |ψin(δ)〉 〈ψin(δ)| of the mixed state ρin(p, δ), can be facilitated by the fact that
‘imperfect’ W-l states are more likely to be obtained in the laboratory, in addition
to the fact that different (p, δ)-states can be achieved by varying the tilt angle of the
second BBO, and by modifying the length of the compensator plates in Fig. B1,
thus facilitating the photon interferometry here devised to demonstrate the quantum
advantage.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
A general finite-dimensional bipartiteAB system is represented by a density matrix
or quantum state ρ ∈ D(CdA ⊗ CdB), with dA, dB ≥ 2, where D(H) := {ρ ∈
PSD(H)|Tr(ρ) = 1} stands for the set of density matrices of the complex Hilbert
space H, with PSD the set of positive semidefinite complex matrices, i.e., the
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matrices ρ such that ∀ |φ〉 ∈ H : 〈φ| ρ |φ〉 ≥ 0. Here, we focus on the quantum
properties of our two-qubit input states ρin(δ, p) as shown in Fig. 36, where we have
emphasised the locality region (p ≤ pL) which is limited by the value pL ≈ 0.6009
(vertical line), according to the best known bound [184]. This locality means that
a Hidden Variable Model can be found to reproduce the same joint correlation of
Alice and Bob Tr(A⊗BρAB) predicted by quantum mechanics, whereA andB are
observables on the state of Alice and Bob, respectively [184]. The aforementioned
nonlocal quantum features of the input states plotted in Fig. 36 for performing the
PD game are described in the section C.1 and appendix A.
We remark that we have mainly focused on generating the sufficient conditions for
the purely quantum strategy (Qˆ, Qˆ) to solve the dilemma in a realistic scenario.
This is why we consider an initial state perturbed by a white noise, as well as a non
maximally entangled measurement basis. Furthermore, we extend our discussion to
the more general case in which not only the entanglement of the measurement basis
is varied, but also the entanglement in the ρ′ component of the input state, i.e., we
consider the variation of the same correlation parameter δ at both the beginning and
the end of the PD game. Related results for the threshold in the NE inequality have
been reported [191], but for some restricted input entangled states.
The experimental confirmation of quantum behaviors as the here described re-
quires the exploration of physical systems promising to build hardware structure for
quantum processing. However, the identification of systems with reliable quantum
properties needs the characterization of the physical capabilities which will be tun-
ing the quantum states within it,e.g., the photoexcitation process in nanostructure
complexes. Hence, on the analysis of perovskites systems and the photophysical
characterization as reliable tools for this tasks, the next part of this document will
be focused.
Part II
Coherence and correlations in
perovskites systems
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C h a p t e r 4
PHOTOPHYSICS OF THE HYBRID HALIDE ORGANOMETAL
PEROVSKITE STRUCTURE
Clarification Note
Before the implementation of a single photon source with structured materials
such as perovskites, first, it is necessary to identify the physical characteristics that
make this material suitable for such a development. In this chapter we study the
Methilamonium halide perovskite by focusing on its photoluminescence (PL) under
the presence of: aceptor materials such as PCBM, electric field, and excess of iodine
ions. All this aims to understanding the correlation between the PL response and
the structure of the material.
This chapter incorporates the results of two published papers to which I mainly
contributed with the realization and analysis of the PL measurements, under the
supervision of Dr. Richard Hildner, from the University of Bayreuth. These
experimental test were related with the real-time observation of ions movement, the
blinking, the confocal observation, and the combination of the IS technique with PL
visualisation with the support of A. Guerrero and J. Bisquert of different number
of samples under study. The Huettner AG (Cheng Li, Yu Zhong, Anna Gräser)
prepare different the samples used and the micro-lithography for the electrodes
over the perovskite film, the Anna Köhler AG (Thomas Unger, Kostantin Deichsel)
perfomed the measurement of PL quenching under the iodine atmosphere, and the
experimental estimation of the parameters of the Perovskite based solar cell.
4.1 Introduction:
Blinking-Intermittency Process and Ions Movement in Perovskites Films
The unprecedented development of solution-processed inorganic-organic halide
organometal perovskite-based solar cells (e.g.,CH3NH3PbI3−xClx andCH3NH3PbI3),
with power conversion efficiency (PCE) evolving from 3.8% [192] to 20.1% [193],
has proposed the characterization of these materials as a significant breakthrough in
the last few years [104, 105]. A number of different methods are employed, ranging
from crystallographic study [194, 195], photo-physical investigation [139, 196, 197],
to electrical characterisation [198, 199], etc. Currently, both scientific and techni-
cal interests concentrate on the further improvement of the PCE and decrease the
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energy loss during the light conversion process approaching the Shockley-Queisser
Limit [200–203]. Nonetheless, not only by the highly promising performance for
optoelectronic applications, such as solar cells, light-emitting diodes, lasers, among
others, wewill investigate the Inorganic-organic halide organometal perovskites, But
also, by their potential applications on the quantum information scenario preparing
as a reliable single-photon source towards the experimental realization of quantum
protocols. However, the little knowledge on the underlying photophysics, espe-
cially on a microscopic scale, hampers the further improvement of devices based on
perovskite structures [104, 204, 205].
Among various characterisation approaches, it is well known that the PCE of solar
cells is correlated with its photoluminescence (PL) property, which is an indication
of the charge carrier recombination pathways [206]. Briefly, the charge carrier
recombination is considered as a combined process of (1) trap/defects-assisted (first
order) (2) electron-hole bimolecular (second order) and (3) Auger recombination
(third order)[207, 208]. To achieve the ideal maximum PCE, or the Shockley-
Queisser Limit, [209] the device has to perform as a “good radiator”,[210] that is,
to maximise the radiative bimolecular recombination based on the detailed balance
model. In reality, perovskites have demonstrated outstanding performance in the
applications such as light emitting diodes[211] and lasers.[104, 212] Nevertheless,
the appearance of dark areas, or PL inactive domains in perovskite films, have been
reported.[213–218] These dark areas in PL images indicate the existence of non-
radiative recombination pathways, which are detrimental to the energy conversion
and can be passivated by chemical treatment.[208, 213, 219] Recently more and
more evidence demonstrates that this non-radiative recombination is associated
with the migration/segregation of ions in the film.[217, 220] Therefore, the study of
ionic dynamic becomes an emergent issue.
Although individual perovskite nanoparticles have been intensively studied by con-
focal PLmicroscopy [221–223], the knowledge on the perovskite film (i.e., ensemble
of perovskite subdomains on films as grains) [224] is still far from being fully under-
stood. This is mainly due to the complex boundary conditions, broad distribution
of particle sizes and trap sites [214]. In this chapter, by one side both conventional
PL characterisation and the spatial-temporally-resollved PL imaging is applied to
investigate perovskite films, revealing the possible factors hindering PCE towards
the Shockley-Queisser limit. Other authors have been related these observations
to the presence of ions/ defects, however, the underlying fundamental physics and
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Figure 41: (a) Current density-voltage (J-V) curve of a perovskite solar cell under
AM 1.5G illumination, with the structure depicted in upper part. (b) Schematic
diagram of a confocal PL imaging microscopy. (c) SEM image of a perovskite film
on a glass substrate. (d) PL image of the perovskite film (not the same area). The
excitation source is a 532 nm pulse laser with an intensity of ∼40 mW/cm2, the
exposure time is 50 ms on CCD camera.
the detailed microscopic processes concerning to trap/defect status, ion migration,
etc., still poorly understood. In this sense, we employ correlated wide-field PL mi-
croscopy and impedance spectroscopy (IS) on perovskite films to in-situ investigate
both the spatial and temporal evolution of these PL inactive areas under external
electrical fields.
We attribute the formation of PL inactive domains to themigration and accumulation
of iodine ions under external fields. Hence we are able to characterise the kinetic
processes and determine the drift velocities of these ions. In addition, we show
that I2 vapor directly affects the PL quenching of a perovskite film, which provides
evidence that the migration/segregation of iodide ions plays an important role in
the PL quenching and consequently limits the PCE of organo-metal halide based
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perovskite photovoltaic devices.
Ultrafast spectroscopy has gained success on characterisation of the charge car-
rier generation/recombination process (∼ ns timescale or even faster) in per-
ovskites.[206, 224] However, the contribution of ions/defects with timescales of
∼ 10 s is still not fully elucidated.[139, 218, 225] In this chapter, correlated wide-
field PL imaging microscopy [217, 226] and impedance spectroscopy (IS) [227–
229] serve as a powerful tool to investigate the ionic/electronic dynamic process in
perovskite films. Furthermore, we demonstrate a method which allows to directly
visualise the migration of ions within a perovskite film.
4.2 Experimental Methods
This research considers a wide range of methods from the fabrication of a solar cell
and a thin film of perovskite to the optical characterization, these are briefly in the
following described. The description of the PL Imaging Experiment is expanded,
differently from the published version, to give an additional technical detail.
Objective
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Figure 42: Sketch of the experimental setup. The light crossing through a telescope
arrangement which acts as a spatial filter via the pinhole involved; the beam is
then directed toward the sample, crossing first a dichroic mirror which reflects the
wavelength of the illumination and allows the passing of the fluorescence. The 70
% of the fluorescence from the sample is focused in a CCD camera to follow the
PL behavior. The remaining 30% could be employed in the spectrum and lifetime
measurements.
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Figure 43: Pictures of the experimental setup. This involves: (a) laser illumina-
tion with a picoseconds pulsed laser (LDH-C-450B or LDH-P-FA 530L) crossing
through a shutter (ST1), (b) a telescope array of lenses (L1 and L2) to collimate the
beam, and a Neutral Density Filter Wheel (FW1) to control the intensity. The height
of the optical path is varied with a periscope (PE1), and put into a diaphragm (D1)
and a spatial filter with two lenses (L3 and L4) and a pinhole (PH1) with 40 µm
diameter; (c) the coherent light sent to the microscope holder is addressed through a
set of mirrors (M3, M4, M5) and focused with bi-convex lens (L5) in the chamber.
We focused the light on the sample with an immersion oil 60Xmicroscope objective;
(d) the 70% of the light emission from the sample is focused on the CCD camera
with a biconvex lens (L6); finally, (e) the 30% of the remaining light is focused to
the spectrometer with a Beam Splitter (BS) and a biconvex lens (L7).
Perovskite Solar Cell Fabrication
Perovskite solar cells Device Fabrication and Characterisation. CH3NH3I (MAI)
was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI) company, and Spiro-OMeTAD
(2,2’,7,7’-Tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluorene) was pur-
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chased from Merck company. All the other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and were used as received.
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (F : SnO2) transparent conducting glasses were cut and
patterned by Zn power and HCl solution. FTO glasses were washed with acetone,
2% hellmanex diluted in deionized water, deionized water and isopropanol succes-
sively for 10 min each. Then by spraying a solution of Titanium diisopropoxide
bis(acetylacetonate) (0.6 mL) in ethanol (21.4 mL) at 450°C for 90 min in ambient
atmosphere, a compact TiO2 layer (∼ 50 nm) was deposited.
MAI and lead chloride (PbCl2) (3:1 molar ratio) was dissolved in anhydrous N,N-
Dimethylformamide (DMF). Then, this precursor solution was spin-coated on the
TiO2/FTO substrates at 3000 rpm for 60 s. After drying for approximately 30
min, the as-spun films were annealed at 100°C for 90 min. Following that, Spiro-
OMeTAD solution was prepared by dissolving 72.3 mg Spiro-OMeTAD, 26.3 µL
Lithium-bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI) solution (520 mg Li-TFSI in
1 mL acetonitrile), and 43.2 µL 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 mL chlorobenzene. This
hole transport layer (HTL) was deposited by spin-coating at 4000 rpm for 30 s. All
device fabrication steps were carried out within a nitrogen gas filled glovebox. The
whole of the device was exposed in a dry box (ambient atmosphere with humidity <
5%) for more than 12h. Finally, a 150 nm silver electrode was deposited by thermal
evaporation in a chamber with a pressure of approximately 1 × 10−6 mbar. The
effective electrode area was 9 mm2 or 16 mm2.
J-V measurements were performed under inert environment with a Keithley 2400
source measure unit under 100 mW/cm2 illumination from an AM 1.5 solar simu-
lator. The active area of 4 mm2 and 9 mm2 were defined by the overlap of a black
mask aperture area, the FTO and the evaporated top electrode. The light intensity
was calibrated before by a Silicon detector. There was no pre-biasing process. The
scanning speed is 0.9 V/s.
Perovskite Film Fabrication for PL Experiment
CH3NH3I (MAI) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI Deutschland
GmbH, Eschborn, Germany), and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received. Glass substrates were washed and cleaned with
acetone and isopropanol for 10 min each in ultrasonic baths. Then, these glass sub-
strates were treated within an ozone chamber for approximately 10 min. Following
that, in a nitrogen glovebox (both water and oxygen less than 10 ppm), the per-
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ovskite precursor, i.e., MAI and PbCl2 (3:1) in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF), was spin-coated on glass substrates at 3000 rpm for 60 s. Then, these
as-spun films were annealed at 100°C in the nitrogen atmosphere for 60 min. Sub-
sequently, 20 mg/mL phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) dissolved in
chlorobenzene were coated on the film at 2000 rpm for 30 s as a quencher layer. In
the end, 40 mg/mL poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) dissolved in butyl acetate
(anhydrous, 99%) was spin-coated on the perovskite film at 2000 rpm for 60 s act-
ing as a protection layer. For the experiment of PL imaging under electrical field,
perovskite film on glasses were transferred into an evaporation chamber with pres-
sure of 1 × 10−6 mbar, and ∼ 100 nm thickness of gold was deposited by thermal
evaporation through a shadow mask. The electrode distance was 200 µm and the
interdigitating electrode geometry provided a ratio between channel width W and
length L,W/L of 500.
PL Imaging Experiment:
The setup used for PL imaging of perovskite films was based on a home-built
confocal microscope, see Fig.42 and Fig.43. The sample was illuminated by a laser
with wavelength of either 450 or 532 nm (LDH-C-450B or LDH-P-FA 530L, 20
MHz repetition rate, 70 ps pulse duration, Picoquant), resulting in excitation of free
charge carriers. The laser is cleaned with an spacial filter formed by a couple of
achromat lenses and a pinhole with a diameter ∼ 0.66λ/2NA with λ as the central
wavelength of the laser.
The excitation power can be controlled by neutral density attenuation filters and was
set to ≈ 40mWcm−2 in the sample plane. The laser light was spatially filtered
and directed to the microscope, which was equipped with an infinity-corrected
high-numerical-aperture oil-immersion objective (60×, numerical aperture of 1.45,
Olympus). The perovskite film was placed in the focal plane of the objective
lens, and the sample position was controlled by a piezostage (Tritor 102 SG, from
piezosystem Jena) with a resolution of 0.1µm. An additional lens (wide-field lens)
was flipped into the excitation beam path to focus the laser light into the back focal
plane of the microscope objective. This allowed for illumination of a large area with
≈ 60 µm diameter in the sample plane.
The PL signal was collected by the same objective, passed a long-pass filter (LP 467
-OD 6 or LP545 -OD 6, AHF) to suppress residual laser light, and was imaged onto
a CCD camera (Orca-ER, Hamamatsu). This home-built system is able to measure
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lifetimes of fluorescent emissions limited only by the laser repetition rate to process
up to 50 ns of duration. This temporal measurement is achieve with the synchro-
nization between the laser trigger and the avalanche photodiode (APD) countig,
and a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system (Timeharp200, pi-
coquant). The TCSPC system measures the intensity of the process detected by
the APD delayed to the laser trigger for consecutive delays to construct a histogram
which represents the
For electric field dependent measurement, the PL was recorded with a constant
20 V DC voltage being applied between the Au electrodes. We have done an
estimation on the noise level of the PL intensity measurement as follows. The laser
power stability is better than 3% (r.m.s.); to be conservative, we use 3% in the
following, i.e., SLaser = 0.03. The CCD’s dark current amounts to 0.03 electrons
per pixel per second, i.e., with the used exposure times of < 100 ms, this dark
current is < 0.003 electron per pixel per exposure. As will be clear from the
numbers calculated below, this dark current is negligible and will not be considered
further. The readout noise of the CCD-camera is 8 electrons (r.m.s.). The measured
and displayed signals are given in AD counts (i.e., after signal amplification and
Analog-Digital conversion). The resulting conversion factor is 4.6 electrons per
AD count according to the manufacturer. Finally, the created electrons have to
be converted into detected photons to estimate the photon shot noise contributing
to the signal. In the emission range of the samples around 800 nm, the quantum
efficiency of the CCD amounts to 30%. For the data shown in Figure 46 b,d, we
estimate the noise level in the high signal regime starting at around 100 s. Here,
the average signal is 2200 AD counts, corresponding to 10, 120 electrons or 33, 700
photons. For the readout noise, we then obtain SCCD = 0.0008. From the number
of detected photons, the shot noise is SShot = 0.005. Hence, in total, the noise
level is s =
√
S2Laser + S
2
CCD + S
2
Shot = 0.03, which translates into 67 AD counts.
Comparing this noise level to the observed signal fluctuations of about ±150 AD
counts in Figure 46d, it is clear that these fluctuations cannot arise from noise. For
the data shown in Figure 47, the situation is slightly different: using the displayed
AD counts of around 500 in the high signal regime starting around 80 s, we obtain
a noise level of 16 AD counts following the same procedure as above. Hence,
in the presence of the PCBM quencher layer, the observed fluctuations are largely
determined by the noise level in these experiments.
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PLQE Measurements Under Iodine Atmosphere:
Photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) was taken using an integrating
sphere and a laser diode at a 485-nm wavelength (PicoQuant GmbH, Berlin, Ger-
many). The spectra are spectrally corrected for grating, charge-coupled device
(CCD) and fibre efficiencies. The Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting PL
transients are measured with a TCSPC setup (FluoTime 200, PicoQuant GmbH).
The excitation source was a pulsed laser diode with a 485-nm wavelength with 2- to
10-MHz repetition rate and a pulse duration of about 140 ps.
The PL of a perovskite film was measured under iodine atmosphere. For this, a
perovskite film was placed in an atmospherically sealed measuring chamber with
quartz glass windows. Before starting the measurement, we heated the chamber to
roughly 50°C using a heat-gun in order to prevent condensation of solid iodine onto
the windows and the perovskite film. The photoluminescence measurements under
iodine were performed using an 80 mW laser (PGL V-II) with a wavelength of 532
nm. The spectra were recorded using a spectrometer (QE Pro from Ocean Optics)
and matching optical fibre. A filter (OG 590 nm) was used to filter the emission
light.
Initially the PLwasmeasured under a pure nitrogen atmosphere to obtain a reference
value. Subsequently, a vial with solid iodine was connected to the gas inlet pipeline
and thus the chamber was filled with a mixed iodine/nitrogen atmosphere. Upon
connecting the iodine vapour, we measured a PL spectrum every 3 s to observe
the progress of the PL intensity. After the PL intensity stabilised on a lower level,
the iodine was disconnected from the gas pipeline and flushed the measurement
chamber with pure nitrogen.
Experimental Real-Time Observation Technique:
The Fig.41b depicts the schematic of a wide-field PL imagingmicroscope, a detailed
description has been reported previously [230]. The Fig.41c and Fig.44a illustrates
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a perovskite film on glass, while
Fig.41d is the PL image of the same film on a similar scale (yet not of the same
region). The SEM image in Fig.41c shows the perovskite film possesses densely
packed grains ranging from 100 nm to 800 nm in size, which is consistent with the PL
image (Fig.41d). We note that on the surface of the device, the spatial distribution
of the PL intensity is not uniform. This may be ascribed to the inhomogeneous
distribution of composition and defects. Note that it has been reported that the
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now, there is still lack of a general guideline and evaluation to characterize the quality of perovskite
films, especially at a microscopic scale.
Among various characterization approaches, photoluminescence (PL) measurements [6,11],
in particular wide-field PL imaging [12–15], have been demonstrated to be powerful tools to reveal
the underlying physics in perovskite materials, such as the distribution of defects, charge carrier
lifetimes, analyzing recombination processes, etc. In general, PL characteristics of perovskite films
are closely connected with its quality, in terms of the charge carrier lifetime and the recombination
pathway [16]. In detail, a slow PL decay, or long carrier lifetime, is associated with less unintentional
doping or defect states inside a domain, which lead to unfavorable non-radiative carrier recombination
pathways [14]. Charge carrier recombination is considered as a combination of (1) trap-/defect-assisted
(Shockley–Read–Hall recombination, via the sub-bandgap traps) (first order); (2) free electron-hole
bimolecular (second order) and (3) Auger recombination (third order) [17,18]. Among them, radiative
bimolecular recombination would be preferable as it facilitates approaching the maximum PCE,
i.e., the Shockley–Queisser limit [19].
Although individual perovskite nanoparticles have been intensively studied by confocal PL
microscopy [13,20,21], the knowledge on the perovskite film (i.e., ensemble of perovskite grains) [15]
is still far from being fully understood. This is mainly due to the complex boundary conditions, broad
distribution of particle sizes and trap sites [14]. In this communication, therefore, we apply both
conventional PL characterization and the spatially-/temporally-resolved PL imaging to investigate
perovskite films, revealing the possible factors hindering PCE towards the Shockley–Queisser limit.
2. Result and Discussion
The CH3NH3PbI3 xClx perovskite films, which are investigated in this communication,
are prepared by spin-coating of a mixed halide precursor solution (CH3NH3I:PbCl2 = (3:1)) on quartz
glass substrates, followed by a thermal annealing step in a nitrogen glovebox. The detailed fabrication
process has been described in previous work [22]. The morphology of the film is shown in Figure 1.
A uniform perovskite film is deposited on quartz substrate with only minor pinhole density due to
gas release during annealing [23] (Figure 1a). We also employ atomic force microscopy (AFM) to
investigate the microscopic structure of the film, shown in Figure 1b,c. It is evident that the perovskite
film is comprised of densely-packed grains, which are ranging from 100 nm to 800 nm in size.
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Figure 1. Morphology characteristics of a CH3NH3PbI3 xClx perovskite film. (a) Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image; (b) atomic force microscopy (AFM) morphology image; and (c) AFM phase
image. The color bar in (b) indicates height.
The UV-VIS optical absorption and PL spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 xClx perovskite thin film,
measuredwith commercial spectrophotometers at room temperature are shown in the inset of Figure 2a.
Figure 44: Morphology characteristics of a CH3NH3PbI3−xClx perovskite film.
(a) Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) image; (b) atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)
topography image; and (c) AFM phase image. The color bar in (b) indicates height.
presence of oxygen and moisture may result in a significant increase of the PL.
[230, 231] Here, to rule out the influence f ambient a mosphere, we depos t d a
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) layer with ∼ 200 nm thickness on top of the
perovskite film as a protection layer. In addition, the device was in direct contact
with the microscope immersion oil during the whole PL characterisation.
Impedance Spectroscopy:
The setup to measure impedance spectroscopy is similar to that described previ-
ously for PL analysis. However, in this case the DC voltage source to polarise the
sample was a potentiostat equipped with a frequency analyser (Zahner Potentiostat,
Zenium). A small AC perturbation was applied and the differential current output
was measured to calculate the impedance response. The frequency window was
kept small ranging between 10 kHz−100 mHz to minimize the measurement time.
Each frequency scan took less than 1 minute and a delay time of 5 minutes was used
between scans to carry out the PL measurements. The light source was turned off
after the PL measurement and the new IS scan was taken under dark conditions.
For measurements at a DC voltage of 2 V the delay time was reduced to 30 s and
this enabled the observation of the accumulation of ions at the interface. Alterna-
tively, devices where measured systematically under a range of applied bias using a
high sensitivity potentiostat (Autolab PGSTAT-30) to cover a lower frequency range
down to 5 mHz.
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Figure 45: (a) Current-Voltage (J–V) curve measurement of a perovskite solar cell.
The inset shows the photoluminescence (PL) and UV-VIS absorption spectra of a
perovskite film; (b) Time-resolved photoluminescence measurement on a perovskite
film with (red dots) and without (black dots) a PCBM quencher layer, together with
fit lines; (c) Photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) of a perovskite thin film
as a function of laser intensity. The inset shows the schematic of the device.
4.3 Analysis of Physical Properties
Blinking-Intermittency Process in Perovskites
TheCH3NH3PbI3−xClx perovskite films, were prepared by spin-coating of amixed
halide precursor solution(CH3NH3I : PbCl2 = (3 : 1)) on quartz glass substrates,
followed by a thermal annealing step in a nitrogen glovebox. The detailed fabrication
process has been described in previous work [232]. The morphology of the film is
shown in Fig. 44. A uniform perovskite film is deposited on quartz substrate with
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only minor pinhole density due to gas release during annealing [233] (Fig. 44a).
We also employ atomic force microscopy (AFM) to investigate the microscopic
structure of the film, shown in Fig. 44b, c. It is evident that the perovskite film is
composed of densely-packed grains, which are ranging from 100 nm to 800 nm in
size.
The UV-VIS optical absorption and PL spectra of CH3NH3PbI3−xClx perovskite
thin film recorded, with commercial spectrophotometers at room temperature are
shown in the inset of Fig. 45a. The absorption edge is located at around 769
nm, which is consistent with previous other works [211]. For the PL analysis, the
film is being excited by a 532-nm laser, and the emission peak is centred at around
780 nm. This small Stokes-shift (energy difference between optical absorption
and emission), is attributed to the small vibrational relaxation in perovskite[139].
Incorporating this perovskite film into a typical perovskite solar cell architecture
results in the performance shown in Fig.45a. From the light current-voltage (J-V)
curve measurement, we obtain the open circuit voltage Voc = 1.06V , short circuit
current Jsc = 182.9mA/cm2, fill factor FF = 62.3%, and a Power Conversion
Efficiency (PCE) calculated of 12.5%.
By monitoring the PL decay after photo-excitation, we can investigate the charge
carrier recombination kinetics. The Fig. 45b presents the normalised time-resolved
PL behaviour of this perovskite film under pulsed laser excitation at 485 nm, with and
without a phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) layer, respectively. The PL
decay of the pure perovskite film can not be described by a mono-exponential decay
but a power-law dependence. The best bi-exponential fit would give a dominant
short decay component of about 52 ns.
Solid lines in Fig. 45b represents the fits to bi-exponential decays, power-law decays
and to exponential decay. For the quenched PL decay with PCBM, a diffusion model
as describes by Stranks et al. [139] should actually be applied. Using for simplicity,
an exponential fit, a decay time of 15 ns is obtained. This result shows the action
of the quencher layer which enhances the free charge carrier recombination through
the decreasing of the diffusion length of the species created in the photo-excitation
process (free charge carriers and bound excitons). We also carry out steady-state
photoluminiscence quantum efficiency (PLQE) measurements [234] on perovskite
films with a PMMA layer as a function of the excitation intensity using a wavelength
of 485 nm to study the recombination. As shown in Fig.45c, in the initial low
excitation intensity regime, PLQE rises proportional to the laser intensity. We
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perovskite film under light illumination. Recently, more and more studies have been carried out in this
field, investigating the roles of defect formation/migration on the hysteresis and long-term (seconds
to minutes) phenomena [39–41]. Hoke et al. [42] observed the presence of an iodine-rich phase in
mixed halide perovskite under light irradiation. Chen et al. [43] detected the light activation and
accumulation of ions by light soaking, resulting in PL quenching in the perovskite film. Yuan et al. [44]
attributed the degradation of perovskite structures to the ion migration via light or external electron
beam. Hentz et al. [45] also observed the formation of an iodine-rich region induced by an external
electron beam.
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strong PL intensity fluctuations beyond experimental noise. This behavior is reminiscent of random 
switching between ON (highly emissive state) and OFF (weakly emissive state) in the emission trajectory, 
which is known as blinking or PL intermittency [46]. The intermittency behavior is demonstrated in the 
Supplementary Materials (Figure S3), which shows the long-term OFF state. In addition, the video in 
the Supplementary Materials also clearly indicates the blinking behavior confined within individual 
grains. Although the blinking behavior has been observed in perovskite nanocrystals [13,21,47], it is 
still not fully studied on compact films composed of the densely-packed perovskite grains [15]. 
To reveal the underling mechanism, we investigate individual grains, thus avoiding averaging over 
ensembles of grains in the film. Figure 3c displays an enlarged view of the yellow boxed area in Figure 3a, 
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Figure 3. (a) Wide-field PL image of a perovskite film taken from a sequence of
400 consecutively-recorded images with an exposure time of 50 ms, an interval time of 500 ms and
an excitation intensity of 44 mW/cm2; (b) PL intensity trajectory extracted from Area A in the sequence
of images in (a). The red line is the fit by an exponential function; (c) Enlarged view of the yellow
square area of (a); (d) PL intensity trajectory extracted from Area B in (c) after subtraction of the
exponentially increasing base line; (e,f) Individual grains in “ON” and “OFF” states, respectively,
indicated by yellow arrows.
The overall continuous PL intensity enhancement, as shown in Figure 3b, is upe imposed by
strong PL intensity fluctuations beyond experimental noise. This behavior is re iniscent of random
switching between ON (highly emissive state) and OFF (weakly emissive state) in the emission
trajectory, which is known as blinking or PL intermittency [46]. The intermittency behavior is
demonstrated in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S3), which shows the long-term OFF state.
In addition, the video in the Supplementary Materials also clearly indicates the blinking behavior
Figure 46: (a) Wide-field PL image of a perovskite film taken from a sequence of
400 c nsecutively-recorded images with an exposure time of 50 ms, an interval time
of 500 ms and an excitation intensity of 44 mW/cm2; (b) PL int nsity trajectory
extr cted from Area A in the sequenc of images in ( ). The red line is the fit by
an exponential function; (c) Enlarged view of the yellow square area of (a); (d) PL
intensity traject ry extracted fromAre B in (c) after subtraction of the exponentially
increasing base line; (e,f) Individual grains in “ON” and “OFF” states, respectively,
indicated by yellow arrows.
consider this increase associated with the probable trap-filling process, as well as
the increase of exciton density of the photogenerated species [213, 235]. In detail,
due to the low temperature solution processing of the perovskite film, there can be
various defect states within the crystallised bulk and surface, such as vacancies,
interstitials, substitutions, etc. [236–238].
These defects could act as trap-assisted recombination (Shockley-Read-Hall re-
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combination) centers, via which the free charge carriers can undergo non-radiative
recombination processes [239]. These recombination centers would lead to shorter
carrier life times and a lower open circuit voltage (Voc). When illuminated, these
sub-bandgap traps would be filled and stabilised by photogenerated electrons/holes,
reducing the non-radiative recombination probability and consequently increasing
the Voc under light soaking [240, 241]. For the higher excitation intensity, the
PLQE would reach a saturated value, indicating that all traps associated with the
non-radiative recombination have been filled [208, 213, 235].
This scenario is consistent with our experimental data. However, we note that the
PLQE is still quite low, around 30%, which is supposed to approach unity according
to the detailed balance model [209, 210]. This implies that besides the trap-assisted
recombination, there exists an additional non-radiative recombination pathway. In
order to understand the detailed mechanism, which suppresses the further increase
of PL intensity, we employ spatially- and temporally-resolved PL microscopy to
investigate the perovskite film locally on the level of individual grains.
The detailed experimental setup, which is displayed in Fig. 42, has been described
in a previous paper [242]. Briefly, we use a home-built optical confocal microscope,
which can be operated using wide-field illumination and a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera as a detector to obtain PL images of large areas (diameter ∼ 60µm)
of a sample. We are able to record typically sequences of up to 2000 PL images
with exposure times as short as 50 ms per image. This enables us to track the tem-
poral/spatial evolution of the PL intensity from a perovskite film under continuous
laser illumination of the pulse laser.
Here, to rule out the possible influence of environmental effects on the perovskite
films, i.e., oxygen and water molecules [216, 243], we spin-coated a polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) layer with a∼ 200 nm thickness on the top of the perovskite
film as the protection layer. In addition, the PMMA layer was in direct contact with
the immersion oil of the microscope objective during the whole PL characterisation,
which further prevents oxygen from diffusing into the film.
The Fig. 46a is an example of a wide-field PL image sequence from a perovskite
film, which agrees generally with the SEM result, showing ensembles of grains
on the film and the appearance of pinholes on the surface. Note that, due to the
diffraction limit, grains with a size smaller than ∼ 300nm cannot be resolved with
our microscope and, thus, appear as blurred structures. However, we still observe
the existence of dark crystal grain/particle boundaries. The observation of dark
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confined within individual grains. Although the blinking behavior has been observed in perovskite
nanocrystals [13,21,47], it is still not fully studied on compact films composed of the densely-packed
perovskite grains [15].
To reveal the underling mechanism, we investigate individual grains, thus avoiding averaging
over ensembles of grains in the film. Figure 3c displays an enlarged view of the yellow boxed
area in Figure 3a, and an individual grain is highlighted by the orange circle labeled with B.
As shown in Figure 3d, the PL intensity trajectory of this grain B, after subtraction of a continuous
bi-exponentially-increasing baseline, shows a typical blinking behavior (see Supplementary Materials,
Figure S3 for the individual grain in a shorter time scale), that is random distribution of ON/OFF
states in the PL intensity trajectory. More individual grains exhibiting “ON” and “OFF” states are
shown in Figure 3e,f, and the Supplementary Materials (Figure S3). Note that some ON or OFF states
even last for more than 20 s, which indicates a significantly slow dynamic process.
To further investigate the detailed processes giving rise to blinking, we performed PL imaging on
perovskite films coated with a PCBM layer, which acts as a PL quencher layer. Compared to the pure
perovskite film, the overall PL intensity reduces significantly despite using higher excitation intensities
(Figure 4a, which shows a PL image out of a sequence of images). This PCBM layer effectively separates
the photogenerated charge carriers (free electron/hole or weakly bound excitons) [48], because
PCBM serves as an electron acceptor and consequently quenches the radiative charge recombination
(Figure S4). Figure 4b shows the integrated PL intensity of the yellow circled area in Figure 4a as
a function of time, which can be well fitted by a bi-exponential function with time constants of 5.4 s
and 14.6 s, respectively. This is consistent with the results displayed in Figure 2b, in which a faster
(quenched) PL decay is due to the PCBM quencher layer. It is interesting to note that although the
overall PL still increases as a function of time, the blinking amplitude significantly reduces below the
noise level (the ratio between the fluctuation and the average emission intensity), both in the whole
film and in individual grains, as shown in the inset of Figure 4b.
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recombination [15,51]. This recombination involves a recombination of an electron and a hole, 
followed by a process of energy transfer to a third carrier instead of photon emission, as shown in 
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as the “OFF” state. When these trapped charges release, the PL emission recovers to the “ON” state. 
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Figure 4. (a) Wide-field PL image of a perovskite film, covered with a PCBM quencher layer, taken from
a sequence of 200 consecutively-recorded images with an exposure time of 100 ms, an interval time of
500 ms and an excitation intensity of 280 mW/cm2; (b) PL intensity trajectory extracted from the yellow
circled area in the sequence of images in (a). The red line is the fitting line by a bi-exponential function.
The inset shows the relative fluctuations of the PL intensity after subtraction of the bi-exponential
fit function.
Based on the previous results, combining both the conventional PL characterization and wide
field PL imaging, we can reveal the underlying physics in the enhancement and quenching of the
PL. Though there are several models to interpret the blinking behavior [46,49,50], the presence of
OFF states in perovskite film/nanoparticles is commonly attributed to additional charges due to
charge trapping process [15,20,21]. When there is no charge trapped in perovskite grains, shown in
Figure 5a, the dominant decay process is bi-molecular recombination (formedium carrier d nsities) [17],
which is radiative during the recombinati process, denoted as he “ON” state. In contrast, when
Figure 47: (a) Wide-field PL image of a perovskite fil , covered with a PCBM
quencher layer, taken from a sequence of 200 consecutively ecorded images with
an exposure time of 100 s, an interval time of 500 ms and an excitation intensity
of 280 mW/cm2; (b) PL intensity traj ctory extrac d from the yellow circl d rea
in the sequence of images in (a). The red line is the fit by a bi-exponential function.
The inset shows the relative fluctuations of the PL intensity after subtraction of the
bi-exponential fit function.
grain boundaries (non-radiative r combi ation c nters) has also been observed by
higher resolution confocal microscopy, as demonstrated by deQuilettes et al. [214]
for example.
The Fig.46b shows the PL intensity as a function of time, obtained by extracting
the integrated PL of the orange circled Area A in Fig.46a from each image of
the sequence. We find that the PL intensity continuously increases during the light
soaking process, as shown in Fig.46b. This increase, which agrees with the previous
PLQE measurement, has also been reported in other papers [223, 235, 244] and is
attributed to trap filling processes.
Here, we note that the time dependence of the PL intensity in Area A, shown in
Fig.46b, is fitted by a bi-exponential function with time constants of ∼ 14 s and
∼ 280 s and pre-factors of 230 and 690, respectively. This implies that there exist
two distinct trap-filling processes, that is a quick one and a much slower one. We
propose that the quick process is associated with the direct filling of defect states in
the perovskite film [222]. These defects originate from the symmetry breaking of
the perfect bulk crystalline structure in the vicinity of the surface or grain boundary,
where well-defined facets are lacking [238]; while, for the slower one, we assume
that it is ascribed to the formation and migration of defect states in the perovskite
film under light illumination. Recently, more and more studies have been carried out
in this field, investigating the roles of defect formation/migration on the hysteresis
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photogenerated charges are trapped in the grain, either by surface or bulk defect states, the ionized
surrounding enhances Auger recombination [15,51]. This recombination involves a recombination of
an electron and a hole, followed by a process of energy transfer to a third carrier instead of photon
emission, as shown in Figure 5b. This process is non-radiative and therefore renders the grains dark in
PL imaging, denoted as the “OFF” state. When these trapped charges release, the PL emission recovers
to the “ON” state. This Auger recombination statistically reduces the PL intensity in the whole film,
resulting in the loss in Voc and PCE [52,53].Molecules 2016, 21, 1081 7 of 11 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagrams of the relationship between the charged grains and blinking behavior
in perovskite. (a) In the uncharged states, the dominant recombination pathway is bi-molecular
recombination; (b) In the charged states, the non-radiative three-carrier Auger recombination plays
an important role. Blue ball represents an individual perovskite grain.
Note that the long durations of more than 20 s of “ON” and “OFF” states are similar to the slow
response in electrical transient behavior, such as hysteresis and light-induced degradation [15,44].
This implies that it can be associated with the same mechanism, i.e., ion migration. These ions
can be driven by the external electrical field and consequently accumulate, enhancing the Auger
recombination locally [15]. In addition, these ions are also able to migrate between grains within the
film [15,41].
When the perovsk e film is covered with a PCBM quencher layer, the PL blinking is sig ificantly
suppr ssed (ins ts i Figure 4b). This s ascribed to two possible reasons: First, PCBM has been
demonstrated to be a good candidate to passivate traps i perovskites, leading to a char e de-trapping
process [54]. In addition, the insertion of PCBM suppresses the ionic migration among the grains of
perovskite, leading to a further reduction of PL blinking [55]. Second, the Auger recombination is
proportional to the third power of charge carrier density n3 [16]. Owing to the effective charge transfer
process at the perovskite/PCBM interface, the negative charge carrier density (ne) inside the perovskite
significantly decreases, giving rise to the decrease of the Auger recombination contribution.
3. Experimental Methods
CH3NH3I (MAI) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI Deutschland GmbH,
Eschborn, Germany), and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.
3.1. Perovskite Film Fabrication for PL Experiment
Glass substrates were washed and cleaned with acetone and isopropanol for 10 min each in
ultrasonic baths. Then, these glass substrates were treated within an ozone chamber for approximately
10min. Following that, in a nitrogen glovebox (both water and oxygen less than 10 ppm), the perovskite
precursor, i.e., MAI and PbCl2 (3:1) in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), was spin-coated
Figure 48: Schematic diagrams of the relationship between the charged grains
and blinking behaviour in perov kit . (a) In the un harged states, the dominant
recombination pathway is bi-molecular recombination; (b) In the charged states, the
non-radiative three-carrier Auger recombination plays an important role. Each blue
ball represents an individual perovskite grain.
and lo g-term (seco ds to minutes) phenomena [225, 229, 245]. Hoke et al. [246]
observ d the presence of an iodine-rich phase in mixed halide perovskite under light
irradiation. Chen et al. [215] detected the light activation and accumulation of
ion by light soaking, resulting in PL quenching in the perovskite film.Yuan et al.
[247] attributed the degradati n of perovskite structures to the ion migration via
light or external electron beam. Hentz et al. [248] also observed the formation of
an iodine-rich region induced by an external region induced by an external electron
beam.
The overall continuous PL intensity enhancement, shown in Fig.46b, is superim-
posed by strong PL intensity fluctuations beyond experimental noise. This behaviour
is reminiscent of random switching between ON (highly emissive state) and OFF
(weakly emissive state) in the emission trajectory, which is known as blinking or
PL int rmittency [249]. Although the blinking behavior has been observed in per-
ovskite nanocrystals [145, 221, 223], it is still not fully studied on compact films
composed of the densely-packed perovskite grains [224].
T reveal the underling mechanism, we investigate individu l grains avoiding aver
aging over ensembles in the film. Fig.46c displays an enlarged view of the yellow
boxed area in Fig. 46a, and an individual grain is highlighted by the orange circle
labeled with B. The PL intensity trajectory of this grain B, after subtraction of a
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Figure 49: Time dependent PL images of a perovskite film under an external
electric field (≈ 105 V m−1). The “+” and the “-” signs indicate the polarity of the
electrodes, the excitation intensity is 40mW/cm−2 and the exposure time per image
is 50 ms.
continuous bi-exponentially-increasing baseline, shows a typical blinking behaviour,
that is random distribution of ON/OFF states in the PL intensity trajectory, as shown
in Fig.46d. Additional areas with this behaviour for individual grains in are shown
in Fig. 46 e, f. Here, some ON or OFF states remain over the 20 s after the light
interaction, which indicates a significantly slow dynamic process at this scale.
To further investigate the processes giving rise to blinking, we performed PL imaging
on perovskite films coated with a PCBM layer, which acts as a PL quencher layer.
Compared to the pure perovskite film, the overall PL intensity reduces significantly
despite using higher excitation intensities (see Fig.47a). This PCBM layer effectively
separates the photogenerated charge carriers (free electron/hole or weakly bound
excitons) [250], because PCBM serves as an electron acceptor and consequently
quenches the radiative charge recombination. The Fig.47b shows the integrated
PL intensity of the yellow circled area in Fig.47a as a function of time, which can
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be well fitted by a bi-exponential function with time constants of 5.4 s and 14.6 s,
respectively. This is consistent with the results displayed in Fig.45b, in which a faster
(quenched) PL decay is due to the PCBM quencher layer. It is interesting to note that
although the overall PL still increases as a function of time, the blinking amplitude
significantly reduces below the noise level (the ratio between the fluctuation and
the average emission intensity), both in the whole film and in individual grains, as
shown in the inset of Fig.47b.
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Figure 410: Field dependence of the ionic migration velocity. Inset: the schematic
diagram of the setup. The black line is the fitting line based on first two points
(lower voltages) considering the weight of error. Dashed line is the extension of the
fitting line, because at high voltage, the perovskite film exhibits decomposition. The
coloured gradient indicates the more chemical decomposition under higher voltage.
Based on the previous results, combining both the conventional PL characterisation
and widefield PL imaging, we can reveal the underlying physics in the enhancement
and quenching of the PL. Though there are several models to interpret the blinking
behavior [249, 251, 252], the presence of OFF states in perovskite film/nanoparticles
is commonly attributed to additional charges due to charge trapping process [222–
224]. If there is no charge trapped in perovskite grains, shown in Fig.48a, the dom-
inant decay process is bi-molecular recombination (for medium carrier densities)
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[235], which is radiative during the recombination process, denoted as the “ON”
state. In contrast, when photogenerated charges are trapped in the grain, either by
surface or bulk defect states, the ionized surrounding enhances Auger recombina-
tion [224, 253]. This process involves a recombination of an electron and a hole,
followed by a process of energy transfer to a third carrier instead of photon emis-
sion, as shown in Fig.48b. This process is non-radiative and therefore renders the
grains dark in PL imaging, denoted as the “OFF” state. The PL emission recovers
to the “ON” state when these trapped charges release. This Auger recombination
statistically reduces the PL intensity in the whole film, resulting in the loss in Voc
and PCE [200, 202].
Note that the long durations of more than 20 s of “ON” and “OFF” states are
similar to the slow response in electrical transient behaviour, such as hysteresis and
light-induced degradation [224, 247]. This implies that it can be associated with
the same mechanism, i.e., ion migration. These ions can be driven by the external
electrical field and consequently accumulate, enhancing the Auger recombination
locally [224]. In addition, these ions are also able to migrate between grains within
the film [224, 225].
Covering the perovskite film is with a PCBM quencher layer, the PL blinking is
significantly suppressed (insets in Figure 47b). This is ascribed to two possible
reasons: First, PCBM has been demonstrated to be a good candidate to passivate
traps in perovskites, leading to a charge de-trapping process [254]. In addition, the
insertion of PCBM suppresses the ionic migration among the grains of perovskite,
leading to a further reduction of PLblinking [255]. Second, theAuger recombination
is proportional to the third power of charge carrier density n3 [207]. Owing to the
effective charge transfer process at the perovskite/PCBM interface, the negative
charge carrier density (ne) inside the perovskite significantly decreases, giving rise
to the decrease of the Auger recombination contribution.
Analysis of Data: How Fast are The Ions?
It has been proposed that the migration/segregation of ions plays an important role
on the decay of PL intensity [52, 214, 216, 220, 243]. These ions can be driven by
an external electrical field. Therefore, we recorded time dependent PL images on
films with laterally interdigitated electrodes with channel lengths of ∼ 200µm (see
Fig. 41 and inset in Fig.410). Applying a constant electric field of ∼ 105 V/m, we
observe that initially the PL intensity in the bright areas exhibits a uniform decrease
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Figure 411: Capacitance-frequency plot of measurements were carried out simul-
taneously during PL measurement by applying a DC bias of a) 1V and b) 2V. The
inset shows the evolution of the capacitance at 100 mHz with time.
as the device is connected with the external electrical circuit. This is attributed to
the charge extraction by the external electrical field, which decreases the population
of photogenerated charge carriers. Interestingly, under the constant electrical field, a
front forms that separates bright and dark domains and that moves from the positive
electrode towards the negative one, as shown sequentially in Fig.49.
Note, that in the immediate vicinity on the bright side of the migrating front (Fig.
49(c) and (d) for instance), the PL intensity is abnormally high. This implies that at
this boundary an electrochemical reaction occurs (see below). Taking into account
the direction of the front, from positive towards negative electrode, we assign this
movement of PL dark area is attributed to the migration/accumulation of negative
ions, that is, iodide ions in perovskite.[214, 217] This observation is consistent
with previous studies on the ionic migration, in which iodide ions serve as a main
contribution for the hysteresis behavior [227, 228, 232, 256, 257] and field driven
[258, 259]. As shown in Figure 49, it takes ∼ 50s to turn the whole PL image
(diameter is around 60µm) to dark area, under the electrical field of 105 V/m.
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Therefore, the analysis of the kinetics of the migrating front enables to directly
estimate the velocity of ionic migration.
To investigate this ionic motion, we characterise the velocity of the migrating front
as a function of external electrical field. By varying the strength of the field, we
obtain that the migration velocity is proportional to the field within the error, as
shown in Fig410. Ignoring the ion diffusion, this movement of the front can be
described by a simple ionic mobility theory:[260]
ν = µE (4.1)
Here, ν is the drift velocity of ion movement, µ is the mobility of ions, and E
is the electrical field across the whole channel. By fitting the field dependent
ionic migration (two lower voltages), the mobility of iodide ions is obtained (5 ±
2) × 10−12m2/V s. This value is close to the ionic migration mobility obtained in
CH3NH3PbI3[258, 261], the discrepancy between the two values (one order of
magnitude difference) may be due to the different defect density, film fabrication
process (usingPbCl2 instead ofPbI2 as the precursor) or nature of grain boundaries.
Based on the Einstein relation:[260]
D = µkBT (4.2)
where D is the diffusion constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature,we obtain the diffusion constant D of (1.0± 0.4)× 10−13m2/s, which
also agrees with the value ∼ 10−12m2/s, obtained by [262] Here, note that the
last point (1 × 105V/m) deviates from the fitting line. This is attributed to the
degradation of the perovskite film under the high electrical fields, consistent with
the grazing incidence wide angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) results performed
under different electrical fields.
To further understand ionic motion within the film we reversed the bias and mon-
itored the time evolution of the dark area. We observe that, under the reversed
electrical field, the dark regions are recovering to the bright areas again, and the re-
covery speed is much slower. This asymmetry may be associated with electric field
induced chemical reactions, [262] and will be further addressed below. It is also
observed that after 12 hours disconnected with the external electrical field, the dark
area returns to bright (not shown here). This reversible phenomenon is consistent
with the iodide ion diffusion process characterised in previous papers [217, 256].
We optimized the laser power for fast acquisition and low excitation intensity. We
note, that the laser excitation power may play an important role in PL quantum
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efficiency [212] and dynamics [146, 256]. Wang et al.[263], for example, found a
photodriven transformation in CsPbX3 nanostructures Xing et al. [264] observed
a decreased activation energy for ion migration under light illumination and the
presence ofmigrating ions has direct implications on slow dynamic optical processes
in perovskite-based devices as has been recently reviewed by Panzer et al.[146].
Impedance Spectroscopy
IS has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool to explore the microscopic processes
in perovskite solar cells, especially the migration of ionic charges [229, 262, 265].
In this work, we carried out IS measurements with the aim to electrically monitor
how ions are piling up at one electrode and to correlate with the PLmeasurements by
performing both measurements quasi-simultaneously. In a typical IS measurement
a Direct Current (DC) bias is applied to polarise the sample and a small Alternate
Current (AC) perturbation is superimposed. As we have seen, ionic concentration
shifts as a function of time showing a constant mobility. Therefore, the combination
of the two methods allows us to implement this additional parameter in the inter-
pretation of the IS results. The differential current output is measured, which offers
information on the capacitive and resistive processes taking place in an operating
device. For perovskite devices it has previously been demonstrated that the response
in the low frequency region is related to electrode polarisation of ions by generation
of a Helmholtz layer and charge compensation by the external electrode.[265]
As shown in Fig.411(a), initially a DC bias of 1V was applied in the dark to
induce ion migration towards the electrodes by using a potentiostat equipped with
a frequency analyser, which is able to acquire impedance spectroscopy in-situ. The
PL image was recorded at every end of each IS cycle. It is important to note that
under this very mild field of only 1V applied between the contacts no noticeable
advance front is observed, though as established above (Fig.410) we can assume a
constant mobility. Hence, a lower voltage gives us sufficient time to carry out the
respective IS cycles. Furthermore, IS measurements are very sensitive to changes at
the interface level between perovskite layer and contacts. Indeed, Fig. 411(a) shows
the capacitance-frequency plot as a function of time. After the first IS measurement
scan (7 minutes) the capacitance at low frequencies (0.1 Hz) is initially in the
range of ∼ 70µFcm−2 which is a typical capacitance value produced from piling
up ions at one interface due to electrode polarisation [265]. Interestingly, as the
polarisation time increases, this low frequency capacitance decreases with lowest
value observed (20 nFcm−2) after 45 minutes of applied bias which could be the
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result of an electrochemical reaction leading to the generation of neutral species (i.e.
PbI2)[258]. PbI2 is neutral and as such will not give rise to a capacitive response,
for this reason the capacitance will reduce with time as the material forms. The
detailed electrochemical reaction will be addressed in the following part.
Subsequently, ISmeasurementswere carried outwith a polarisation of 2V (Fig.411(b))
with a shorter delay time (1 min). These conditions allow monitoring how the ions
accumulate at one interface as a function of the time and the electrochemical reac-
tion leading to neutral species at the electrode. Initially, the capacitance in the low
frequency region is low as no ions are present in the interface (0.7µ Fcm−2) and
this increases with the time to reach a maximum capacitance value (10 µFcm−2)
observed at 6 min indicating that after this time most of the electrode surface is
covered by charged ions that have migrated from the bulk of the perovskite layer.
Note that capacitances are not as high as in the previous experiment as some of the
interfacial area has already reacted in the previous experiment leading to inactive
areas. After this time the capacitance begins to decrease as shown in the inset of
Fig.411(b) similar to the effect observed for polarisation at 1 V . Capacitances of
∼ 2 µFcm−2 are observed after 12 min of polarisation indicating that the charged
species covering the electrode have mostly reacted to generate neutral species. A
different set of measurements, with the same device structure, were carried out
where the capacitance was measured as a function of the applied bias (Fig.412(a))
in the dark. In this set of experiments, the frequency range was increased to cover
still lower frequencies (down to 5 mHz). As expected noise increases in this region
as a consequence of the slow response of mobile ions to the small AC perturbation.
The electrode polarisation capacitance increases with the applied bias exponentially.
The observation of a variation of the capacitance with voltage, shown in Fig.412(b),
is a clear indication of charge accumulation at the interface. A number of previous
studies have clearly shown that the large low frequency capacitance of perovskite
solar cells in the dark can originate from the mobile ion accumulation[146, 265]. In
principle, if the ions move freely in the solid medium the structure of the interface
consists on a double layer and a diffuse layer that is controlled by the applied voltage.
For a symmetric electrolyte the Gouy-Chapman model gives the capacitance [263]
C =
0
LD
sinh
(
qV
2kBT
)
(4.3)
Where V is the potential drop between the metallic contact and the absorber bulk,
0 is the permittivity of vacuum,  is the dielectric constant of perovskite, and kBT
is the thermal energy, q is the charge. The ion Debye length LD is therefore given
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Figure 412: a) Capacitance-frequency plot of measurements carried out in the dark
as a function of the applied bias. b) Exponential relationship of capacitance as a
function of external voltage measured at 5 mHz.
by:
LD =
√
0kBT
q2N
(4.4)
Here N accounts for the equilibrium density of ionic charges in the bulk material.
Eq.4.3 indicates that the extension of disequilibrium of ionic distribution at the
interface is of size LD. The capacitance at zero bias is:
C1 =
0
LD
(4.5)
The thermalised distribution of ions in Eq.4.3 can be approximated by the formula:
C = C0e
αqV
kBT (4.6)
With C0 = C1 and a parameter α = 1/2 that corresponds to the thermalised
accumulation of freely diffusing ions according to their electrochemical potential.
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However, the experimental observations reported in Fig. 412 show that α = 1/2 is
far from being satisfied. Since α ≈ 0.02, as shown in Fig. 412(b), it is apparent that
the rise of capacitance does not correspond simply to the thermalised distribution
of ions, but to an exponential distribution of states characterised by a temperature
parameter T0 asα = T/T0[264]. This exponential distribution of states is a common
occurrence in ionic and electronic systems that are characterised by a large degree of
disorder. For example, a distribution of states has been observed in the intercalation
of Li+ ions intoWO3 electrochromic thin films [266] and also for the insertion of
Li into ultra-thin Ge layer in Si/Ge battery cathodes [199].
The observation of an exponential density of states for the accumulation of ions close
to the perovskite/Au electrode interface indicates that ions become immobilised in
the host material with the given distribution. According to the observation of the
large changes of capacitance reported above, we can assume that such a distribution
is not intrinsically formed at the interface but rather has been caused by the prolonged
voltage applied to the symmetric cell. Therefore, a special layer is formed at the
interface which is richer in I2 and reduces the ability to take ions from the bulk.
Tentatively we assume that reaction at the metal surface produces a film of PbI2 that
contains the exponential distribution suggested in Eq.4.6. This observation would
consistent with the formation of a PbI2 layer under a continuous electrical bias, and
the electrochemical reaction proposed as [259]:
MAPbI3 −→ PbI2 +MA+ + I− (4.7)
2I− −→ I2 ↑ +2e− (4.8)
In addition, Li et al. [232] observed that after long term biasing at the positive
electrode, the ratio between iodine and lead is away from the stoichiometric ratio of
perovskite, suggesting the formation of PbI2. Further more, there exists PbI2 signal
after electrical biasing characterised by GIWAXS measurement. Deng et al.[218]
also obtain the PbI2 signal by investigating the PL signal near the positive electrode.
Photoluminescence Characterisation Within Iodine Vapour
To further understand the role of iodide ions on the PL performance of device, we
recorded time dependent PL spectra under an iodine vapour atmosphere with con-
figuration displayed in Fig.413(a). As shown in Fig.413(b), as the I2 vapour (mixed
with N2 gas flow) was introduced into the chamber, the PL intensity immediately
decreases. After 30 s, the PL intensity decreased by around two orders magnitude.
Then the I2 saturated gas was turned off and the chamber was purged with pure
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Figure 413: a) Schematic diagram of the PL quenching/recovery experiment using
I2 saturated N2 and pure N2 vapour, respectively. The excitation source is a laser
withwavelength of 532 nm. b) Temporal evolution of the PL intensity of a perovskite
film in I2 vapour. PL spectra were recorded every 3 s. c) Recovery of PL intensity
of perovskite film after 5 min in a pure N2 atmosphere.
N2 leading to a recovery of the PL intensity to its original value after ∼ 5 min.
The optical absorption of iodide vapour [267] does not affect the excitation (532
nm) or the emission signal (∼780 nm). This PL quenching is only associated with
the influence of iodine doping in the perovskite film. Wang et al.[268] proposed
the chemical reaction of perovskite materials exposure to the high concentration of
iodine vapour. The proposed chemical reaction reads as:
(i) under visible or ultraviolet light
I2
hν−−→ 2I · (4.9)
2I− + 2I · hν−−→ 2I ·−2 (4.10)
(ii) under darkness
I− + I2
←→ I−3 (4.11)
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Figure 414: Schematic diagram of the influence of iodide ion migration on the PL
intensity under an external electric field. The electric field drives the ions, leading
to the accumulation of these ions which enhance the nonradiative recombination in
these individual grains. These grain boundaries serve as the main pathways for the
ionic migration.
With assistance of light, atomic iodine (I ·) is generated in the iodine vapour based
on Eq.4.9. Then these atomic iodines can react with iodide ions (I−), forming I ·−2
based on Eq.4.10. I ·−2 can further react withMA+ ions, leading to the degradation
of perovskite materials. According to Eq.4.11, triiodide ions (I−3 ) are formed in
the iodine vapour. I− can further participate the following reaction with MA+
ions. Both of the above reactions will lead to the degradation of perovskite, forming
CH3NH2 gas and PbI2. Here, note that, in this work, under relatively low concen-
tration iodine vapour, the reversible change of PL intensity suggests the reversible
chemical reaction, rather than irreversible structure degradation [218]. Currently,
the detailed microscopic process is still under investigation, however this rather
simple experiment elucidates the direct and reversible influence of accumulated
iodide.
4.4 Model of Photoluminescence Quenching Under External Electrical Fields
Now, we can provide a picture on the evolution of PL dark areas on the perovskite
film under external electrical field. This enhanced non-radiative recombination
pathway includes both the trap-assisted recombination [269] and possible Auger-like
recombination due to the chargedmobile defects [217, 220]. Under external fields, as
shown in Fig.414, themobile ions obtain sufficient energy to overcome the activation
energy [257, 270] and start to drift. These accumulated charges enhance the local
electrical field [214]. It is known that the excited states are significantly influenced
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by its surrounding, e.g. ionized grains [271], which results in the PL quenching
[220, 272]. By employing time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry with PL
microscopy, deQuilettes et al. [273] find that excess iodide ions are driven by an
optical field away from the illuminated region. Subsequently, this redistribution of
iodide ions gives rise to the rising of PL intensity under continuum light illumination
by decreasing the local iodide ion concentration. Nevertheless, how the excess iodide
ions contribute to the nonradiative recombination is still not fully elucidated. Iodide
interstitials [236, 274], acting as shallow defects, should not lead to significant
charge recombination. Agiorgousis et al. [275] suggest that both lead dimers and
iodide trimers may formwith strong covalent bonds at defects, performing as strong-
covalency induced recombination centres. The detailed understanding, however, is
still under investigation.
Here, it is necessary to mention that during this experiment, we cannot completely
rule out the migration or reorientation ofMA+ ions under an electrical field [216,
268], though the recent evidences in literature point toward iodine. Previous works
proposed that the migration of MA+ ions and Pb vacancies may play a role in
the hysteresis of perovskite solar cells [229, 276]. However, Eames et al. [257]
estimated that the diffusion coefficient of MA+ ions is four orders of magnitude
lower than the one of iodide ions. In addition, the direct observation of accumulation
of negative ions at the positive side suggests the main contribution of halide ions
rather than other defects [215, 232]. This may be attributed to the low mobility
and higher activation energy for other defects, e.g., Pb vacancies, MA+ ions, etc
[277]. In this work, we observed the migration of ions in relatively low electric field
(≈ 105V m−1), so the phase change should also not be the main reason.
The exact ionic migration pathway is still unclear. Due to the large density of defect
states in the perovskite film, ascribed to the low-temperature film fabrication, the
defect facilitated ion migration may play an important role. Beside moving through
bulk point defects, more and more evidence indicates that the grain boundary, where
large amount of defects exist due to the lack of perfect crystalline structure, serves
as the main ionic migration channel [225, 278, 279]. Due to the loss of the half
chemical bond at grain boundary, these defects, e.g., iodide vacancies or iodide
interstitials sites, facilitate the ionic migration through defect site replacing [225].
In addition, at temperature 330K under external electric field, decomposedPbI2 was
observed, migrating along external field [259]. Therefore, field-induced structure
decomposition/distortion may also play a role in ionic migration.
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The Fig. 49 demonstrates that movement of PL inactive area migrates grain by
grain. This suggests that under external electric field, with the assistance of grain
boundaries, iodide ions drift toward and accumulate at the positive electrode. When
the concentration of iodide ion reaches a certain threshold, PL quenching is observed.
By investigating the ion migration properties in perovskite films and single crystal,
Xing et al. [264] found that the activation energy of ions strongly depends on the size
of grain. In addition, the research on the grain size dependence of ionic migration,
characterised by PL microscopy is processing in the Huettner group. However, this
is beyond the scope of this chapter.
In addition, a different case is observed when the ion does not act merely as an
spectator but lead to chemical reactions with the surrounding materials. Obviously,
in this case the rate of the reactions may be limited by the ions supply and this will
follow diffusive limitations. In the case of perovskite solar cells, it looks like we
are able to remove 1-3 iodide ions from each unit cell according to previous results
[280].
It is necessary to mention that the moving front in Fig. 49 might not be actually
ions migration but the reaction product between the perovskite and the excess ions.
In fact, this impressive flat profile of the fronts as shown in Figure 2 are not usually
observed in diffusive processes and rather implies that a certain threshold value of
accumulated iodine is responsible for this phenomenon. In addition, it is noted that
the velocity of moving front across the whole channel is not a constant, suggesting
an ionic space charge effect. The detailed process is under investigation.
Beside in perovskite solar cells, ion migration also plays an important role in per-
ovskite light emitting diodes (LEDs) and the herein presented experiments can help
to shine light into respectively observed dynamics. For instance, in typical per-
ovskite LEDs [281, 282], considering a dielectric constant of CsPbX3 quantum
dots (r ≈ 5) [283] and polymer transport layer (r ≈ 3), the electric field dropped
on this perovskite layer is in the order of 107V m−1. These fields are even larger
than those applied in this experiment (Fig.410), which renders even faster migration
velocities. For example, Tan et al. [211] observed respective time dependent per-
formance and hysteresis behaviour. The timescale of increases in external quantum
efficiency of the LEDs under pulsed voltage is less than 0.01 s.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks
In summary, we use both photoluminescence (PL) characterization and wide-field
PL imaging as a function of time to investigate the spatially- and temporally-resolved
PL in CH3NH3PbI3−xClx perovskite films. Further, continuously increasing the
excitation intensity during the light soaking was observed the PL “blinking” or
PL intermittency behavior in individual grains of these films.Further, Realising a
continuous increase of the PL intensity during light soaking, was observed the PL
“blinking” or PL intermittency behaviour in individual grains of these films. A
significant suppression of the PL blinking in perovskite films coated with a phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) layer was observed. This suggests that the
PL intermittency is attributed to Auger recombination induced by photoionized
defects/traps or mobile ions within grains (trap-filling process). This photoionized
process results in the PL blinking which prevents to reach SQ-limit so far.
Complementary, we demonstrate a direct method to visualise ion migration in an
electric field in organolead halide perovskite films through wide-field PL imaging
microscopy. It is evident that local stoichiometric variations due to external elec-
trical field have a significant impact on the local PL performance, and therefore
influence the solar cells performance. This field driven inhomogeneity is associated
with iodide ions migration, which is confirmed by both IS characterisation and PL
quenching under I2 vapour. By employing PL imaging microscopy in combina-
tion with IS, we further characterize the dynamic processes of these iodide ions
when monitoring the migration of PL inactive areas under external electrical fields
in lateral-configured electrode devices. Hence, wide-field PL imaging microscopy
provides an in situ approach to investigate ionicmigration, which has obvious impact
on photovoltaic performance, such as J-V hysteresis and chemical degradation. This
provides a powerful tool to investigate the influence of grain boundaries, crystal size
or passivation procedures in perovskite thin films. To further improve the perfor-
mance and stability of perovskite solar cells, it is important to carefully control the
defect/ions migration within the operating device, either by decreasing the defect
density in the bulk (crystalline size and quality) or alleviating the long-term biasing
effect in the vicinity of electrode. This finding paves the way to provide a guideline
on the further improvement of perovskite opto-electronic devices and complement
the research of this kind of architectures towards single photon emitters.
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C h a p t e r 5
TRIHALIDE PEROVSKITE QUANTUM DOTS AS A RELIABLE
SINGLE PHOTON QUANTUM SOURCE
5.1 Introduction
The dynamical development of quantum technologies has defined some quantum
information protocols without classical counterpart like teleportation[12], quantum
cryptography [67], big numbers factoring algorithm (Shor’s algorithm)[284], search
algorithms (Grover’s algorithm)[285], quantum key distribution[286], and schemes
that surpass the classical equivalent like decision strategies (Quantum Games)[47],
Quantum Fourier Transform [287], quantum simulation, and quantum walks[288].
Nevertheless, current realizations of these algorithms require a physical system
which can be prepared in the quantum state wanted. It means, to achieve the
quantum control over the physical representation of the qubit which belongs in turn
to a two-level system. In this way of thinking, the production of pure quantum states
of light becomes necessary and reliable through the building of controllable single
photon sources[70, 71]. Different efforts have been addressed in this direction,
for example, measuring the resonant fluorescence of Quantum dots (QDs) in a
microcavity[114–116], using a three-level atom in an optical cavity[117], observing
the fluorescence from a single nitrogen-vacancy[118], counting the emissions from
defects in Silicon Carbide [119], analysing molecules trapped in solids[120], setting
QDs in silicon photonic circuits[121], recording emissions from excitons originated
at oxygen defects in carbon nano tubes[122], or employing highly diluted organic
molecules [123]. Nowadays, a new material with the possibility to control the
fluorescent emission with an electric field is joining to these initiatives[53].
The quickly increase of the Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) of the inorganic-
organic trihalide perovskite materials from 6.5%[113] to 9.7%[112] in only one year
attracted the attention of the scientific community of solar cells[104]. Currently,
thesematerials achieve a PCEof 22.7%[129], and nowadays the structural, electronic
and optical properties motivate the creation and the enhancement of existing light-
emitting devices [105]. The typical crystal structure ABX3 of Perovskites, where
A andB are cations bounded by anionsX , offers a versatile and stable combination
just changing its constituent halides, see Fig. 51. This molecular structure can be
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synthesise as Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Perovskite (HOIPs) counting with around
1, 346 stable structures with 16 organic cations, 4 halide anions (Cl, I , Br, F )
and 3 group-IV cations (Pb, Sn, Ge) in defined combinations [132]. In this
variety of combinations, it is found the methylammonium (MA) in theMA−SnX3
structure with tunability of emissions over a wavelength range higher than 900 nm
but with a high tendency to the degradation at contact with the air[289]. Besides,
we consider the exhaustively explored material for optoelectronics applications, the
Methylamonium (MA) trihalide Perovskite (CH3NH3PbXnY3−n)[146, 201, 218,
219, 224, 229, 247, 259, 265, 268, 279]. This compound is spectrally tuneable
in the UV-VIS-NIR range changing the halides components and has a direct band-
gap which ensure a high emission efficiency [134]. Structures all-inorganics also
integrates the Perovskite family in which the Cs replaces the organic cation (MA,
Formamidinium-FA, etc.) obtaining CsPbX3, with X as Br, I , or a mixture. This
last structure was prepared by first time in 1958 by Moller [290, 291]. However,
until 2016 the structure was synthesized in monodisperse Quantum Dots (QDs) of
∼ 4−15 nmof the sidewith cubic perovskite crystal structure. Protesescu et al.[102]
proposed these QDs and have exhibited high photoluminescence efficiency (> 50%)
in a tunable range of emission (400−700 nm). Also, the mentioned structures count
with a volume per unitary cell of ∼ 216 nm3 resulting in a packing efficiency of
0.001 besides of their easy manufacturing in solution and favorable stability at
cryogenic and room temperature. These features highlighted the QDs Cs-based
perovskites over the other well-studied materials alternatives like CdSe and PbSe
[292]. Additionally, the perovskite structure is a candidate to solve the scalability
problem in the quantum information protocols, in the sense of increasing the number
of qubits accessible to be controlled and the decreasing of the coding errors. In this
direction, some alternatives require the control of the system electro-optical response
to the preparation of quantum states, the detection arrangement which interacts in
a controlled way with the quantum system, and the hardware for the hosting and
transmission of qubits. In this direction, here we present a protocol, employing
optical characterization, to find the adequate parameters in the manufacturing of
single photon sources making use of inorganic perovskites as QDs. Considering
that these materials with high packing efficiency and homogeneous distribution
as QDs allow the control of its Photoluminescence (PL) emission through the
regulation of the free charge carriers recombination within them through the ions
movement mechanism, as shown in recent research[53]. This molecular structure
defines a promising candidate to become the bridge between the photonic and the
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A
B
X
Figure 51: Scheme of the ABX3 structure which is characterized by an inner
octahedron ((BX6)4−). The corners in the orthogonal directions generate an infinite
three-dimensional framework ((BX3)−). The cations A+ define the shape, charge
distribution and size of the final structure.
superconducting qubits in the formulation of a hybrid computational scheme for
quantum information.
5.2 Experimental Methods:
Quantum dot Samples:
In [293], the perovskite samples preparation is detailed. As a brief description,
octadecene and PbBr2 were deposit in a neck flask and heated to 120 ◦ C. Time
after, the oleic acid and the oleylamine were injected into the mixture and heated
up to 150◦ C to mix with cesium oleate. Afterward, through centrifugation, the
QDs were precipitated and redispersed in hexane, to finally in a glovebox be stored,
without contactingwater nor oxygen. Before setting the sample in the optical system,
the QDs in solution was diluted (1 : 100 - 1 : 104) vol/vol in toluene. Finally, an
amount of 10 µl of the sample was homogeneously deposited over a coverslip using
a spin-coat at 7000 RPM in an inert atmosphere of N2.
Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) Measure-
ments:
We use two different home-built confocal microscope to visualize the signal of
the fluorescence emission. The first employ in the detection path a CCD camera
(Hamamatsu Orca) in widefield and confocal mode, a spectrometer coupled to a
CMOS camera (Princeton Acton 2500 series+ Sensicam camera), and the Avalanche
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Figure 52: Optical and morphological characteristics of CsPbBr3 and
CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 perovskites. In both Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
images the scalebar represents 50 nm for (a) CsPbBr3 perovskite, and (b)
CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 to visualize the morphology. (c) the absorbance spectrum of
perovskites, the dashed line is the absorbance for CsPbBr3 and the solid line for
CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 . (d) The compounds emission spectra presents maxima emission
peaks at 525 nm forCsPbBr3 and at 580 nm forCsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 as expected [103,
145, 292]. The exciton average lifetime 〈τe〉measurements of (e) CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3
at concentrations of 6.04 × 10−4 M and 1.17 × 10−3 M, and (f) CsPbBr3 at con-
centrations of 1.47× 10−8 and 5.5× 10−4 in both cases the behavior is better fitted
by a bi-exponential behaviour.
photodiode (APD) connected to a TCSPC card (Timeharp-200-picoquant). We
used a pulsed laser diode (LDH-P-C-4508B, Picoquant-20 MHz repetition rate),
attenuated with neutral density filters, as the excitation source. In the second setup,
we use a CW laser at 488 nm, spatial filtered, to exciting the sample in the HBT
measurements. Posteriorly, we split the beam through a dichroic mirror and address
it to the sample with a scanning mirror and a set of telecentric lenses. This set
allows the accurate movement of the spot over the sample in a confocal mode able
to resolve down to ∼ 360nm with a microscope objective of NA = 0.85. The
fluorescence response travels way back crossing over a Long Pass filter (LP514)
afterward, a 70 : 30 beam splitter divided this light and focused it in a CCD
camera (DV887DCS-BV, Luca Andor Technology) in one arm. The other arm was
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directed through another 50 : 50 beam splitter and finally coupled to single photon
counters (SPCM-AQR-15, EG&G) connected between them through a TCSPC card
(Timeharp 200-picoquant) which save the correlations to the computer, see Fig. B1.
5.3 Results and discussions:
We analyse two compositions of Cs-based perovskite compounds with the absorp-
tion spectra shown in the Fig. 52c, and a maximum emission peak measured in the
spectra around λ = 525 nm for CsPbBr3 and at λ = 580 nm for CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3
as shown in Fig. 52d. We prepare these compounds at different dilutions ranging
from∼ 10−8 M up to∼ 10−3 M corresponding to the molar masse, and volume of a
single perovskite cell for each compound. These concentrations define the amount
of fluorescence bright spots on the field of view of our microscope in a maximum
diameter of ∼ 40µ m. In each concentration, the fluorescent emission lifetime was
measured and fitted better by a bi-exponential behaviour with two time constants
(τ1 and τ2) corresponding to the effective single-exciton lifetime and the respective
amplitudes (w1 and w2) which can be related to the average exciton lifetime of the
quantum dots ensemble through 〈τe〉 =
∑2
i wiτi accounting for both the nonradia-
tive and radiative processes[292]. Each compound was measured and analyzed for
two different concentrations we calculated the average exciton lifetime for each QD
ensemble. For CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3, we found a value of 〈τe〉 = 4.17 ns (τ1 = 5.19
ns, τ2 = 0.76 ns, w1 = 0.77, w2 = 0.23) for a concentration of 6.04 × 10−4 M,
and 〈τe〉 = 5.96 ns (τ1 = 7.99 ns, τ2 = 1.71 ns, w1 = 0.68, w2 = 0.31) for a
concentration of 1.17 × 10−3 M. For CsPbBr3, the exciton average lifetime was
of 〈τe〉 = 12.08 ns (τ1 = 13.01 ns, τ2 = 1.73 ns, w1 = 0.92, w2 = 0.08) for a
concentration of of 1.47× 10−8 M, and 〈τe〉 = 10.36 ns (τ1 = 12.63 ns, τ2 = 2.52
ns, w1 = 0.78, w2 = 0.22) for a concentration of 5.5× 10−4 M, all these measure-
ments were performed at room temperature, Fig.52e-f. We can observe a difference
of around 6 ns between the composites with iodine and the one with Bromide only
of the average emission times. This difference is an indication that the injection of
iodine into the perovskite structure is decreasing the efficiency of the Auger process
responsible for the excitons decay to form free carriers of charge [292, 294–297].
In such a way, a different value of the emission lifetime is the result of the dynamics
between the radiative and the nonradiative processes. Even more, the switching
process in the fluorescence emission (intermittency or blinking) will depend on
the local conditions of highly diluted samples due to the non-radiative events (e.g.,
nonradiative Auger recombination). In this sense, the characterization of the in-
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Figure 53: (a) The experimental setup (L and PH corresponds to Lens and PinHole
respectively): a CW laser at 488 nm is focused and spatially filtered through the
lens set L1 and L2 and the excitation pinhole. Later, the beam travel to the sample
through a Dichroic and a Scanning mirror which allows the movement of the light
on the sample surface in the same focal plane through the telecentric lenses system
(L3, and L4). Finally, we focus the beam with an objective of 0.85 NA on the
material in confocal mode. This last illumination mode was able to be changed
using a wide-field lens before the dichroic mirror. The fluorescence response from
the material directed through a Bandpass filter to avoid the laser reflection signal
and via a 70:30 beam splitter the resulting beam was divided. One arm focus on a
CCD Camera with the L6 and the other arm was set in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss
interferometer form by a 50:50 beam splitter cube, L7, L8 two detection pinholes
and two avalanche Photodiodes (APD 1 and 2) connected to a time-correlated single
photon counting system (TCSPC). (b) A 3D profile of 10 × 10 µm of the sample
where the z coordinate represents the intensity in false color and x, y are spatial
coordinates.
termittency behavior gives us a better understanding of the local photophysics in
each compound. We explore the PL emission intensity resulting from the sequential
variation of the pumping excitation power on each perovskite sample selected. The
highest pump power over the materials lead to the photobleaching threshold. The
Fig. 54a shows the spectral answer of the CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 with a concentration of
6.04×10−4 Mbeing excited with intensities of 8.3×102 W/cm2, 2.5×103 W/cm2,
3.1 × 104 W/cm2, and 3.1 × 105 W/cm2. The upper part corresponds to the se-
quential images of the sample spectra with an exposure time of 50 ms each and an
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excitation power marked on it. The lower frame is the relative intensity of the spectra
in which the shaded region represents the change of excitation power on the sample.
Here, we appreciate a proportional and stable answer to the excitation pumping at
the beginning of the sequence until around twenty seconds of excitation. However,
the response of the sample to higher intensities (∼ ×104 − ×105 W/cm2) was
proportional but unstable exhibiting a “sudden drop” on the PL emission indicating
that the amount of photons on the sample has saturated the radiative processes, in
turn, enhancing the nonradiative ones as the charge carrier recombination leading to
the photobleaching behavior for 3.1× 104 W/cm2 [53]. Nevertheless, we observed
a small plateau after sixty seconds with an intensity of around 3000 counts (notably
high in comparison with the background of 200 counts in average) which is an indi-
cation that the system is currently responsive and not entirely photobleached yet, see
Fig. 54 (a). After 3.1 × 105 W/cm2, the sample is photobleached decreasing the
PL answer notably. This sequential analysis was performed with the same excitation
intensity levels over the CsPbBr3 (with 1.47× 10−8 M) showing a photobleaching
reaction (around 2.5× 104 W/cm2) earlier than the previous perovskite composite.
We developed the experiment with an integration time of 500 ms due to the lower
intensity response of this sample. In this case, after the sample is photobleached the
higher pumping do not produce a proportional PL answer from the sample as shown
in the Fig. 54b for 3.33 × 105 W/cm2. With this procedure, we established the
pumping excitation range for our samples at room temperature. Complementary,
the recognizing of conditions for blinking appearing at low dilutions could guide us
toward the single emitters preparation because the PL intermittency or “Blinking”
could be used as a signal of few emitters spatially isolated in highly diluted sam-
ples [298]. In this sense, we select different regions on two samples with the same
concentration (5.5 × 10−4 M ) of CsPbBr3 in which was identified the blinking
signature. In each location, we have taken an average of 100 confocal images of the
chosen sample piled in a sequential time series with the integration time inscribed
on the images, as shown in the upper parts of the Figures 55-56.
To analyze the blinking response due to the pumping power then these QDs were
organized into two sets. The first couple of QDs received a fluency of 1.3 ×
104 W/cm2 nearly to the damage threshold in which both sites show different
behaviors, see Fig.55. The QD1 shows a steady emission in which the maximum
variations on the intensity are around 3800 counts, however, the minimum intensity
emitted is 2200 counts which compares with the background signal on average
600 counts is at least four times higher, then, this is not representative of blinking
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Figure 54: The stacking of sequential spectra from the samples allows the anal-
ysis of the intensity response of the (a) CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 saved with 500 ms
of exposure time per spectrum under excitations intensity of 8.3 × 102 W/cm2,
2.5× 103 W/cm2, 3.1× 104 W/cm2, and 3.1× 105 W/cm2 marking the changes
of the excitation intensity by the shaded areas. Corresponding for (b)CsPbBr3
at 500 ms of exposure time and excitations intensity of 8.3 × 102 W/cm2,
2.5 × 103 W/cm2, 3.3 × 105 W/cm2. The upper frame shows the real image
of the sample spectra in fake color to enhance the intensity by picture indicating the
changes of excitation intensity with shaded regions. The lower frame corresponds
to the total intensity profile of the fluorescence response obtained from the upper
section. In the bottom, the background measurements for the experiments (a) with
190 counts in average, and (b) with an average of 550 counts.
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Figure 55: The CsPbBr3 perovskite excited with 1.3 × 104 W/cm2 of intensity
near to the damage threshold of the material. (a) Sequential confocal images, with
a exposure time of 100 ms and saved each 1 s, of the fluorescence response of the
QD1 corresponding to the Intensity response profile in (b), here we observe the
emission value in comparison with the background plotted in the lower part. In the
same experiment, (c) the QD2 received the same intensity but under the appearance
of another QD which is activate 15 s later, the grey region shows the simultaneous
activation of this QDs, as shown in (d) the sequential set of confocal images of the
experiment.
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behavior, as shown in Fig.55a. This behavior means these emissions belong to a
small agglomerate of QDs and not single emitters. This tendency changed in the
QD2, Fig. 55c-d, showing variations of the fluorescence fifteen seconds after begins
the excitation. The appearing of a nearby QD neighbor is the reason for the change
in the intensity shown in the grey area in Fig.55c, the lower frame Fig. 55d, which
finally produces a double blinking sequence in which is observable the change in the
emission state analyzing both QD separetly (Fig. 55c upper and lower frame). Here,
the blinking operation is clear due to the minimum intensity emitted in both cases
(upper and lower frame) are ∼ 600 counts, as high as the background value, and
the maximum emission is three times higher than the background signal showing an
appreciable ON-OFF change. The other QDs were excited with 85 W/cm2, a value
smaller than the photobleaching limit, and we achieve two scenarios again. The
QD3, shown in the Fig. 56a presents regions of blinking and multi-level emission
becoming a mixture of conditions of the set before analyzed. And the QD4, despite
a slight variation in the intensity profile of emission it is not blinking as shown in
Fig. 56c. In this QD the blinking graphical analysis shows a change not higher
than 7000 counts and the minimum fluorescence emission is around 11000 counts.
Comparing with the background signal (shown in the lower frame of the Fig. 56 c)
this does not represent an OFF-state. And as shown in Fig. 56d, then we observe
that the blinking is not present and the conditions for the two-level behavior are not
accomplished.
Henceforth, the idea to analyze the photophysical behavior of the QDs determines
two significant features of the preparation of single photon sources. First, this
experimental analysis allows distinguishing the local conditions of each QDs as a
protocol to find specific environments employing the PL responses correlated with
time. And second, the average lifetime of the emitter in the excited state defines the
lag time to emit a single photon, i.e., the repetition frequency of emission of a single
photon[145].
Single Photon Source with Perovskites
We use a CW laser (λ = 488nm) in a Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferome-
ter connected to a Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) system (see
methods and Fig.B1) to analyze the emissions of CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3, with a concen-
tration of 1.7 × 10−5 M, the QD to analyse was allocated employing the optical
identification already described. The blinking signature shows two state emissions
which are characteristic of single emitters a similar phenomenon occurs on atoms
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Figure 56: CsPbBr3 perovskite excited with a intensity smaller than the damage
threshold of the material, 85 W/cm2. The QD3 presents a combination of condi-
tions not observed in (a) the sequential stack of confocal images but signaled by
changes in the intensity response profile in (b) with the shaded region. The bottom
panel shows the background taken during the measurement of QD3 (∼ 55 counts).
The confocal image sequence shows a possible single QD, however, in agreement
with the profile data, the emission behavior could correspond to a couple of emitters
closely located. The QD4 shows (c) the intensity response with a variation of 7000
counts from the total, however in regards to the background data (∼ 800 counts)
the minimum emission (11000 counts) is at least 12 times higher. (d) shows the
sequential stack of confocal images of the QD4.
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Figure 57: (a) The upper frame corresponds to the confocal image of the flu res-
cence emission saved at 500 ms of exposure time per picture of CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 at
1.17× 10−5 M. (b) The intensity response profile, extracted from the confocal im-
ages, shows on-off emission process similar to the quantum jump in single emitters.
However, in comparison with the background signal in the bottom (∼ 550 counts),
the minimum emission of the QD is around ten times higher. With the Hanbury-
Brown-Twiss setup, already described in methods, the system displays the perfor-
mance given by the grey points for an excitation intensity of (c) 2.1× 104 W/cm2
and (d) 8.0 × 104 W/cm2. This behavior fitted with the red line corresponds to
the g(2) function of the resonance fluorescence experiments previously discussed
[299, 300]. However, the sub-Poissonian response was not clear possibly due to
the background noise and the existence of a few additional emitters in the same site
which avoid achieving a minimum value of g(2)(τ).
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in which is known as quantum jumps [299]. In this case, the minimum emission
intensity is 5000 counts around nine times higher than the background (600 counts),
and themaximum emission is 24000 counts (forty times higher than the background)
which make clear the ON-OFF behavior, Fig. 57a-b. However, the notable differ-
ence between minimum emission and the background signal could mean that we
are observing a small cluster of QDs and not only one. In this way, to achieve
information about the nature of light emitted it is necessary to measure the degree
of second-order coherence g(2). We select the excitation and the detection paths
through optical filters during the measurement process for 1800 s in two QDs with
excitation powers around 80× 103 W/cm2 and 21× 103 W/cm2 on the QDs. We
achieve the behavior shown in the Fig. 57c-d in which the central depth does not
achieve the zero as expected in an isolated quantum system and the g(2)-function does
not show a regular increase up to 1. Nevertheless, accounting for the background
correction due to additional emitters and the fact that we were working nearly to the
damage threshold of the QDs, we employ the second-order coherence function for
the fluorescence resonance scattering in the high excitation power regime to fit our
experimental data. In this regime the Raby frequency is greater than the radiative
decay rate of the system (Ω γs) and the g(2)-function reads [299, 300]:
g(2)(τ) = 1−
(
cos(qγs|τ |) + 3
2q
sin(qγs|τ |)
)
e−
3γs|τ |
2 (5.1)
where q =
(
Ω2
γ2s
− 1
4
)1/2
, and through the fitting we obtained the parameters q =
7.365 and γs = 65 MHz, finding a Raby frequency of Ω/ = 479 MHz for an
excitation intensity of 8.0 × 104 W/cm2 and q = 5.36, γs = 75 MHz (Ω =
399 MHz) for 2.1 × 103 W/cm2, as shown in Fig. 57. These results suggests
a Quantum Yield of 0.31 and shows the correspondence between the excitation
intensity applied and the Raby frequency produced in this perovskite structure.
Here we can consider that the g(2)-function hide the Sub-Poissonian behavior of the
light because, by one way the emission of few additional QDs, or by the other way
the high excitation power generates a value greater than one [300]. Nevertheless,
considering that the antibunching does not always means a photo-counting statistics
Sub-Poissonian[301], the antibunching phenomenon can be contemplate in the sense
of the function behavior,i.e., g(2)(0) < 1 and g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ ∼ 10 ns), as is shown
in the Fig. 57. Additionally, the high number of excitation photons on the sample
stimulated the saturation of the radiative process on the perovskite QDs which
contribute to masking the single emission.
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The same procedure was follow in the measurement of CsPbBr3 perovskite with
a concentration of 2.8× 10−6 M. However, the measured answer not evidenced the
expected behavior (not shown here).
5.4 Concluding Remarks
We identify essential features for the single photon emitters preparation from QDs
of optoelectronic materials with the protocol here described. The characteris-
tics identified involve an appropriate value for the excitation power, an adequate
concentration of perovskite QDs, and a blinking signature. In a similar fashion
as single atoms, the Perovskite QDs behave like a two-level system under condi-
tions that are observable from the fluorescence blinking pattern. The long exciton
lifetime of the CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 in comparison with CsPbBr3 suggest a favora-
bility of the radiative process instead of the non-radiative ones which constitute
an advantage in the applications of light emission. Employing these tools, we
observed the mixed behavior of the g(2)-function divided into intervals, because
despite not having achieved a total dip at τ from 0 to ∼ 10 ns the g(2)(0) < 1 and
g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ = 10) which corresponds to antibunching tendency. However,
after τ ∼ 10 ns the function behavior changed getting g(2)(τ = 10) > g(2)(τ)
which indicate that the measurements reveal antibunching behavior but a not a sub-
Poissonian light in the CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 Perovskite QD. We produce a source with
statistical emission bounded between the Poissonian and Sub-Poissonian behavior
achieving a g(2) = 0.85 for CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 in a concentration of 1.7 × 10−5 M
with a repetition frequency 1/τ ∼ 200 MHz. These results suggest the QDs of
CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 as an alternative in the implementation of quantum computing
hardware based on optoelectronics materials.
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C h a p t e r 6
SUMMARY
Employing the fact that for a specific range of angles which depends on the symme-
try of the environment the quantum correlations, including entanglement, survive
for the different scenarios (collective and non-collective) of decoherence without a
critical dependence of the retardation length. In this thesis, we show, in Chapter
3, that a PMF corresponds with a long birefringent crystal, and could be a useful as
coherence control device on entangling qubits. This phenonema was experimentally
for a non-maximally entangled bipartite state of photons Verified.
In the Chapter 4, we particularly analyze the Prisoners’ dilemma game for two an
three players. Here, we employed a Werner-like state to evaluate, a difference from
other authors, the importance of the entanglement or discord as correlations to keep
the called “quantum advantage” in this algorithm. This advantage represents the
additional amount of information that the quantum player has over the classical one.
We concluded through the analysis of different nonlocalitymetrics that the important
correlation in this algorithm is the “quantum superposition” and not the entangle-
ment or discord. Finally, we proposed an experimental setup to verify these findings.
The Chapter 5 describes the photoluminescence characterisation (PL) of the MA-
halide perovskite material under different conditions: changing the laser excitation
intensity, including additional PMMA material as oxidation stabiliser, and phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as electron acceptor, including an constant
potential, and an saturated atmospherewith I2 vapour. These scenarios werewith PL
spectroscopy analyzed, Impedance spectroscopy and a mixture of both techniques.
This last constituted an in situ technique to visualize ion migration in organolead
halide perovskite films under the action of a constant electric field. We further
characterize the dynamic processes of these iodide ions at monitoring the migration
of PL inactive areas under external electrical fields in lateral-configured electrode
devices. Hence, wide-field PL imaging microscopy provides an approach to inves-
tigate ionic migration, which has an impact on photovoltaic performance, such as
J-V hysteresis and chemical degradation. This procedure provides an effective tool
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to investigate the influence of grain boundaries, crystal size or passivation proce-
dures in perovskite thin films. This finding paves the way to provide a guideline on
the further improvement of perovskite optoelectronic devices and complement the
research of this kind of architectures towards single photon emitters.
In theChapter 6, we identify essential features for the single photon emitters prepa-
ration from QDs of Cs-halide Perovskites materials. The characteristics identified
involve an appropriate value for the excitation power, an adequate concentration of
perovskite QDs, and a blinking signature. In a similar fashion as single atoms, the
Perovskite QDs behave like a two-level system under conditions that are observable
from the fluorescence blinking pattern. Here, we compared CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 with
CsPbBr3 to produce the single emitter source. We observed the mixed behavior of
the g(2)-function divided into intervals, because despite not having achieved a total
dip at τ from 0 to ∼ 10 ns the g(2)(0) < 1 and g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ = 10) which corre-
sponds to antibunching tendency. However, after τ ∼ 10 ns the function behavior
changed getting g(2)(τ = 10) > g(2)(τ) which indicate that the measurements re-
veal antibunching behavior but a not a sub-Poissonian light in the CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3
Perovskite QD. In despite to not achieve an ideal source ( g(2) = 0.0), we pro-
duce a source with statistical emission bounded between the Poissonian and Sub-
Poissonian behavior achieving a g(2) = 0.85 forCsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 in a concentration
of 1.7× 10−5 Mwith a repetition frequency 1/τ ∼ 200 MHz. These results suggest
the QDs of CsPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 as an alternative in the implementation of quantum
computing hardware based on optoelectronics materials.
Finally, the advance training achieved in this research and the different ideas pro-
posed here were themain resource to the implementation of a laboratory in Quantum
Optics and Information, and another focused in spectroscopy of temporal molecular
events named “Ultrafast spectroscopy laboratory” as described in the Appendix.
As a collateral result of the laboratory implementation, we develop an FPGA -based
cost-efficient coincidence counting module to process the signals sent by the sin-
gle photon counting devices in experiments to test the quantum information theory
concepts.
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A p p e n d i x A
DETERMINATION CRITERIA AND ACTIVATION OF
NON-LOCALITY
Clarification Note
The criteria here defined are adapted and selected from [47].
A.1 Non-locality Criteria
the input states ρin(δ, p) in a general finite-dimensional bipartite AB system is rep-
resented by a density matrix or quantum state ρ ∈ D(CdA ⊗CdB), with dA, dB ≥ 2,
where D(H) := {ρ ∈ PSD(H)|Tr(ρ) = 1} stands for the set of density matrices
of the complex Hilbert spaceH, with PSD the set of positive semidefinite complex
matrices, i.e., the matrices ρ such that ∀ |φ〉 ∈ H : 〈φ| ρ |φ〉 ≥ 0. Here, we focus
on the quantum properties of our two-qubit input states ρin(δ, p) which means that
a Hidden Variable Model can be found to reproduce the same joint correlation of
Alice and Bob Tr(A⊗BρAB) predicted by quantum mechanics, whereA andB are
observables on the state of Alice and Bob, respectively [184]. The aforementioned
nonlocal quantum features of the input states plotted in Ch.3, Fig. 36, for performing
the PD game are described as follows.
Entanglement:
As consider in the Ch.2, the metric of quantum entanglement used here is the
Entanglement of Formation E proposed by Wootters [20] defined as,
E(ρAB) = h
(
1
2
[
1 +
√
1− C˜(ρAB)2
])
, (A.1)
where h(x) = −x log2 x− (1− x) log2(1− x) is the classical binary entropy, and
C˜(ρAB) = max{0, λ4−λ3−λ2−λ1} the concurrence. The λi’s refer to the square
root of the eigenvalues to the auxiliary operator of the system ρABρ˜AB arranged
in decreasing order, and ρ˜AB = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗AB(σy ⊗ σy) [20]. The relationship
between E and the C˜ is bi-univocal: E(ρAB) = C˜(ρAB) = 1 for a maximally
entangled state, and E(ρAB) = C˜(ρAB) = 0, for a separable state. In any other case
E(ρAB) < C˜(ρAB). Besides of the analysis about the behaviour of the entanglement.
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It is important to include also another metrics related with the amount of information
obtained from the different measurements over the system.
Bell inequalities:
In 1964 J. S. Bell [10] defined a criterion to evidence the spooky reaction at distance
postulated by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen time before [3] to argue the incomplete-
ness of the Quantum Mechanics. This early standard as Bell inequalities known,
was considered a way to determine the amount of non-locality and entanglement
indistinctly. As an ansatz, J. Bell considered a pair of one-half-spin particles in
a singlet spin state and moving to opposite directions in which it can perform the
measurement of the spin components σˆ1 and σˆ2. Here, if the value of the measure of
σˆ1 ·~a, with~a as an unit vector, is +1, hence, the measurement of σˆ2 ·~a should be−1.
By this hand, considering additional variables with influence over the measurement,
i.e., λ and ~a determine the resultA of measuring σˆ1 ·~a, with ~a and the measurement
value B of measuring σˆ2 ·~b is defined by~b and λ n the same sense. In that way,
A(~a, λ) = ±1, B(~b, λ) = ±1, (A.2)
and being ρ(λ) the probability distribution of λ the expectation value of the product
of the two measurements is
E(~a,~b) =
∫
dλρ(λ)A(~a, λ)B(~b, λ), (A.3)
a quantity that should be equal to the expected value in the usual sense:
〈σˆ1 · ~aσˆ2 ·~b〉 = −~a ·~b. (A.4)
However, Bell shows in general that eqn. A.3 6= eqn. A.4, and additionally if ~c is
another unitary vector that:
1 + E(~b,~c) |E(~a,~b)− E(~a,~c)| (A.5)
This lastwas the formderived byBell of the calledBell’s inequalities [10]. Currently,
we recognise the existence of entangled but local states in structures as Werner and
Werner-like for an specific value of p as presented in the Chap.3. A new formulation
of the proof for the Bell’s theorem is called the CHSH-nonlocality (Clauser-Horne-
Shirmony-Holt nonlocality)
CHSH-Nonlocality:
Given ρ ∈ D(C2 ⊗ C2), the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequal-
ity [11] considers two dichotomic observables per party (eigenvalues ±1), namely
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(A1, A2, B1, B2), and it takes the form:
|Bρ(A1, A2, B1, B2)| := |E11 + E12 + E21 − E22| ≤ 2, (A.6)
where Eij := Tr [(Ai ⊗Bj) ρ], i, j = 1, 2. It is said that ρ violates the CHSH
inequality if and only ifM(ρ) := µ+ µ˜ > 1, where µ, µ˜ are the biggest two eigen-
values of the matrix Uρ := T Tρ Tρ ∈ M3×3(R), with Tρ := [tnm] ∈ M3×3(R), with
elements tnm := Tr[ρ(σn ⊗ σm)], σk, k = 1, 2, 3, the Pauli matrices. This arises
from the fact that maxBρ := |maxA1,A2,B1,B2Bρ| = 2
√
M(ρ) [302]. Then, using
the Tsirelson’s bound [303], maxBρ ≤ 2
√
2, it follows 0 ≤ M(ρ) ≤ 2, showing
nonlocality in the interval 1 < M(ρ) ≤ 2. Instead of M(ρ), we could work with
B(ρ) :=
√
max {0,M(ρ)− 1} given that, for pure states, the former equals the
concurrence: C(|ψ〉) = B(|ψ〉) [304]. However, in order to have a direct compari-
son with E , in Fig. 36(b), we compute nonlocality through the CHSH inequality, by
plotting CHSH(ρ) := h([1 +
√
1−B(ρ)2]/2), where h(x) is the binary entropy.
A.2 Non-locality Activation
k-copy nonlocality (superactivation):
Given ρ ∈ D(C2⊗C2), if ρ is useful to teleportation then is k-copy nonlocal [305],
i.e., ρ admits superactivation of nonlocality [176]. Usefulness to teleportation can
be numerically tested by computing the Fidelity of Teleportation, which can be writ-
ten as F(ρ) = 2F (ρ)+1
3
, where F denotes the Fully Entangled Fraction [306], which
for two qubits reads F (ρ) = max{ηi, 0}, with ηi’s the eigenvalues of the matrix
M = [Mmn], of elementsMmn = Re (〈ψm| ρ |ψn〉), and {|ψn〉} the so-called magic
basis |ψab〉 := i(a+b)(|0, b〉+(−1)a |1, 1⊕ b〉)/
√
2 [307]. ρ is useful to teleportation
if and only if F > 2/3 [306]. In our case, as shown in Fig. 36(b), the set of states
that can be super-activated coincides with the whole set of entangled states (although
this fact does not hold in general).
Activation of nonlocality through tensoring and local filtering:
Given ρ ∈ D(Cd1 ⊗ Cd2) for subsystems A and B with arbitrary dimensions d1
and d2 respectively and, defining PCHSH as the set of states that do not violate
the CHSH inequality, even after local filtering, we say that ρ ∈ PCHSH admits
activation of nonlocality through tensoring and local filtering [177] if there exists
a state τρ ∈ PCHSH such that ρ ⊗ τρ /∈ PCHSH . The latter is equivalent to have
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Tr
(
τρ
(
ρT ⊗Hpi/4
))
< 0, with Hpi/4 := I2 ⊗ I2 − 1√2(σx ⊗ σx + σz ⊗ σz), with
T denoting transposition [177]. A theorem [177] establishes the existence of such
matrices τρ in the space D
(⊗2
i=1(C
di ⊗ C2)) for any entangled ρ. Although the
existence of such a matrix τρ is already guaranteed, the theorem does not explicitly
tell us how to calculate it. We have numerically tested this activation [177] by
looking for a state τρ with positive partial transpose with respect to the first sub-
system, τT1ρ ≥ 0 (say CdA ⊗ C2) [308, 309], since this implies τρ ∈ PCHSH [310].
Thus, we solved the optimisation problem σ(ρ) := minτρTr
(
τρ
(
ρT ⊗Hpi/4
))
un-
der constrains τρ ≥ 0 ∧ τT1ρ ≥ 0 [177]. Even though the considered activation
of the nonlocality region covers the whole entangled states [177], the region for
which we are indeed able to find the ancillary matrix required for the activation
is represented by the cyan solid area (which covers the CHSH inequality violation
region) in Fig. 36(b).
Other nonlocality metrics
I have shown here a family of states in which the entanglement and the nonlocality
are not synonyms or conditionals. In the wide way of analysis and verification
of nonlocal properties of states exists additional metric such as the Local filtering
or hidden nonlocality (HN), the Superactivation tensoring factor k(d, fd), and the
Fidelity of Teleportation(FoT), between others. A brief review of these techniques
can be found in Ducuara et al. [175], and a more detailed description in [176, 305,
307] and [311].
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A p p e n d i x B
BUILDING A LABORATORY IN....
At the very beginning of this doctoral research, the main problem was the local in-
frastructure limitation. Fortunately, some cooperations mainly between Universidad
del Valle-Colombia and Universität Bayreuth-Germany allowed the development of
the present research plan. Nevertheless, we never leave aside the idea of local ex-
perimental implementations. Searching financial founds we receive regional and
national grants which enable the implementation of laboratories for the study of
computational systems in photons, and the analysis of photo-physical features of
molecules with the equipment that I described as follows:
B.1 Quantum Information
In the beginning, this infrastructure would allow us, for instance, the implementation
of universal quantum gates, the generation and detection of Bell states, and the
experimental demonstration of nonlocality from the violation of Bell’s inequalities
toward the activation of this feature through filtering techniques. The main parts of
the system currently used are described briefly in the following:
The laser source
As excitation source we implemented a Ti: Sa pulse laser from Avesta company,
model TiF-100 (see Fig. Fig.B1A), with tuneable pulse range (40 − 90 fs), and
wavelength (715 − 800 nm). This source produced the SHG (second Harmonic
generation) with a BBO crystal of 0.2 mm width turning the wavelength to a range
of 355 − 400 nm. This last wavelength range is involved in the preparation of
entangled photons through the Spontaneous Parametric Downconversion (SPDC)
process.
The optical system
After the laser, we control the pulse width with a pulse compressor system using an
SF10 Prism Pair (Newport inc.) to compensate the pulse dispersion produced by
the additional optics, see Fig.B1B. The laser beam travels toward an SHG system
which generates the pumping light for the SPDC system (employing a β − BBO
of 1 mm width). However, the SHG has an efficiency of ∼ 30%, and through a
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Figure B1: Quantum Information andOptics Laboratory (Universidad del Valle). A:
The Ti: Sa pulsed laser source (40− 80fs) produces an emission range of 715− 800
nm. B: The pulse compressor system compensates the group velocity dispersion
(GVD) induced by optics. C: The SHG system changes the emission ranges to
355 − 400 nm. D: Te harmonics separator deviates the non-converted light from
the SHG. E: The SPDC source again changes the emission range to 715− 800 nm,
but with entangled polarisation photons. F: The quantum tomography incorporates
half-wave and quart-wave plates, and polariser coupled to a pair of SPCM connected
to a CCU to determine the probable quantum state of the system.
prism, the harmonics are separated, see section Fig. B1D. Finally, this new laser
source produces temporally correlated photons entangled in the polarisation basis
and through the quantum tomography protocol are analyzed.
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The Detection system
The analysis of the prepared states is achieved using the quantum tomography
protocol proposed by D. F. James et al. [100]. This procedure employs sixteen
(16) and four (4) independent measurements to describe quantum states of two- and
one-qubit system. The analyzed light crosses over polarisation analysis plates (Half-
wave and quart-wave plates, and a polarizer) to project the photons on the orthogonal
basis to determine the contribution of each polarization basis on the total state. The
electronic counting in realizes by a couple of Single Photon Counting Module
(SPCM-AQRH series Excelitas technologies) connected to a Coincidence Counting
Unit (CCU), see Fig. B1 F, which stores the measurements in the computer for the
final post-processing procedure.
B.2 Molecular Spectroscopy
As a useful tool to characterize and understand the intramolecular behavior of
the matter and its interaction with light a spectroscopy laboratory was posed, as
a consequent of this research plan, and currently is in development. Employing
the knowledge acquired during my research stay in Germany I defined a versatile
system with a wide range of excitation wavelengths and control for the laser delay.
This experimental setup will be able to perform single molecule spectroscopy,
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, and pump-probe spectroscopy.
The laser source
A Ti: Sa pulse laser from Avesta company, model TiF-20 (see Fig. Fig.B2) with
tuneable pulse range (12 − 40 fs), and wavelength (715 − 800 nm) is the principal
excitation source. This pulse laser is split to produce SHG (pulse width ∼ fs) and
Supercontinuum light (pulse width ∼ ps)with an optical fiber of photonic crystal
(femtowhite 800 NKT Photonics). This arrangement constitutes a versatile excita-
tion system useful for a wide range of molecules which keeps temporal information
in the fs and ps order, unfolding potentialities to perform experimental proce-
dures as Time-correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) to measure molecular
emissions lifetime.
The optical system and measurement procedure
The central laser source is divided twice through 50:50 beam splitter cubes. The first
branch cross a neutral filter wheel, which controls the intensity without changing the
wavelength, and a mechanical shutter controls the laser input toward the collimation
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and preparation optics. The double lens setup (telescope optical arrangement)
performed the collimation, and the linear polarizers and waveplates controlled the
polarisation content. Amechanical delay is added to identify changes in the emission
spectrum correlated with the delay on the excitation, see Fig.B2 D. The second beam
splitter divided the second branch in two ways to produce, in one way SHG and
supercontinuum light in the other arm. Folding mirrors marked with arrows realized
the selection of the wavelength, as shown in the Fig. B2. Before the light arrives at
the sample, is collimated again and optically filtered within the excitation band, Fig.
B2 G and H. Further, the excitation light is selected with a dichroic mirror (Band
Pass Filter) and addressed to an immersion objective (NA=1.25, 60X), shown in
detail in the Fig. B2 I. The same dichroic mirror directs the emission response from
the sample toward a cube beam splitter 70:30 which sends the 70% of the emission
to a low dispersion spectrometer. The remaining 30% arrives at an Avalanche
Photodiode (APD) connected to a TCSPC system which synchronizes the repetition
rate of the central laser to account the time duration of intramolecular events. These
techniques allow the molecular characterization of the photophysical process as the
fluorescence lifetime, the charge transfer rate, and the single molecule spectrum,
among others. Additionally, the implementations here described open new local
research lines and set the appropriate conditions to contribute in a fundamental way
to the global advance of these branch of knowledge.
Finally, as part of this implementation, we proposed an electronic device which
could serve both laboratories for counting signals from the APDs, as describe the
next annex.
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Figure B2: Ultrafast Spectroscopy Laboratory (Universidad del Valle). A: The Ti: Sa
pulsed laser source (12− 40fs) produces an emission range of 715− 800 nm. B: The pulse
compressor system compensates the group velocity dispersion (GVD) induced by optics. C:
A neutral filter wheel and a mechanical shutter perform the control of the input Intensity,
and the two-lenses setup collimates the crossing radiation. D: A mechanical delay allows
following the behavior of the absorbed energy by the sample with fs in resolution. E: SHG
system changes the main emission range from the central NIR wavelength to 355− 400 nm.
F: the Supercontinuum fiber system produces a continuous band of coherent emission in the
visible spectrum. G: the Second collimation system ensures the correction of the divergences
induced by the optics. H: the excitation filter selects the illumination wavelength to define
the energy band in which the molecular system should respond. In this dashed box is include
the widefield lens which moves the focal plane of the system in such a way to enable the
homogeneous illumination over the sample. I: The sample holder in cross-section view, a
dichroic mirror collects the illumination in the same range of the excitation light, a broad
spectrum mirror address the response from the sample toward the spectrometer. J: Low
dispersion spectrometer to record the emission spectra from the samples as a part of the
detection system. K: An APD counts the signal from the sample and sends it toward the
TCSPC protocol to create a correlated histogram, with the pulse repetition rate of the central
laser, which finally gives us the lifetime of the radiant emissions from the sample.
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A p p e n d i x C
PHOTON COINCIDENCE DETECTION
C.1 Introduction
The state-of-the-art technologies of pulse counter electronics offer a significant
range of commercial devices, but such systems are usually expensive due to the
complicated logic used for this task. The use of counting electronics in conjunc-
tion with photon counters can be used, for example, to perform experimental tests in
QuantumOptics and Quantum Information Science. In the next chapter, it is present
the development and implementation of a low-cost module for multi-photon coin-
cidence statistics with detection windows of a few nanoseconds. The detection of
Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) signals retrieved from a signal generator charac-
terize the counting device implemented in an optical setup. A Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) analyzes and stores the detected output signals (TTL pulses) in
a computer. The first experimental proof-of-principle incorporated this module in
the tests of quantum information and molecular spectroscopy techniques at CIBioFi.
In less than three decades, a new technological revolution has been boosted by har-
nessing the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, and the superposition
and entanglement of quantum states have been at the core of such a development.
This, however, implies a big challenge for testing and implementing remarkable
protocols such as quantum computation, cryptography, and teleportation in quan-
tum information science [47, 312–314]. In the case of optical technologies, the
detection of individual pulses and photon-coincidences is fundamental [315, 316],
and setups for Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) [317], Fluorescence Corre-
lation Spectroscopy (FCS) [318, 319], molecular life-time emissions and quantum
entanglement and correlations quantification [152, 157, 319, 320], between others,
rely on this feature in a crucial way. Thus, photon statistics [321–323] through the
coincidence counting (detection of photons-simultaneously or within a small time
window) provide a key ingredient in Science and Engineering.
Most of the time-dependent statistics of photons in different experimental schemes
has been made possible thanks to a Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC) protocol,
which allows for the measurement of the time interval between incident pulses,
from “start” to “stop”, and generates an output pulse that is proportional to this time
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interval. This action is commonly implemented in experimental setups used for
the characterisation of molecular systems such as “Time Correlated Single Photon
Counting” (TCSPC) [324, 325]. Such a counting technique produces a histogram
that represents the characteristic time scale of the analysed molecular system. The
TAC process involves a timewhereby the counting electronics is reseted to restart the
measurement, the so-called dead-time of the protocol. This said, such a procedure
for coincidence counting of multiple photons is nowadays expensive and easily
saturable due to current dead-time intervals around 125 ns and saturated count rate
of 8 MHz in reverse mode operation [326], and even for 16 MHz [327].
Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) is another procedure that employs the “start-stop”
principle. This can be entirely implemented on a digital basis, thus avoiding the
use of ADC (Analog-to-Digital) protocols that limit TDC applications to deep sub-
micron technologies [328]. This is due firstly, to a frequent recalibration against
a primary quartz oscillator time base to determine the required conversion slope,
and secondly to an early usage of two analog processes: an analog ramp time-to-
amplitude converter (which also involves a recycling time) in conjunction with a
pulse-height analyser [329]. Current TDC based on 65 nm CMOS technology could
achieve a maximum frequency in the 5-10 GHz range and reach a maximum around
100-200 ps for the measurement accuracy [328]. Further, an even a shorter time
accuracy can be achieved if one clock period is asynchronously subdivided into
smaller time intervals [330–334]. Combining this technique with photon detectors
such as the Avalanche Photodiode (APD), the sampling would be limited by the
maximum rate allowed by the detector. This method can be employed in diverse
experiments, ranging from, e.g., materials surface reconstruction in the measure
of the Time-of-Flight (ToF) of photons from a transmitter to a target and back to
the detector [335], fluorescence life-time imaging [336], to TCSPC [331, 332]. In
this direction, in our work we implement a useful tool for research by means of a
purely digital procedure which offers an appropriate sampling rate useful for several
purposes (e.g., quantum information technology and molecular spectroscopy) that
is cost-efficient compared to different devices available in the market. This imple-
mentation adds some improvements compared to its predecessor model [316, 337,
338], which include an increment in the number of input signals capable of being
analysed in one device. In addition, such a module uses a faster electronics and
wireless connections to reach the balance of cost efficiency.
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a) b)
Figure C1: Cards that exhibit the electronics of the first implemented coincidence
counting module in our laboratory based on Branning’s work [316]: a) the elec-
tronics for the detection of the signals, and the final presentation of the coincidence
counting module Branning’s version. The 8 × 4 = 32 buttons on top show the 8
channels by 4 inputs that can be handled by the device. This ensures up to four-
coincidences analysis in each available channel, b) the structural location of the
electronics logic that allow us the manipulation of the entry signals. In this work,
this module was expanded up to eight inputs and eight-fold coincidences.
C.2 Experimental Development
Counting module assembly
In 2009, Branning et al. [316] posed to change the TAC protocol by implementing
a set of logic gates. This assembly used a TTL pulse sent by a commercial photo
counter to modify the pulse width, then defined the coincidence, and finally used
a Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) to count and store the data in a computer.
After this, the PIC was replaced by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that
developed the same functionality as its predecessor but became better suited and
adaptable [337]. This development is appealing due to the cost-efficiency of these
devices, and besides, this also allows the scalability to 4N inputs but using N − 1
different Coincidences Counting Modules (CCM) [338].
We initially used a third generation proof board of Branning’s CCM [339] and
assembled a device as shown in figure C1. This CCMwas built on electronic boards
of four layers each one. In one of them, we located the different electronic devices,
NANDs, ORs, and Multiplexors. In the second card, the manual selection of input
signals and the hosting of switches was configured, as can be seen in figure C1(a),
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Figure C2: Schematics of the pulse shaping process followed by the input in a given
channel. a) Graphical description of the stages followed by the input signal from
CH1 to the output of the shaping process. Vertical dashed line accounts for the key
signal shape and final output. b) Sketch of the MUX inverted output signal in the
lower path, delayed as a function of the A, B status selectors, as compared to the
pulse in the upper path as indicated by the dashed line of a). The difference between
the delay of the pulses in b) defines c) the final shape of the pulse after passing
through the total shaping process.
and C1(b). Those devices are protected by a metallic box to preserve their electronic
components, and to allow for an easier manipulation of the counting module. The
main limitation of this module, however, is the reduced number of inputs (4) for the
Single Photon Counting Modules (SPCM), given that, for example, state-of-the-art
quantum optics experiments can entangle up to ten photons, and use around 20
APDs for their detection [323]. In this sense, recent efforts have expanded other
counting strategies with different techniques that are able to reach up to 32 [318],
and even 48 inputs [340].
In this work, we report the implementation of a photon-counter coincidence module
with a short response time (a few ns), and use as a counting device an FPGA DE0-
nano model [341]. In this module, we expand Branning et al. initial proposal,
by increasing the number of inputs up to 8 as well as the coincidences (8-fold).
In our implementation, we used integrated circuits of fast series (SN74FXXX) of
different logical arrays, and a wireless module to communicate the data to a software
analyser. The stages followed in the coincidence counting process are as follows:
i) pulse shaping, ii) selection of the input signal, iii) counting, and iv) storing the
acquired data. We next describe these steps.
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Shaping the input pulses
A description of the pulse shaping process is schematically given in figure C2(a).
First, the signal splits into two equal and temporal synchronised signals, next both
of them are delayed but subjected to the following two-path rule. In the upper path,
the delay is controlled through a double inverter logic circuit which is equivalent in
time to the application of two digital gates. In the lower path, the delay is defined by
the selectors A and B, where “0” and “1” denote “off” and “on” states, respectively.
This delay finally defines the width of the output pulse from the MUX which is
inverted as is shown in figure C2(b). The positions of the selectors AB define the
number of logical AND gates that the signal should pass through. This variable
(number of gates crossed by the signal) is directly related to the width’s output
signal, e.g., if the selectors are set in the “00” position, the signal will pass over
one logical gate (with a minimal operation speed of ∼ 2.2 ns, and a maximal of
∼ 6.6 ns [342]) plus the Multiplexing operation (range 3.7 − 12 ns [343]), and a
final AND gate giving a resulting output pulse between 6.0 and 19.0 ns as shown
in section C.3. If the operational conditions (voltage and temperature) are constant
despite the operational range of the logical gates, these devices typically work with
the average value of their range plus the accumulative uncertainties due to buffer
operation. Thus, for the case of the “00” selector we can define a typical value of
∼ 13.0 ± 2.5 ns. This selector “00” accomplishes the minimum delay (shown in
figure C2(b)), where the red curve represents the final output width of the signal
and the shadowed area (with the respective label) remarks the delay between the
incoming pulses. Finally, such a minimum delay between the two paths translate
into the minimum signal width as sketched in the figure C2(c). In the same sense, if
the selectors are in the “01” position, the addition of one AND gate influences the
final width in an average value of ∼ 16.5± 2.6 ns. Otherwise, if the “10” position
is selected (maximum delay), two additional AND gates are added to the process,
and the width of the output signal increases to a range between 9.9 and 32.2 ns, with
a typical operation value of ∼ 21.0± 2.8 ns.
Selecting the input signal
All the input pulses are shaped as explained before but only the modules’ user
defines the number of inputs that are to be considered in the coincidence process.
The selection of the signals is implemented via a switching system that allows the
following: to select a channel (or channels) for detection and counting the pulses,
and then, counting the coincidences between signals. As sketched in figure C3, each
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Figure C3: Scheme of signals selector: OR-gates (SN74F32) are applied on each
shaped pulse, and over the logical state of switches manually defined. Only the
selected signals get involved in the coincidence process performed by an AND-gate
with multi-inputs (SN74F30).
input channel (from 1 to 8) passes through the shaped process and is compared with
the logic state of a switch (“0” or “1”) connected to the OR-gate-SN74F32. Next,
the logic resulting is transmitted to the coincidence channel performed by the AND-
gate-SN74F30 to be finally counted. The coincidence protocol is just the logical
comparison of the selected pulses in a defined time interval which will depend on the
operation speed of the logical gates involved. In this setup, the coincidence interval
ranges between 3 and 13 ns, depending on the operational speed of the SN74F32
and the SN74F30 gates [344, 345] with a typical value of∼ 8.0±1.4 ns. To sum up,
the pulse shaping of the input signals only guaranties the overlap between signals
from different channels and the coincidence window defines how close the upper
flank of the involved signals are. This coincidence is set to “high” or “true” if only
both upper flanks are within the coincidence interval defined by the operation time
of the consecutive OR and AND gates, i.e., the definition of a coincidence is only
limited by the electronics logical response time at the gate, and by the number of
followed buffers.
Counting, saving and data acquisition
For this purpose, the final pulses are counted and stored for later acquisition in read-
able files in a computer. This is developed by means of an FPGA of programmable
logic and connections under VHSIC1 Hardware Description Language (VHDL). A
MORPH-1C-II system [346] has been recently introduced, in four channels protocols
1Acronym for Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
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Figure C4: Scheme of the input processing and data transmission protocols. Each
input signal is delayed, shaped, and counted. If the selection process defines more
than one input, then the coincidence will be counted and saved. These data were
collected during a defined period, the so-called integration time, 2µs ≤ τcount ≤ 1
s, and were finally sent through an intercommunication wireless port to a receptor
module by packages that were stored in a computer.
[339], due to itsMulti Protocol Synchronous Serial Engine that allows programming
and re-programming by means of a USB port in a fraction of a second, i.e., of at
least 0.2 s [347]. This implementation, however, has a practical drawback since it
requires programming every time that a lack of power supply arises and, operatively
speaking, a plug-&-play usage with this kind of FPGA is not possible. Another
hurdle arises from this model’s processing capability due to the fact that an incre-
ment in the number of possible input signals implies an increment of the number of
selecting switches, as shown in figure C1(a) and figure C3. As an alternative, this
switching system can be included in a software interface using the logical elements
of the FPGA instead of hardware buttons. In the latter, an FPGA with a larger
number of logical elements is to be required.
In our implementation, we resort to an FPGA with a ROMmemory for the counting
process as the DE0 nano [341] from the Cyclone™IV family [347]; this device has
two headers of 40 pins each one, where 72 pins are input/output, 4 power pins, and 4
GND pins; connection to a USB port for its output signals and 23 pins for connection
to a JTAG interface (standard protocol to develop debugging tools [348]). Another
key feature of this model is the maximum acceptable frequency of 153MHz for
the input signals, and a larger number of logical elements: 22.320 compared to
4.608 of the MORPH-1C-II. These features allow the detection of different physical
systems that range from the single photon counting and coincidences through to the
radioisotopes in positron emission tomography [349].
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Figure C5: Comparison between an input signal of 10KHz and the output response
of the configuration “00” during the pulse shaping stage.
For programming this FPGA, we used the compilation environment Quartus™.
The particular code used here can create eight registers of independent counts of
16 bits available each one to define the channel of the register. This number of
channels stems from the module inside that compares the selected input signals
between them to count coincidences in the FPGA. To obtain the saved data, we used
XBee modules that allow the wireless communication between the FPGA and a
designated computer [350]. This process relies on the time needed to send the data
by the transmission module (τsend). In order to overcome lacks in the processing,
it is useful to define integration times to count in the FPGA in the same order
(τcount ∼ τsend). The required variables in the process of wirelessly data sending are
the sending rate (number of data send per second) and the bit length (“size” of the
data), which depend on the number of channels to count. These variables determine
the file transmission and reception, and are set in the code that is implemented within
the FPGA and the XBee (X−CTU) module. Finally, the file arrives to a reception
module that is connected to a computer to visualise and analyse the counts, as
schematically shown in figure C4.
Device estimated cost
The total cost involved in the construction of the coincidence counting device can be
estimated as follows: i) FPGA DE0-nano ∼ 190 USD, ii) PCBs (assembling cards)
∼ 50 USD, iii) the complete set of fast series circuits (SN74FXXX) ∼ 30 USD,
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Figure C6: Input signals of different frequencies in the “11” configuration: a) the
50KHz signal presents a rounded corner due to the amplification response of the
pulse shaping stage: the time-scale of the pulse width is enough to see the maximum
amplification of about ∼ 33% between the output and the input signals, b) in the
500KHz pulse, the amplification process is also reached, but this exhibits a cut-off
due to the increase of the repetition frequency, and c) an input pulse of 5MHz is
used in the module: the amplification is not evident and an apparent time shift
exhibited by the output signal at FWHM around ∼ 16% of its width takes place.
This is attributed to the usage of a trigger signal that did not allow for a proper
compensation of the output signal.
iv) additional electronics and housing (switches, cables, LEDs, BNC connectors,
metallic box)∼ 200 USD. These give an approximate total of about 470 USD. This
is to be contrasted with typical commercial devices available in the market (with
similar features) that can be well above 2500 USD (e.g., Canberra Model 2040 and
National Instruments modules).
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Figure C7: Single channel counting rate for the “11” configuration. The functional
dependence is linear, with calculated slope m = 0.9561 ± 0.0213. An almost
identical result was obtained for the “00” configuration (not shown).
C.3 Device Response and Discussion
The coincidence counting module was carefully checked in each one of the previ-
ously mentioned stages. In figure 5 we show the effect of the pulse shaping in the
configuration “00” over a square input signal in the counting module. Here, we
observe that the output exhibits a damped oscillator-like behaviour, possibly due to
the response time at the logic circuits. This input signal has a frequency of 10KHz,
which means an average width of ∼ 0.1ms, and the shaping process produces an
output of ∼ 15 ns; this represents a reduction of at least five orders of magnitude of
the former width. Although the plot shows a delay of a few nanoseconds between
the input and the output signals, this difference is comparably small: ∼ 10−4 % of
the input pulse width. We also verified the output signal in the configuration “11”
with signals generated by a square pulse generator set at three different frequencies
(50 KHz, 500 KHz, and 5 MHz).
In this test we find a slight increment in the amplitude of the input signals as can
be seen in figure C6. This could be achieved due to the amplification performed by
the shaping electronics at this stage and the impedance of the cables used for this
experiment. However, this amplification process takes a time comparable to the time
scale of these inputs to reach a maximum value. This behaviour is responsible for
the apparently “round corner” on the top of the output signal in figure C6(a). When
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the frequency is changed, say by one order of magnitude, the shaping is constant,
but in a closer look, the former “round corner” is clearly an slope related to the time
needed to achieve the stability of the logical process, as shown in figure C6(b). In
addition, frequencies in the range of MHz exhibit an alteration of the output pulse
and a “non-evident” voltage amplification process. Thismeans that the amplification
procedure is slower than the period of the input signal, and the maximum amplitude
is not reached before the temporal width vanishes. For the case of a 5 MHz input
signal, the output signal is delayed as observed in figure C6(c). We estimate the
uncertainty due to this time shift presented by the output signal at FWHM around
∼ 16% of its width. This is due to the time taken by the logical gates to operate
and to the usage of an oscilloscope trigger signal that did not allow us to produce a
proper compensation of the output signal. This amplification is not really an issue
because for the logic gating the importance holds on the flanks of the signals that
determine the counting process. On the other hand, this process helps to maintain
the fidelity of the signal inside the counting module due to the fact that it preserves
the temporal features of the input signal and increases the voltage that enhance the
robustness of the signal against the possible dispersions inside the module.
This visualisation issue, however, does not compromise the functioning of the
counting device, since the amplifying response during the shaping stage does not
affect the efficiency of the counting process due to the fact that the counting frequency
is proportional to the input frequency, as shown in figure C7. We found that, in the
configuration “11”, the frequency of the input signal is proportional to the counting
frequency by a constant value 0.9561 ± 0.0213. The “00” configuration exhibits a
likewise proportionality with a very similar constant.
C.4 Concluding Remarks
We have built a cost-efficient (compared to commercial prices) counting module
device of eight inputs, as well as eight-fold coincidence channels that exhibit key
features that can be used in different areas of science, engineering and the medical
sciences, and in particular, in quantum and non-linear optics. These features allow
us to perform a more in depth analysis about incident photons in quantum optics and
quantum information experiments. The reported counting module has a response
time of a few nanoseconds and works for incident signals with frequencies up to
150 MHz. This module is currently being implemented in our laboratory for the
detection ofWerner-like stateswhich have recently been proposed as a novel resource
for quantum game strategy in a protocol that requires neither quantum entanglement
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nor nonlocality as a resource [47]. We work on the FPGA programming to improve
the module for data transfer in quantum tomography of one and two polarisation
photonic qubits experiments.
The device here implemented for photon coincidence detection shall also be used
in quantum interferometry, and photo-luminiscence detection in molecular spec-
troscopy experiments.
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A p p e n d i x D
COMPUTATIONAL CODES
I developed the computational used codes in Python 3.6.5 andWolframMathematica
11.3. We analyzed in Python the images from the spectrometers and the TCSPC
data. The tomography protocol, the calculation of information correlations, and
the resulting Jones’s matrices in optical setups, in Mathematica, were performed.
If the reader needs the codes for educational use, please contact me by e-mail
to carlos.melo@correounivalle.edu.co or Carlos.melo@uni-bayreuth.de, and I will
send it back.
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